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Abstract
A subgroup of a flnite group G is said to be second maximal if it is maximal
in every maximal subgroup of G that contains it. A question which has received
considerable attention asks: can every positive integer occur as the number of the
maximal subgroups that contain a given second maximal subgroup in some flnite
group G? Various reduction arguments are available except when G is almost
simple. Following the classiflcation of the flnite simple groups, flnite almost simple
groups fall into three categories: alternating and symmetric groups, almost simple
groups of Lie type, sporadic groups and automorphism groups of sporadic groups.
This thesis investigates the flnite alternating and symmetric groups, and flnds that
in such groups, except three well known examples, no second maximal subgroup
can be contained in more than 3 maximal subgroups.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
An almost simple group is a group having a unique minimal normal subgroup
which is non abelian and simple. Up to isomorphism, there are only flnitely many al-
most simple groups containing and normalizing any given flnite simple group: they
are the subgroups of its automorphism group containing all the inner automor-
phisms. Following the classiflcation of the flnite simple groups (henceforth referred
to as CFSG) one of the major areas of research in group theory today is the inves-
tigation of the subgroups of the flnite almost simple groups, and in particular, the
determination of their maximal subgroups. The next natural step in this process
and a flrst important step towards understanding the local structure of the subgroup
lattice of all flnite groups, is the investigation of the second maximal subgroups of
the flnite almost simple groups, namely the maximal elements of what remains in
the related subgroup lattices after removing the maximal subgroups. According to
the CFSG, the flnite almost simple groups fall into three classes:
the alternating groups An and the symmetric groups Sn (n > 5);
the flnite almost simple groups of Lie type;
the 26 sporadic simple groups and their automorphisms groups.
In this thesis we consider the second maximal subgroups of the flnite alternating
and symmetric groups, the maximal subgroups having been discussed in [LPS87].
P¶alfy [P¶al88] started things ofi by dealing with second maximal subgroups of the
alternating groups of prime degree. This was extended in the Laurea Thesis [Bas96]
of the author to the alternating and symmetric groups of prime power degree. In
the same work results were obtained for intransitive imprimitive second maximal
subgroups in arbitrary degree. However, except in Theorem D below, we do not
rely on [Bas96] here: while it is available on the Internet1, it is yet to be pub-
lished in print. Instead, we rely on the results in [P¶al88]; on the results of Praeger
in [Pra90] where inclusions among primitive groups are discussed up to permuta-
tional isomorphism; and on the fundamental results of Liebeck, Praeger, Saxl on
the factorizations of the almost simple groups in [LPS90]. We do not shy away
1http://room.anu.edu.au/~abit/
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from using the Schreier Conjecture2 a few times because we view it as a byproduct
of the CFSG.
The overall picture of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 we present a more
detailed setting for the work in this thesis and introduce some speciflc notation
while discussing a few preliminary results.
Chapter 3 contains a collection of results about well known permutation groups.
Namely, we provide the arguments used to determine their normalizers (in the
parent symmetric group), their parity (whether or not they are contained in the
alternating group), and possibly notes about their degree of transitivity/primitivity.
In Chapter 4 we begin our investigation of the second maximal subgroups of the
alternating and symmetric groups and we provide a description of all the intran-
sitive second maximal subgroups which are contained in more than two maximal
subgroups. The main result of this chapter is the following.
Theorem A. A second maximal subgroup of a flnite alternating or symmetric
group of degree at least 5 which is contained in more than 2 maximal subgroups is
either intransitive with 3 orbits and contained in precisely 3 maximal intransitive
subgroups, or it is the stabilizer of a point in PSL(3; 2) of degree 7 as in 2:6:1, or it is
the stabilizer of a point in a 2-primitive maximal subgroup of an alternating group.
In the latter case, it is contained in the stabilizer of that point in the alternating
group, in another 2-primitive group which is conjugate to the given one in the parent
symmetric group (but not in the alternating group), and in nothing else. So, an
intransitive second maximal subgroup is never contained in more than 3 maximal
subgroups.
In Chapter 5 we introduce cumbersome yet successful notations to handle non al-
most simple primitive groups. Successful because we prove the second main result
of this thesis:
Theorem B. A primitive second maximal subgroup of a flnite alternating or
symmetric group which is non almost simple or contained in some non almost simple
subgroup is never contained in more than 2 maximal subgroups, unless it is one of
the three examples of the kind discovered by Feit and listed in [P¶al88, Table II] and
here in 5:2:1.
Our efiorts culminate in Chapter 6 where an exhaustive analysis of the primitive
almost simple second maximal subgroups is carried over to yield the third but
perhaps most important theorem of this work:
2The Schreier Conjecture states that the outer automorphism group of any flnite simple group
is solvable.
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Theorem C. A primitive almost simple second maximal subgroup of a flnite
alternating or symmetric group which is only contained in almost simple subgroups
of which there are at least two, can be recovered at once from Table 6.B and is
contained in at most 3 maximal subgroups.
There is also an appendix which is not intended to be regarded as part of this
thesis. It is a preliminary version of a separate, still unpublished work of the author,
to which we refer in Chapter 4. It is bound together with the thesis solely for the
convenience of the reader.
As a flnal remark, note that Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 together provide a com-
plete analysis of the primitive second maximal subgroups of the flnite alternating
and symmetric groups. In Theorem III:3:1 at p. 62 of [Bas96] the author shows that
a transitive imprimitive second maximal subgroup of a flnite alternating or symmet-
ric group of degree at least 5 is never contained in more than 3 maximal subgroups.
Given that a permutation group is either intransitive or transitive imprimitive or
primitive, all these results together yield the following conclusive result concerning
the second maximal subgroups of flnite symmetric and alternating groups.
Theorem D. A second maximal subgroup of a flnite alternating or symmetric
group of degree at least 5 is never contained in more than 3 maximal subgroups,
unless it is one of the three examples of Feit and P¶alfy. Consequently, such a
subgroup is never contained in more than 11 maximal subgroups.
A long outstanding problem in Universal Algebra is whether every flnite lattice
occurs as the congruence lattice of a flnite algebra. In the most recent step of a long
chain of reductions, Baddeley and Lucchini listed a number of residual questions
about almost simple groups [BL97]. Theorem D may be viewed as a partial answer
to one of these questions. However, elaborating this issue would take us too far
from the present context; see P¶alfy [P¶al95] and his featured review MR98j:20022
of [BL97] for a more detailed discussion.
1.1. General notations
Sets and their elements are written as
A;B;C; : : : ;X;Y;Z; a; b; c; : : : ; x; y; z:
The cardinality of a set X is denoted by
flflXflfl; this is also called the order of X in case
X is flnite. A partition of a set X is a set of non empty subsets of X whose pairwise
intersection is empty and whose union equals to X. The cardinality (or order) of a
partition is the cardinality of the partition regarded as a set.
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Partially ordered sets and hence lattices are usually denoted by
A;B; C; : : : ;X ;Y;Z:
Groups and their elements are written as
A;B;C; : : : ;X; Y; Z; a; b; c; : : : ; x; y; z:
Richer algebraic structures and their elements may be shown as
A;B;C; : : : ;X;Y;Z; a; b; c; : : : ; x; y; z;
but for flelds we prefer this special font:
F;G;L;P;Fq; : : :
Functions are usually written in bold, both latin and greek letters:
f ; g;h; : : : fi;fl;°; : : :
A function f comes together with a domain Domf and a codomain Codf which
is not necessarily equal to the image Imf :
f : Domf ¡! Codf ; Imf = ' xf flfl x 2 Domf “:
As we have just seen, we tend to apply functions on the right of their arguments and
to compose functions accordingly. For example for x 2 Domf and Codf = Dom g
we have
x(fg) = (xf)g = xfg:
As common the set of functions from X to Y is denoted by YX.
We regard non negative integers as sets:
0 = ; the empty set,
1 = f0g; 2 = f0; 1g; : : : ; l = f0; 1; : : : ; l ¡ 1g; : : :
This has a few unhappy consequences. For example, if we identify Y £ Y with Y2,
the set of functions from 2 to Y, then we better write its generic element as (y0; y1)
avoiding a misleading expression (y1; y2). For similar reasons, we regret we have
to regard Sn and An as the symmetric and alternating group on n rather than on
f1; 2; : : : ; ng.
We may occasionally speak of l-tuples or vectors (with l entries) meaning func-
tions whose domain is the positive integer l. Then we write
~a = (a0; a1; : : : ; al¡1):
where we set ai = i~a for each i 2 l. We also write the image of ~a as
~a = l~a = Im~a = fa0; a1; : : : ; al¡1g:
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The set of l-tuples with entries in a set A is Al. The symmetric groups Sl and Sym A
act respectively on the left and on the right of Al by composition of functions, so
for s 2 Sl, ~a 2 Al, fi 2 Sym A one has
l
s //
s~afi
88l
~a // A
fi // A
Since we tend to work with right actions (as we apply functions on the right), we
prefer to consider the induced right action of Sl:
~a ¢ ¾ := ¾¡1~a = (a0¾¡1 ; : : : ; a(l¡1)¾¡1):
This embeds Sl and Sym A in two commuting subgroups of Sym(Al). The second
embedding is also known as diagonal action (see 3.5).
1.2. This is \well known"
Throughout this work we use the words \well known" for anything which is not
necessarily well known, yet it is well known how to flnd it in the literature. More
precisely, we state here that something is well known if it can be easily found in
† ATLAS [ATLAS],
† Robinson’s A course in the theory of Groups [Rob93],
† Beachy’s Abstract Algebra on Line [Bea96]
† Suzuki’s Group Theory I [Suz82],
† Dixon and Mortimer’s Permutation Groups [DM96].
Clearly, anything stated without a reference or further explanation should be re-
garded as well known in our sense. For example, we will soon talk about actions
of groups on sets or about wreath products in their imprimitive action without
any introduction to the topic. This is because not only are they well described in
Robinson but you also flnd \action of a group on a set" and \wreath product" in
its index.
As a further advice we remind the reader that information about flnite simple
groups of a given order is likely to be found in the ATLAS; information about general
group theory, construction of new groups is likely to be found both in Robinson and
Suzuki; details about abstract algebras like flelds, rings and so on (for the little that
we will mention to them) are to be found on line at Beachy’s site. Finally, facts
regarding families of simple groups like the Mathieu simple groups or the projective
special linear groups for example, may be sought in this order: the introduction of
ATLAS, Dixon and Mortimer, Suzuki, and Robinson.

CHAPTER 2
Preliminaries
2.1. Second maximal subgroups
Let G be a flnite group and
S = ' H < G flfl H is not a maximal subgroup of G “:
The second maximal subgroups of G are the maximal elements of S. Clearly, if N is
a second maximal subgroup of G and if N < M < G, then N is a maximal subgroup
of M and M is a maximal subgroup of G. As this work is mainly concerned with
maximal and second maximal subgroups, we introduce this notation: when H is a
maximal subgroup of G, write
H lG:
Also, we borrow some terminology from Lattice Theory. For subgroups N and M
of G, the interval between N and M is the sublattice of the subgroup lattice of G
made of the subgroups of M containing N :
[N ¥M ] = ' R 6 G flfl N 6 R 6M “:
If N is a second maximal subgroup of G, then the interval [N ¥G] has the shape
below:
N –
–OOOOOOOOOOOO
G–oooooooooooo –



??
??
??
? –
??????? –OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
O
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
¢ ¢ ¢
A lattice as above with a smallest, a largest and r pairwise incomparable elements,
is denoted by Mr. Therefore N is a second maximal subgroup of G if and only if
[N ¥G] =Mr for some positive integer r.
We aim to classify the second maximal subgroups of the flnite symmetric and
alternating groups. Clearly, S3 has just one second maximal subgroup while A4 has
exactly three of them (see Figure 2.A). It is easy to check that the second maximal
subgroups of S4 are exactly the subgroups of order 3 or 4. Among them, there is the
Klein subgroup V4 which is the unique subgroup of order 4 of A4 and is contained
in three more subgroups of S4, namely, the three dihedral groups D8 of order 8.
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Figure 2.A. The subgroup lattice of A4
1 –
–QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ
–JJJJJJJJJJ
–?????
–
–tttttttttt
A3–mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
–
V4–



??
??
?
A4–
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
Because of the previous discussion, throughout this thesis we write S for a flnite
symmetric group of degree at least 5; accordingly, A denotes the related alternating
group:
S · Sym › »= Sn; A · Alt › »= An; n > 5:
We seek the second maximal subgroups of S or A, especially those contained
in a large number of maximal subgroups. Therefore we have little interest in the
second maximal subgroups of S which are contained in A because we know already
that they are contained in at most one more maximal subgroup of S:
2.1.1. Proposition. Let H be a second maximal subgroup of S and a subgroup
of A. If H lG 6= A, then G = NS H.
Proof. Since H = G \A, H is normal in G. Because the degree is at least 5,
H is not normal in S. Thus G is the normalizer of H in S. ⁄
For this reason, we reserve the symbol H either for a second maximal subgroup
of A, or for a second maximal subgroup of S which is not contained in A. Now put
U = HA and note that U 2 fS;Ag. Then H is a second maximal subgroup of U :
H –
G1 –OOOOOOOOOOOO
U–oooooooooooo G2 –



::
::
::
: –
???????
Gr–O
OOO
OOO
OOO
OO
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
¢ ¢ ¢
In the following chapters we determine the H as above and possibly the overgroups
G1, . . . , Gr or at least an upper bound for r.
2.2. Even, odd, low and high
We separate the subgroups of S into even and odd subgroups, the even ones
being the subgroups of A. Accordingly, for an arbitrary permutation representation
’ : G ¡! Sym X
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we deflne Ge, the even part of G, as the complete inverse image by ’ of Alt X. In
particular, if G is a subgroup of Sym X, then we have Ge = G \Alt X:
We will also divide the subgroups of S into low and high subgroups, where we
say that a subgroup G of S is low if there are subgroups K and L such that
G < K < L < GA:
Conversely, a high subgroup G is one such that the interval [G¥GA] is Mr for
some integer r > ¡1; the trivial cases with r = 0, r = ¡1 corresponding to G being
maximal in GA and to G = GA respectively. Therefore G is a non trivial high
subgroup of S if and only if G is a second maximal subgroup of GA.
This terminology may be extended to any almost simple group S with socle
A. The classiflcation of the non trivial high subgroups of the flnite almost simple
groups is still a great challenge and may be regarded as a necessary step towards
understanding the flnite lattices which occur as intervals in subgroup lattices of
flnite groups; for some history of this long outstanding problem see [P¶al95].
2.3. Stabilizers
Suppose that G acts on ›. The stabilizer in G of a point ! is denoted by
StG ! or by the more common G!. Trouble may arise referring to the stabilizer of a
subset X of › without specifying whether it is the setwise stabilizer or the pointwise
stabilizer. However, we tend to regard the subscript of G as an element of a set
on which there must be a canonic action of G. For example, if the subscript is a
subset X, the canonic action is the one on the set of all subsets of ›. Then we want
to regard GX as the setwise stabilizer of X. Similarly, if the subscript is an ordered
pair (!1; !2), the canonic action is the diagonal action on ›£›. Then we want to
regard G(!1;!2) as the stabilizer of both !1 and !2, that is, G!1 \G!2 .
Accordingly, if X1, X2 are subsets of ›, we deflne
G (X1;X2) ·
'
g 2 G flfl (X1g;X2g) = (X1;X2) “ and
G fX1;X2g ·
'
g 2 G flfl fX1g;X2gg = fX1;X2g “:
The flrst one is the largest subgroup of G which preserves the ordered pair (X1;X2)
and the second is the largest that preserves the set fX1;X2g. These deflnitions
extend obviously to any number of subsets. In particular, GX, G(X) and GfXg
should all denote the same subgroup of G, namely the setwise stabilizer of X. We
will only use the flrst one in this case but we feel obliged to remind the reader that
the other two notations may be reserved by other authors for pointwise stabilizers.
We refuse to do so as the parentheses convey a meaning which we feel should be
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preserved. Instead, referring to the pointwise stabilizer of X we write the longer but
unambiguous
T
!2X G!.
Clearly, if X1 and X2 are subsets of › of difierent order, then GfX1;X2g = G(X1;X2).
For this reason, in referring to GfX1;X2g, we usually assume that X1 and X2 have
the same order. To deal with cases like this, we call equipartitions the partitions in
subsets of the same order. There is one and only one equipartition of › of order 1;
and there is one and only one equipartition in subsets of order 1. Those two are the
trivial equipartition.
Stabilizers in S or A of partitions of › in two subsets attract our attention
because in general they are maximal subgroups of S or A. The same holds for sta-
bilizers of non trivial equipartitions. We explicitly state this in the two propositions
below together with facts which are well known or to be found in [LPS87].
2.3.1. Proposition. Let fX1; : : : ;Xlg be a partition of ›.
(1) S(X1;:::;Xl) »= (Sym X1)£ ¢ ¢ ¢ £ (Sym Xl).
(2) If l = 2 and
flflX1flfl 6= flflX2flfl then S(X1;X2) l S and A(X1;X2) lA.
(3) If l = 2 and
flflX1flfl = flflX2flfl, then S(X1;X2) l SfX1;X2g.
2.3.2. Proposition. Let Z be a non trivial equipartition of › of order l in
subsets of order m.
(1) SZ is a maximal subgroup of S isomorphic to Sm wr Sl.
(2) AZ is transitive.
(3) AZ is a maximal subgroup of A unless A = A8, l = 4.
The isomorphism of the flrst part of the proposition above is also completely
described in Chapter 5. Regarding the last part, one shows that if A = A8 and
l = 4, then AZ is a second maximal subgroup of A and that the maximal subgroups
of A containing AZ are 2 copies of AGL(3; 2), conjugate in S but not in A. For
each copy, AZ corresponds to the stabilizer of a set of parallel lines.
2.4. Blocks and imprimitivity systems
Let G be a transitive permutation group on a set ›. A subset of › is a block
for G if its orbit under the action of G on the set of the subsets of › is a partition
of ›. Clearly, the singletons and › itself are blocks. These are the trivial blocks.
The imprimitivity systems of G are the orbits of the non trivial blocks for G. Note
that an imprimitivity system is an equipartition of › which is preserved by G. As
we call trivial the equipartition made of singletons and the equipartition f›g, the
imprimitivity systems of G are the non trivial equipartitions of › preserved by G.
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We may talk of blocks or imprimitivity systems with an intransitive group. We
mean of course that those are blocks or imprimitivity systems related to some bigger
transitive group.
The following two facts are well known.
2.4.1. Proposition. Let G be a transitive permutation group and let H be a
normal subgroup of G. The orbits of H are blocks for G.
2.4.2. Proposition. Let G be a transitive permutation group on › and let !
be a point of ›. There is a bijection between the set of the equipartitions of ›
preserved by G and the interval [G! ¥G] where an equipartition Z preserved by G
corresponds to the stabilizer in G of the unique element of Z containing !. In this
correspondence, G! and G correspond to the trivial equipartitions.
An imprimitive group is a transitive group for which there is at least one im-
primitivity system. By 2.3.2 a maximal imprimitive subgroup of a symmetric group
is a wreath product in imprimitive action of two (non trivial) smaller symmetric
groups. In particular, it contains transpositions, that is, permutations which move
exactly 2 points. Similarly, a maximal imprimitive subgroup of an alternating group
contains double transpositions , that is, products of two disjoint transpositions.
To better describe the relation between non trivial equipartitions and maximal
imprimitive subgroups of the symmetric group we shall require the following nota-
tion. Suppose G acts transitively on a set X by ’ : G ¡! Sym X and that x 2 X.
As a lattice, the interval [Gx ¥G] does not depend on x, and we write C(G;’;X) for
an unspecifled representative of this Lattice isomorphism class. We may write just
C(G;X) or even C(G) if there are no doubts on the action involved. Two more def-
initions are needed now: the linear and vertical sum of lattices. Given two lattices
L1 and L2, we may endow the disjoint union L1 t L2 with an order which extends
the orders of L1, L2 and sets all the elements of L1 less than any element of L2.
With respect to this partial order the disjoint union L1 t L2 is obviously a lattice
called the linear sum of the two lattices. The vertical sum L1 „'L2 is the quotient
of the linear sum modulo the equivalence relation » deflned by: a » b if either
a = b; or
x1 6 a 6 x2; x1 6 b 6 x2 whenever x1 2 L1; x2 2 L2:
Note that all equivalence classes of » are singletons except perhaps one: when L1
has a largest element and L2 has a smallest element, those two elements form a
single equivalence class and become identifled in L1 „'L2. One naturally identifles
L1 and L2 with their images under x 7! [x]» so that they both may be regarded as
sublattices (indeed as intervals) of their vertical sum.
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2.4.3. Theorem. If H, K act faithfully and transitively on X, Y respectively
(both X, Y of order at least 2), then according to the imprimitive action of H wrK
on X£ Y we have
C(H wrK) = C(H) „'C(K):
Proof. To save some writing put W = H wrK; W is transitive on X£ Y and
acts transitively on Y via the canonical projection on the top group … : W ¡! K.
Pick x 2 X and y 2 Y, it is enough to show that£
W(x;y) ¥W
⁄
= [Hx ¥H] „'[Ky ¥K]:
To this end, note that if we write H wrKy for the subgroup of W generated by
HY¡fyg and Ky, then
Wy = H £ (H wrKy) and W(x;y) = Hx £ (H wrKy):
Since Wy = …¡1(Ky), [Wy ¥W ] = [Ky ¥K]: Similarly, consider …y, the left
canonical projection of Wy = H £ (H wrKy) onto H. Since W(x;y) = …¡1y (Hx),£
W(x;y) ¥Wy
⁄
= [Hx ¥H]: Therefore we only need to show that if
W(x;y) < T 6W and T 6 Wy;
then Wy 6 T . In fact, say t 2 T such that yt 6= y. Provided B is the base subgroup
of H wrKy,
t¡1(H £ f1g)t 6 B 6W(x;y) 6 T:
Thus H £ f1g 6 tT t¡1 = T and so T > (H £ f1g)W(x;y) = Wy, as claimed. ⁄
2.4.4. Remark. H, X, K, Y as in theorem above. If He is transitive or
flflYflfl > 2,
then again
C¡(H wrK)e¢ = C(H) „'C(K):
Proof. Use W , x, y, …, …y as in the proof of the theorem. We may assume
that W e < W . Note that W e… = K because if w 2 W and s is a transposition
of X £ fyg, then either w or ws lies in W e and w… = (ws)…. Similarly, one shows
that W ey…y = H (because (W
e)y = (Wy)
e, we only write W ey ). This proves that
W e is transitive on X £ Y and in particular that W ey < Wy and W e(x;y) < W(x;y).
Furthermore,£
W ey ¥W e
⁄
= [Ky ¥K] and
h
W e(x;y) ¥W ey
i
= [Hx ¥H]:
Suppose now
W e(x;y) < T 6W e and T 6 Wy:
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Then T contains R = He £ f1g and W e(x;y). The order of RW e(x;y) isflflHeflflflflW(x;y)flfl
2
flflHex flfl :
If He is transitive, then
flflHe : Hex flfl = flflH : Hxflfl and so T >W ey = RW e(x;y).
Otherwise, if
flflYflfl > 2, we use a difierent R but the same argument to flnd that
again T contains W ey . The deflnition of R is as follows: say y2, y3 two distinct
elements of Y ¡ fyg and t 2 T such that y2t = y; the largest even subgroup of the
base subgroup of H wrKy, flxing all the points outside X£fy2; y3g is P »= (H £H)e;
put R = t¡1Pt. ⁄
2.4.5. Remark. H, X as in theorem above. If He is not transitive, then
C¡(H wr S2)e¢ ) C(H) „'C(S2):
In fact, if T 2 [(Hx £H)e ¥ (H wr S2)e], then either
T 2 [(Hx £H)e ¥ (H £H)e] = C(H);
or T > He £He. Note that [(He £He)¥ (H wr S2)e] =M3.
Proof. First of all, Hx 6 He, so (Hx £H)e = Hx£He. Furthermore,
flflH : Hxflfl
is even, so the top group S2 is even (see (5.5.G) for example). Suppose a transitive
T contains Hx £He. Then it contains f1g £He and so it contains He £He. The
factor group
(H wr S2)
e
He £He
has order 4 and contains at least 2 difierent subgroups of order 2, namely the image
of (H £H)e and the image of the top group. Thus it is the elementary abelian
group of order 4. ⁄
2.4.6. Corollary. Let Z be a non trivial equipartition of › and let A be the
alternating group on ›. If › has order at least 6, and if Y is an imprimitivity system
of AZ, then Y = Z.
2.4.7. Corollary. If › has order 4 and A, Z are as above, then AZ has three
distinct imprimitivity systems.
2.4.8. Corollary. Let S be a flnite symmetric group and let G be a transitive
subgroup of S. There is a bijection between the set of the imprimitivity systems of
G and the set of the maximal imprimitive subgroups of S containing G.
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2.5. Toccata e fuga on primitive groups
Toccata. A primitive group is a transitive group without imprimitivity systems.
The following is an immediate consequence of 2.4.2.
2.5.1. Proposition. A transitive group is primitive if and only if its point
stabilizers are maximal subgroups.
However, that is not the only way to prove that a group is primitive! For
example, one easily proves that the symmetric and alternating groups in their nat-
ural action are primitive1 by showing that any block is a trivial block. The other
primitive groups, that is, the primitive groups not containing the symmetric or
alternating group of their degree, are referred as proper primitive groups.
2.5.2. Proposition. The even part of proper primitive groups is transitive.
Proof. Ge is a normal subgroup of G and its orbits are blocks for G. Since
G is primitive, the blocks are trivial and either Ge is transitive or it is the trivial
group f1g. But Ge = f1g forces G = S2. ⁄
Unfortunately, there are transitive groups whose even part is not transitive.
Easy examples are the transitive cyclic subgroups of even degree. Also, there are
primitive groups whose even part is not primitive, the smallest degree being 21
([LPS87, x1 Rem.3], see also 3.4.1).
...e fuga. Each element of a proper primitive group of large degree moves a lot
of points. Results in this direction were published as early as 1871 by Jordan. We
just recall two striking consequences here.
2.5.3. Proposition. No proper primitive group contains transpositions or cy-
cles of length 3 ([DM96, x 7:4]). A proper primitive group with a double transposi-
tion has degree less than 9 ([Wie64, p. 43]).
Since maximal imprimitive subgroups of the symmetric or alternating groups
contain transpositions or double transpositions, proposition above shows why the
maximal imprimitive subgroups of degree at least 9 are indeed maximal subgroups.
2.6. Exercise: put all together
Second maximal subgroups, even or odd, stabilizers of points, intransitive
groups, imprimitive groups, primitive groups. What if we try to put all together?
1with the exception of A2 = 1 which is not even transitive!
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2.6.1. Lemma. Use ›, S, A, H and U as in 2:1. Suppose that fX;Yg is
a partition of › and that T is a maximal imprimitive subgroup of Sym Y. If
H 6 (Sym X)£T and if there is a proper primitive group G such that H < G, then
H is even, A = A7,
flflXflfl = 1, G »= PSL(3; 2) and H is the stabilizer of X in G.
Proof. Note that (Sym X) £ T < (Sym X) £ (Sym Y) < S. If H is a second
maximal subgroup of S then H = (Sym X)£T . But T , being maximal imprimitive,
is isomorphic to the wreath product of 2 symmetric groups in imprimitive action
and contains transpositions. Then G, containing H which contains T , contains
transpositions. By the flrst part of 2.5.3, this is not possible.
It follows that H may only be a second maximal subgroup of A. In particular
H is even. Then
H 6
¡
(Sym X)£ T ¢e < ¡(Sym X)£ (Sym Y)¢e < A:
This forces H =
¡
(Sym X)£ T ¢e. In particular H contains Alt X and by the flrst
part of 2.5.3 again,
flflXflfl < 3. Also, H contains T e which contains double transposi-
tions. By the second part of 2.5.3, the order of › is less than 9 and hence the order
of Y is either 4 or 6. Then H may only be one of the 4 following groups:¡
S2 £ (S2 wr S2)
¢e
< A6 = A;
(S2 wr S2)
e < A4 < A5 = A;¡
S2 £ (S2 wr S3)
¢e
< A8 = A;
(S2 wr S3)
e < A6 < A7 = A:
It is easy to see that in the flrst two cases there are no primitive groups between
H and A. In the third case H is low because it is contained in (S2 wr S4)
e which
is contained in a copy of AGL(3; 2). However, in the last case H is contained in
two copies of PSL(3; 2), conjugate in S but not in A. H is the stabilizer of a point
in each of them. In fact, that point may be regarded as a point of the Fano plane
where a PSL(3; 2) acts naturally. Then the blocks stabilized by H are exactly the
remaining points of the lines passing through the stabilized point.
There are no other primitive groups containing such H, so [H ¥A] is an M3:
H
–
PSL(3; 2) –OOOOOO
– –


??
?
A6–
A7
???/. -,() *+
This completes the proof. ⁄
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2.7. Isomorphic maximal subgroups
Isomorphic maximal subgroups of the symmetric or alternating groups are usu-
ally but not always conjugate in the symmetric group. There are well known excep-
tions in degree 6 where both PSL2(5) and PGL2(5) acting on the projective line of
6 points are maximal primitive and isomorphic to the stabilizers of a point in A6, S6
respectively. Since conjugation in S6 preserves transitivity they are not conjugate
in S6. Also, maximal imprimitive (but transitive) subgroups of S6, A6 with blocks
of order 2, are isomorphic to maximal intransitive subgroups with an orbit of order
2 in view of
S2 wr S3 = (S2)3 o S3 = ¢£ (M o S3) »= S2 £ S4;
where ¢ is the diagonal of (S2)3 and M is its deleted permutation module (as de-
scribed in [KL90, p. 185]).
A similar phenomenon which we shall flnd useful later is described below. It is
proved with numerical arguments in [DM96, x5:2] that with only a few exceptions,
any subgroup of An, Sn with \small" index must be intransitive. Then with the
support of the ATLAS to rule out the exceptions, one checks the following
2.7.1. Proposition. Suppose n 6= 6. If a maximal subgroup of Sn or An has
the same order as a maximal intransitive subgroup, then these two subgroups are
conjugate by one element of An.
2.8. The homogeneous mark of two subgroups
If K and L are subgroups of a flnite group G, their homogenous mark in G,
which we write as hmG(K;L), is the number of G-conjugates of K either containing
L or contained in L. That is, the order of'
M
flfl M = Kg for some g 2 G and (M 6 L or M > L) “:
We tend to omit the subscript G when no confusion arises. Clearly hmG(G;K) = 1
and hmG(K;G) =
flflG : NGKflfl. In fact,
hmG(K;L) 6
flflG : NGKflfl for any L 6 G:
In order to count the subgroups containing a given subgroup K we will often use
the following lemma which we name after P¶alfy as we saw it flrst in [P¶al88].
2.8.1. Lemma (P¶alfy). Let K, L be subgroups of G, thenflflG : N(L)flfl hm(K;L) = flflG : N(K)flfl hm(L;K):
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As a consequence, if K 6 L, then
hm(L;K) =
flflN(K) : KflflflflN(L) : Lflfl hm(K;L)flflL : Kflfl :
For the sake of completeness, we remind the reader that if K is a subgroup of
L, then the number flflNG L : Lflfl hmG(L;K)
is called the mark of K in G on L and corresponds to the number of flxed points of
K acting on the coset space of the right cosets of L in G. Given a flnite group G,
one may choose representative subgroups for the conjugacy classes of its subgroups
and compute the marks of any given couple of such representatives. These marks
may then be conveniently stored in a lower triangular matrix called the table of
marks. Quoting Burnside [Bur11, x185],
The number of distinct ways in which a given group can be rep-
resented as a permutation group of given degree is determined at
once by its table of marks .
Nowadays, there are tables of marks available for many flnite groups and from them
one could easily compute the related homogeneous marks.
2.9. Maximal subgroups of direct products
Given a group-isomorphism h : AM ¡! BN , the Goursat subgroup of A £ B
corresponding to h is deflned as follows:
Gh · f(a; b) j (Ma)h = Nbg:
It is proved that all subgroups of a direct product L£R are Goursat subgroups:
2.9.1. Theorem. Let H be a subgroup of L£R, and say ‚, ‰ the left and right
canonical projections respectively. Put
M =
¡
H \ (L£ f1g)¢‚ and N = ¡H \ (f1g £R)¢‰;
then
(1) M E H‚ and N E H‰,
(2) there is an isomorphism h : H‚M ¡! H‰N such that H = Gh.
For example, it is straightforward to see that (Sm £ Sn)e = Ga where a is the
unique isomorphism between SmAm and
Sn
An
.
We now state a few results about maximal subgroups of direct products. The
complete underlying theory and proofs may be found in the appendix.
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2.9.2. Proposition. If GlL£R then one and only one of the following three
cases holds:
(1) G = T £R for some T l L,
(2) G = L£ T for some T lR,
(3) G = Ga for some isomorphism a : LM ¡! RN with M maximal normal
subgroup of L.
2.9.3. Proposition. If GlGa where a : LM ¡! RN is an isomorphism with LM
simple and difierent from f1g, then one and only one of the following three cases
holds:
(1) G = Gb where b = ca and c : TT\M ¡! LM is the canonic isomorphism for
some T l L with M not contained in T ,
(2) G = Gb where b = ac and c : RN ¡! TT\N is the canonic isomorphism for
some T lR with N not contained in T ,
(3) G = Gb where b is the restriction of a to TM for some maximal subgroup
T of L containing M .
In particular, it is now very easy to check that
2.9.4. Corollary. The maximal subgroups of Sa £ Sb are
† the T £ Sb with T l Sa,
† the Sa £ T with T l Sb, and
† (Sa £ Sb)e.
The maximal subgroups of (Sa £ Sb)e are
† the (T £ Sb)e with T l Sa and T 6= Aa,
† the (Sa £ T )e with T l Sb and T 6= Ab, and
† Aa £Ab.
CHAPTER 3
Permutation representations
3.1. Permutation representations, actions and permutation groups
Recall that a group G is said to act (on the right) of a set X (or that there is a
right action of G on X) when there exists a function
¢ : X£G ¡! X; (x; g) 7! x ¢ g
such that (x ¢ h) ¢ g = x ¢ (hg) and x ¢ 1 = x whenever x 2 X, g; h 2 G.
Following [Rob93, x1:6] we use the languages of actions and permutation rep-
resentations interchangeably. Furthermore, we tend to identify permutation repre-
sentations with their images so that the language used for permutation groups is
sometime carried on actions and permutation representations as well. For example,
we may say that two actions commute when the images of the related permutation
representations are commutating subgroups of a same permutation group.
Two permutation representations
’ : G ¡! Sym X and ˆ : G ¡! Sym Y
are said to be equivalent if there exists a bijection b : X ¡! Y such that for each
g 2 G, gˆ = b¡1(g’)b, that is,¡
x ¢ (g’)¢b = (xb) ¢ (gˆ) 8x 2 X; g 2 G:
The map b is then said equivalence of the permutation representations.
In [Asc93, x4] two permutation representations
’ : G ¡! Sym X and ˆ : L ¡! Sym Y
are said to be quasiequivalent if there exists a group isomorphism a : G ¡! L and
a bijection b : X ¡! Y such that for each g 2 G, gaˆ = b¡1(g’)b, that is,¡
x ¢ (g’)¢b = (xb) ¢ (gaˆ) 8x 2 X; g 2 G:
We call the ordered pair (a; b) (or just the bijection b if a is the identity) permuta-
tional isomorphism. In fact, we say in this case that ’, ˆ, or G’, Lˆ, or G on X,
L on Y are permutationally isomorphic, as opposed to G, L being just abstractly
isomorphic.
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We usually distinguish actions of a same group up to permutational isomorphism
or more exceptionally up to equivalence. The following lemma is extremely useful
in discerning between difierent transitive permutation representations of a group.
3.1.1. Lemma. Let ’ : G ¡! Sym X and ˆ : G ¡! Sym Y be transitive permu-
tation representations (not necessarily faithful), x 2 X, y 2 Y.
(1) ’, ˆ are equivalent if and only if there is g 2 G such that g¡1Gx g = Gy.
(2) G on X and G on Y are permutationally isomorphic if and only if there is
a 2 AutG such that Gxa = Gy.
Proof. This is generally known. The flrst part for example corresponds exactly
to [Asc93, (5:9)(2)]. The second part is left to the reader ⁄
In this chapter we discuss a few very well known actions, occasionally fllling in
a few details that have not yet been written or at least collected in a unique place.
We are especially interested in the degree of transitivity, full normalizers and parity
which we describe separately in the three sections below.
3.2. Degree of transitivity, primitivity
A transitive permutation group G on a non empty set X is 2-transitive if for
some x 2 X, Gx is transitive on X ¡ fxg. Then one readily checks that Gy is
transitive on X¡ fyg for each y 2 X. Inductively, for a positive integer m > 1, G is
(m+ 1)-transitive if for some x 2 X, Gx is m-transitive on X¡ fxg.
Similarly, a primitive permutation group G on X is 2-primitive if for some x 2 X,
Gx is primitive on X¡fxg. Also, for a positive integer m > 1, G is (m+ 1)-primitive
if for some x 2 X, Gx is m-primitive on X¡ fxg.
The degree of transitivity (primitivity) of G is then the largest integer m such
that G is m-transitive (m-primitive).
For example, provided m > 2, the degrees of transitivity of Sm and Am are
m and m ¡ 2 respectively. Also, it is easy to check that a 2-transitive group
must be primitive; consequently, if a group is not m-primitive, then it may not
be (m+ 1)-transitive either.
The research on the 2-transitive permutation groups culminated in their clas-
siflcation which in view of the well known theorem below is a by-product of the
CFSG.
3.2.1. Theorem ([Bur11, x154, Th. XIII]). The socle of a flnite 2-transitive
permutation group is either a regular elementary abelian p-group, or a non regular
non abelian simple group.
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The complete list of the socles of the 2-transitive permutation groups of the
latter type is given in Cameron Table 3.A ([Cam81], see also [DM96] for example).
Column \deg-t" shows the maximum degree of transitivity of a group with socle
appearing in flrst column.
Table 3.A. Socles of the 2-transitive almost simple groups [Cam81]
Soc deg deg-t notes
An; n > 5 n n 2 rep. if n = 6
PSLd(q); d > 2 (qd ¡ 1)=(q ¡ 1) 3 if d = 2 (d; q) 6= (2; 2); (2; 3)
2 if d > 2 2 rep. se d > 2
PSU3(q) q
3 + 1 2 q > 2
Sz(q) q2 + 1 2 q = 22a+1 > 2
2G2(q) q
3 + 1 2 q = 32a+1 > 3
PSp2d(2) 2
d¡1(2d § 1) 2 d > 2
PSL2(11) 11 2 2 rep.
PSL2(8) 28 2
A7 15 2 2 rep.
M11 11 4
M11 12 3
M12 12 5 2 rep.
M22 22 3
M23 23 4
M24 24 5
HS 176 2 2 rep.
Co3 276 2
The socle is always deg-t transitive, except for
† An of degree n which is (n¡ 2)-transitive,
† PSL2(8)of degree 28 which is only transitive primitive, and
† PSL2(q), q odd, of degree 1 + q which is 2-transitive.
There are no 6-transitive proper primitive groups. Also, checking that in Ta-
ble 3.A the abstractly isomorphic socles having the same degree are indeed permu-
tationally isomorphic, yields to the result below.
3.2.2. Proposition. If two maximal 2-transitive subgroups of Sn are isomor-
phic, then they are conjugate in Sn.
3.3. Full normalizer
Let L be a transitive subgroup of S = Sym › and T be the stabilizer in L of
a point !. By the full normalizer of L we mean its normalizer in S. It is shown
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in [DM96, Ch.4] that
CS L »= NL T
T
and that the conjugation in NS L induces a group homomorphism
“ : NS L ¡! AutL
whose kernel is CS L. Now, AutL acts naturally on the subgroup lattice of L and
hence on its power-set. Well, the image of “ is the group of the automorphisms of
L which preserve the conjugacy class of T in L. Following [KL90, x3:2], we denote
this class by
[T ]L =
'
l¡1T l
flfl l 2 L “;
so Im “ = StAutL[T ]L. By the Frattini Argument (see 6.1)
(3.3.A) Im “ = (StAutL T )(InnL)
and this determines completely NS L. In fact, if fl“ = a with T a = T , then there
is some m 2 NL T such that fl is deflned by
(3.3.B) fl : (! ¢ l) 7! ! ¢ (mla); l 2 L:
Suppose now that L is the socle of a primitive group G of type almost simple.
We claim that in this case “ is a permutational isomorphism between NS L and the
group Im “ acting on [T ]L.
Note that by our assumptions L is non abelian simple and T 6= f1g (the last
assertion is a consequence of the Schreier Conjecture). Also, InnL is the unique
minimal normal subgroup of Im “.
First of all, the action of Im “ on [T ]L is faithful. If not, the kernel of the action
would contain all the inner automorphisms of L which is impossible because InnL
is transitive on [T ]L.
Then we prove that T is self-normalizing in L (L might not be primitive). If
not, T = L \G! is normal in G!. Thus T is normal in
›
NL T;G!
fi
which is equal
to G by primitivity. Then T would be also normal in L but it is not.
As a consequence, the equation CS L = f1g holds. Moreover,flfl[T ]Lflfl = flflL : T flfl:
In particular, Im “ and NS L are abstractly isomorphic via “ and have at least the
same degree as permutation groups.
To prove that indeed “ is a permutational isomorphism, we just show that if
s 2 NS L and !s = !, then T s“ = T . In fact, stabilizers of points with respect to
the two actions must have the same order and if the image of one is contained in
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the other, then they are one the image of the other, proving in this way that the
isomorphism is a permutational isomorphism.
Provided T = S! \ L,
T s“ = s¡1T s = s¡1(S! \ L) s = S!s \ L = S! \ L = T:
Clearly, the full normalizer of G is contained in the full normalizer of L. Since
the image of G by “ is denoted by AutG L (see [AS85]), we have:
3.3.1. Proposition. Let S be the parent symmetric group of a primitive group
G of type almost simple, L the socle of G and T the stabilizer of one point in L.
Then NS G and (NAutL AutG L) \
¡
(StAutL T )(InnL)
¢
on [T ]L are permutationally
isomorphic.
In view of 3.3.1, the determination of the full normalizer of L is straightforward
when L is one of the simple groups listed in ATLAS. As an example, consider L
as an abstract group and suppose that we want to determine all the transitive
permutation representations of L of degree n such that the related full normalizers
are primitive. Of course, we are only interested in a set of representatives for the
conjugacy classes in Sn of these permutation representations. To save some writing,
put S = Sn.
To flnd the representations such that L is also primitive, consider the conjugacy
classes (in L) of the maximal subgroups of L of index n. There might be more than
one, either fused in some automorphic extension (i.e. joined in the maximal sub-
groups table with a vertical line at the column corresponding to that automorphic
extension) or not. The actions of L on the sets of the right cosets of these maxi-
mal subgroups yield at least one representative of each conjugacy class of primitive
subgroups of S abstractly isomorphic to L. Since classes fused by automorphic
extensions yield conjugate subgroups of S (and hence conjugate normalizers), it is
enough to determine the full normalizer related to only one representation for each
set of fused classes.
The normalizer in S of L acting on one of its maximal subgroups of index n, is
the largest automorphic extension of L which preserves the conjugation class of that
maximal subgroup (that is, which has a semicolon in the entry of the table whose
row is the given conjugation class and whose column is the chosen automorphic
extension). This is enough to flnd all the maximal primitive almost simple subgroups
of S whose socle is primitive and abstractly isomorphic to L.
To flnd the representations such that L is not primitive, observe that the inter-
section of L with a maximal subgroup of index n of any automorphic extension E
must be properly contained in a maximal subgroup of L; let us denote by C0 its
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conjugacy class. Denote by C the orbit of C0 under the action by conjugation of E;
the elements of C are the conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups of L which are
joined to C0 in the column correspondent to E (there might be only one of such
classes as in a maximal primitive S5 of M12 :2). Any automorphic extension of L
containing E which preserves C (i.e. which behaves as E does on the elements of
C) is isomorphic to a subgroup of S. The largest of such extensions is then isomor-
phic to the full normalizer of L. In this way one determines up to permutational
isomorphisms all maximal primitive almost simple subgroups of S which have an
imprimitive socle abstractly isomorphic to L.
We close this section with an immediate corollary of [Kle87, 1:3:2] which shows
that the maximal subgroups of a simple group L which lift to maximal subgroups
of an automorphic extension G are exactly the ones for which G is contained in the
full normalizers of the related permutation representations of L.
3.3.2. Lemma. Let L be a simple normal subgroup of G and let T be a non trivial
proper subgroup of L. Then G = LNG T if and only if [T ]G = [T ]L. Furthermore,
if T l L, then [T ]G = [T ]L if and only if NG T lG.
3.4. Parity
As far as my little knowledge is concerned, discussing the parity of a permutation
group, that is, whether it is a subgroup of the alternating group, is a quite intriguing
and at times rather challenging task. Some help comes from the fact that the even
subgroup of an odd permutation group is normal, indeed of index 2. If a group has
no such subgroups, like all groups of odd order or the non abelian simple groups
for example, then all its permutation representations must be even. Yet, this is not
enough to unravel most cases where I know no other technique than brute force:
given a set of convenient generators, count modulo 2 the transpo-
sitions that they may be composed of in your permutation repre-
sentation.
It is well known that if s of Sn has an orbit of length d, then s induces on that
orbit a permutation which is composition of d¡1 transpositions. Of course, if s has
more than one orbit, then s is composition of the transpositions induced on each
orbit. In particular, only the orbits of even length contribute to the count modulo 2.
Summarizing:
(3.4.A) Par s ·
X
2jejf
1
e
fles mod 2;
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where
Par s :=
8<:0 if s 2 An,1 otherwise
and flds is the number of points belonging to s-orbits of length d. Observe now that
if we denote by Fix sd the number of flxed points of sd, then
Fix(se) =
X
dje
flds:
By Mo˜bius inversion [Cam94, x12:7,Rem.3] one has
fles =
X
dje
„(d) Fix(se=d)
where the Mo˜bius function „ is deflned by
„(d) :=
8<:(¡1)l if d is the product of l distinct primes,0 otherwise.
Therefore (3.4.A) becomes
(3.4.B) Par s ·
X
2jejf
1
e
X
2-dje
„(d)
¡
Fix(se=d)¡ Fix(se=2d)¢ mod 2:
Of course, if s has order 2, then as expected
Par s · 1
2
¡
n¡ Fix(s)¢ mod 2:
Character Theory can be of great help because if ´ is the permutation character of
a given permutation representation, then Fix(s) = ´(s). Suppose for example that
H is the stabilizer of a point in a transitive permutation group G. In [Isa76, 5.14]
it is shown that the permutation character of the action is ´ = (1H)G and from
equation [Isa76, 5.1] we get
Fix(g) = ´(g) =
flflCG gflfl flflH \ Cl(g)flflflflHflfl :
We use the formula above to show that the primitive permutation representation of
degree 21 of PGL2(7) is odd.
3.4.1. Proposition. There is a primitive subgroup G of S21 whose even part is
not primitive.
Proof. Consider page 3 of the ATLAS. Call G = PGL2(7) an automorphic
extension of S = PSL2(7). G has a maximal subgroup H of index 21 such that
H »= D16 and H \ S is contained in a maximal subgroup M »= S4 of S. Since S
is not contained in H, CoreGH = f1g and there is a faithful action of G of degree
21. Note that G is primitive because H lG. To prove that G is an odd subgroup,
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it is enough to show that if g 2 2B (the conjugation class of the ATLAS character
table), then g is odd. Now,
Fix(g) =
flflCG gflfl flflH \ 2BflflflflHflfl = 1216 flflH \ 2Bflfl :
The conjugacy classes of H =
›
‰; ¿
flfl ‰2 = ¿2 = ¿‰¿‰ = 1 fi are the Cl(h) as below:
Cl(h) 2a 2b 4a 8a 8bflflCH hflfl 2 16 8 8 8
h ¿ ‰4 ‰2 ‰ ‰3
Of course, H \ S has index 2 in H. Thus, it is a subgroup of order 8 of M . It
follows that H \ S »= D8 and so H \ S =
›
‰2; ¿
fi
. The elements ‰4, ¿ , ¿‰2, ¿‰4, ¿‰6
must lie in S and hence in the class 2A of G. However, the other 4 elements of 2a,
namely ¿‰, ¿‰3, ¿‰5, ¿‰7 cannot lie in 2A because each of them together with 2A
generates H. Therefore
flflH \ 2Bflfl = 4 and Fix(g) = 3. This implies that
Par g ·
(2)
1
2
(21¡ 3) = 9
is odd and thatGe = S. FromH\S < M < S it follows thatGe is not primitive. ⁄
3.5. Diagonal action on a cartesian power
For each l > 1 the diagonal action of Sym X on Xl is
#l : Sym X ¡! Sym(Xl)
where for all x1; : : : ; xl 2 X, s 2 Sym X
(x1; : : : ; xl)(s#l) := (x1s; : : : ; xls):
3.5.1. Proposition. For all s 2 Sym X
Par(s#l) · l
flflXflflPar s mod 2:
Proof. The composition of #l with Par is a group homomorphism from Sym X
to the group of order 2. Therefore it is enough to show that the proposition holds
when s is a transposition.
Assume that s is a transposition and put n =
flflXflfl. Then the number of flxed
points of s#l is (n¡ 2)l and so s#l moves nl ¡ (n¡ 2)l = 2
Pl¡1
i=0 n
i(n¡ 2)l¡i¡1 in
orbits of length 2. Therefore s#l is product of transpositions whose number is
l¡1X
i=0
ni(n¡ 2)l¡i¡1 · lnl¡1 mod 2:
Since l > 1, nl¡1 · n thus Par s#l · ln mod 2. ⁄
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3.6. Power set action
The power set of a set X is
P(X) := ' A flfl A µ X “:
For each positive integer l <
flflXflfl, the l-homogeneous component of P(X) isµ
X
l
¶
:=
'
A µ X flfl A has order l “:
The power set action of Sym X on P(X) is given by
A ¢ s := ' as flfl a 2 A “ for all A µ X, s 2 Sym X:
This clearly induces an action on each homogeneous component of P(X). If
s 2 Sym X, the permutation induced on P(X) is denoted by P(s), while the permu-
tation induced on the l-homogeneous component
¡X
l
¢
is denoted by
¡
s
l
¢
.
We observe that Sym X is primitive on the l-homogeneous component of P(X)
provided that
flflXflfl 6= 2l because the stabilizer of a subset A of order l coincides with
(Sym A) £ Sym(X ¡ A) which is maximal in Sym X if and only if flflAflfl 6= flflX ¡ Aflfl
(see 2.3.1). However, if 1 < l <
flflXflfl ¡ 1 then Sym X is not 2-transitive on the
l-homogeneous component (of course it is
flflXflfl-transitive on the 1-homogeneous com-
ponent, and also on the (
flflXflfl¡ 1)-homogeneous component).
3.6.1. Proposition. Let X be a set of order n, 0 < l < n. For all s 2 Sym X
Par
µ
s
l
¶
·
µ
n¡ 2
l ¡ 1
¶
Par s mod 2:
Proof. It is enough to prove the result for a transposition s, say s = (a b).
Then
¡
s
l
¢
has all non trivial orbits of length 2 and moves exactly the sets which
intersect fa; bg exactly in one point. Their number is twice the number of subsets
of order l ¡ 1 of X¡ fa; bg. Hence ¡sl¢ is made of ¡n¡2l¡1¢ transpositions. ⁄
3.7. Field automorphisms as permutations
Let F be a fleld of order q = pf for some prime p. The group G of the fleld
automorphisms of F is a cyclic group of order f generated for example by the
Frobenius automorphism
… : F ¡! F; a 7! ap:
One may check that for any positive divisor d of f the set of flxed points of …d is
the subfleld of order pd. This shows at once that G has many orbits on F, in fact
at least p and not necessarily of the same order. For example, if f = 3, then …
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is product of p(p ¡ 1)(p + 1)=3 cycles of length 3 and so the number of orbits is
p+ p(p¡ 1)(p+ 1)=3.
We are interested in the parity of …. Of course, … is even if f is odd. Unfortu-
nately, when f is even, the parity of … is somewhat less obvious. We shall appeal
to the following easy lemma.
3.7.1. Lemma. For all b > 1, (4k § 1)(2b) · 1 mod 2b+2.
Proof. In fact,
(4k § 1)(2b) = (§1)(2b) +
X
i>1
µ
2b
i
¶
(§4k)i:
But
¡
2b
i
¢
= 2
b
i
¡
2b¡1
i¡1
¢
and the highest power of 2 dividing i (recall i > 1) is always
dividing 4i¡1. ⁄
3.7.2. Theorem. On a fleld of order pf , p prime, the Frobenius automorphism
is even unless pf = 4 or f is even and p · 3 mod 4.
Proof. We may assume that f = 2ak with a > 1 and k is odd. Set q = pk,
there is a chain of flelds
GF(q) < GF
¡
q2
¢
< : : : < GF
¡
q(2
a)
¢
:
For b = 1; : : : ; a, the elements of GF
¡
q(2
b)
¢ ¡ GF¡q(2b¡1)¢ are permuted by …k in
orbits of length 2b; so in 1
2b
¡
q(2
b) ¡ q(2b¡1)¢ orbits. The issue is therefore the parity
of
aX
b=1
1
2b
‡
q(2
b) ¡ q(2b¡1)
·
:
When p = 2 the sum is even unless q = 2 and a = 1 (note that for q = 2 the
flrst two terms of the sum are odd).
Suppose q odd. By the lemma above
q(2
b) · q(2b¡1) · 1 mod 2b+1
whenever b > 2, so the summands for b = 2; : : : ; a are even. While at b = 1 we have
1
2
(q2 ¡ q)
which is even if and only if q · 1 mod 4, that is, p · 1 mod 4. ⁄
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3.8. A–ne groups on the related vector space
Let V be a vector space. For v 2 V we call
=v= : V ¡! Sym V; u 7! u + v
the map that sends v to the translation by v, that is, =?= is the right regular action
of V on itself1. The group of the translations on V and the general linear group
GL(V) regarded as subgroups of Sym V generate the a–ne group on V
AGL(V) =
›
=V=;GL(V)
fi
:
In fact, for all g 2 GL(V), v 2 V we have
g¡1=v=g = =vg=
and so AGL(V) = =V=oGL(V).
As usual we write AGLn(q) for the a–ne group on a vector space of dimension
n over a fleld of order q.
Degree of transitivity, primitivity. Such degrees depend on the parameters
n, q as showed in Table 3.B. Rows 1, 2 and 5 follow from the permutational
Table 3.B. Degree of transitivity, primitivity of AGLn(q)
n q degree of degree of row
transitivity primitivity
1 2 2 2 1
1 3 3 3 2
1 q ¡ 1 is a 2 2 3
Mersenne prime
1 all other q 2 1 4
2 2 4 4 5
> 2 2 3 > 2 6
> 1 > 3 2 1 7
isomorphisms AGL1(2) »= S2, AGL1(3) »= S3 and AGL2(2) »= S4 (which together
with AGL1(4) »= A4 provide the complete list of permutational isomorphisms with
symmetric or alternating groups). A–ne groups may not send 3 collinear points to
3 non collinear points, it follows that AGLn(q) is not 3-transitive provided n > 2
and q > 3. However, AGLn(q) is 2-transitive because GLn(q) is clearly transitive
on the non zero points. Furthermore, the lines through the origin deprived of the
1see x5.10 for an explanation of this notation.
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origin are non trivial blocks for GLn(q) so that AGLn(q) is not 2-primitive. This
justifles row 7. Similarly, AGLn(2) may not send a plane to 4 non complanar points
so that if n > 2, then AGLn(2) is not 4-transitive. However, if n > 2, then GLn(2)
is 2-transitive on the non zero points thus AGLn(2) is 3-transitive as reported in
row 6. We remain with rows 3 and 4, that is AGL1(q) when q > 3. The stabilizer
of one point is a cyclic regular subgroup on the remaining q ¡ 1 points. Therefore
it is transitive but not 2-transitive; and it is primitive if and only if q ¡ 1 is prime,
that is, q is a power of 2 and so q ¡ 1 is a Mersenne prime2.
Parity. The parity of a–ne groups is ruled by the parity of q with only two
exceptions.
3.8.1. Proposition. AGLn(q) is even if and only if q is even except for
(n; q) = (1; 2); (2; 2).
Proof. if (n; q) 6= (1; 2), then all translations are even. In fact, each proper
translation has order p, where q = pr, and moves all points. Therefore it is a product
of qn=p cycles of length p. If p is odd, then cycles of length p are even. If p = 2 but
(n; q) 6= (1; 2), then 4 j qn, hence qn=p is even.
If n = 1 we observe that GL1(q) is generated by a cycle of length q¡1 therefore
AGL1(q) is even if and only if q is even (and q 6= 2).
Assume now n > 1 and consider u 2 GLn(q) such that e0g = ue0, eig = ei
for all i = 1 : : : n ¡ 1, where ~e = (e0; : : : ; en¡1) is a basis of the vector space and
u generates the multiplicative group of the fleld. This u is product of cycles of
length (q ¡ 1) and flxes exactly the points whose e0-component is zero: there are
qn¡1 such points. Hence u is the product of qn¡1 cycles, each of length q¡ 1. As a
consequence, if q is odd, then u is odd.
It remains to prove that GLn(q) is even when n > 1, q is even and (n; q) 6= (2; 2).
To do so, we observe that GLn(q) =
›
SLn(q);u
fi
and we prove that SLn(q) is even.
By [Rob93, 3:2:10] SLn(q) is generated by transvections T ij(f) where f is a non
zero scalar of the fleld and
ehT ij(f) = eh + –hjfei:
Such a T ij(f) flxes exactly the points whose ej-component is zero: there are qn¡1 of
these points. Moreover, the non trivial orbits of T ij(f) all have length 2. Therefore
T ij(f) is product of (q ¡ 1)qn¡1=2 transpositions and is even because 4 j qn¡1. ⁄
2http://www.utm.edu/research/primes/mersenne.shtml
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Full normalizer of the translation subgroup. If q is a power of the prime p,
then V may be regarded as a vector space, say Vp, over the prime subfleld Fp. Since
=V= = =Vp= and GL(V) is a subgroup of GL(Vp), we have that AGL(V) 6 AGL(Vp).
This shows that the normalizer of =V= is at least as large as AGL(Vp). And it may
not be any larger (see [DM96, Cor. 4:2B] for example).
3.9. Projective groups on their projective space
Let V be a vector space of dimension at least 2. The set of subspaces of V of
dimension l is known as the Grassmannian Gl(V). It is clear that each g 2 GL(V)
induces a canonical bijection
Gl(g) : Gl(V) ¡! Gl(V):
The projective space on V, PG(V), may be identifled with G1(V). We write
PGd(q) for the projective space on a vector space of dimension d over a fleld of
order q. The number of points of PGd(q) is
qd ¡ 1
q ¡ 1 = 1 + q + ¢ ¢ ¢+ q
d¡1:
This number may exceptionally be a prime power. Here we are only interested to
the power of 2 case.
3.9.1. Lemma. Suppose that 1 + q+ ¢ ¢ ¢+ qn¡1 is a power of 2 for some positive
integer q 6= 1, then n 6 2.
Proof. If n > 1 then q must be odd, hence n must be even. Say n = 2e so
that we have
2l =
qe ¡ 1
q ¡ 1 (q
e + 1):
If e = 1 then n = 2 as wanted. Otherwise 1 + q + ¢ ¢ ¢+ qe¡1 is a positive power
of 2 and e is even, say e = 2f . In particular qe + 1 = (q2)f + 1 is a power of 2
and also congruent to 2 modulo 4. This forces qe + 1 = 2 and hence n = e = 0, a
contradiction. ⁄
Since we are only interested to the case when d > 1, we see that if the number
of points of PGd(q) is a power of 2, then d = 2 and so q is a power of 2 minus 1. In
particular, if q is prime, then q is a Mersenne prime.
The action. The Projective Special Linear group PSLd(q) has a faithful
2-transitive action on PGd(q). Apart from the cases when (d; q) = (2; 2) or (2; 3),
PSLd(q) is a non abelian simple group.
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To exhibit suitable generators for the normalizer of PSLd(q) in Sym PGd(q), say
(e0; : : : ; ed¡1) a basis of the underlying vector space, u a generator of the multi-
plicative group of the fleld and … the Frobenius automorphism of the fleld: a 7! ap,
where p is the characteristic of the fleld.
The Projective General Linear group PGLd(q) is generated by PSLd(q) together
with the map G1(u) where u is deflned by
e0u = ue0; eiu = ei for all i = 1 : : : d¡ 1:
The normalizer of PSLd(q) in Sym PGd(q) is P¡Ld(q) which is generated by
PGLd(q) together with PGd(q;…) where for each automorphism fi of the fleld,
PGd(q;fi) is the permutation induced on PGd(q) by fi. The subgroup generated by
PSLd(q) and PGd(q;…) is denoted by P§Ld(q).
Observe that the stabilizer in P¡Ld(q) of a projective point must preserve the
system made of the projective lines through that point. Since projective lines have
at least 3 points, P¡Ld(q) may not be 2-primitive for d > 2. However, PGL2(q)
is 3-transitive on PG2(q) and so P¡L2(q) is also 3-transitive. Of course, they are
both 2-primitive. The order of PGL2(q) is (q+ 1)q(q¡ 1) therefore3 no subgroup of
PGL2(q) is 3-transitive. We remind that PSL2(q) = PGL2(q) if q is even but that
PSL2(q) has index 2 in PGL2(q) when q is odd.
3.9.2. Proposition. There is one and only one conjugacy class of transitive
subgroups of Sq+1 isomorphic to PSL2(q)
Proof. Say p the characteristic of the fleld. Observe flrst that a p-Sylow sub-
groups of GLd(q) is conjugate to the subgroup of the upper unitriangular matrices
(which has a faithful image in PSLd(q)) and has d orbits on PGd(q) of order 1, q,
. . . , qd¡1. Therefore a p-Sylow subgroup of PSL2(q) has exactly 2 orbits of order 1
and q respectively.
A transitive subgroup of Sq+1 isomorphic to PSL2(q) has the stabilizer of a point
isomorphic to a subgroup of index q + 1 of PSL2(q). In view of 3.1.1, it is more
than enough to show that there is only one conjugacy class of these subgroups in
PSL2(q).
A subgroup of index q + 1 of PSL2(q) has order dividing q(q ¡ 1) and contains
a p-Sylow subgroup. It is not transitive on PG2(q) because q + 1 may not divide
q¡1. Therefore it has on it the same orbits of its p-Sylow subgroups. In particular,
it is the stabilizer of a projective point in PSL2(q). But the stabilizers of projective
points form a unique conjugacy class. ⁄
3A k-transitive group of degree n and order n(n¡1) ¢ ¢ ¢ (n¡k+ 1) is said sharply k-transitive.
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Parity.
3.9.3. Proposition. PGLd(q) is even if and only if (d+ 1)q is even and larger
than 6.
Proof. Note flrst that PGL2(2) and PGL2(3) are odd because they are permu-
tationally isomorphic to S3 and S4 respectively. Suppose now that (d; q) is not equal
to (2; 2) or (2; 3). Then PSLd(q) is simple, hence even. Since PGLd(q) is generated
by PSLd(q) together with G1(u), it is enough to determine the sign of G1(u).
It is easy to check that G1(u) flxes exactly the points with homogeneous coor-
dinates
[0; f1; : : : ; fd¡1]; [1; 0; : : : ; 0]:
Their number is 1 + q
d¡1¡1
q¡1 so that G1(u) moves q
d¡1 ¡ 1 points in orbits of length
q ¡ 1. Thus G1(u) is made of cycles of length (q ¡ 1) in number of qd¡1¡1q¡1 .
If q is even, then q ¡ 1 is odd and G1(u) is even.
If q is odd, then Par G1(u) · 1 + q + : : : + qd¡2 mod 2. This is congruent to
1 + (d¡ 2)q which in turn is congruent to 1 + d.
Therefore G1(u) is even if and only if q is even or d is odd, if and only if (d+1)q
is even. ⁄
3.9.4. Proposition. Let fi be an automorphism of the fleld of order q. Then
Par
¡
PGd(q;fi)
¢ ·
(2)
µ
1 + q
(d+ 1)(d¡ 2)
2
¶
Parfi:
Proof. We regard PGd(q) as the disjoint union of the following PGd(q;fi)
invariant sets
f1g £ Fd¡1q ; f(0; 1)g £ Fd¡2q ; : : : ; f(0; : : : ; 0| {z }
d¡2
; 1)g £ Fq; f(0; : : : ; 0| {z }
d¡1
; 1)g
where Fq denotes the fleld of order q. Then PGd(q;fi) may be regarded as the
external product
fi#d¡1 £fi#d¡2 £ ¢ ¢ ¢ £fi#2 £ id
where #i is the diagonal action deflned in 3.5. hence its sign is congruent modulo 2
to
(1 + q
d¡1X
i=2
i) Parfi ·
(2)
µ
1 + q
(d+ 1)(d¡ 2)
2
¶
Parfi:
⁄
In particular, PGd(q;…) is even whenever … is even (see 3.7.2). However, one
can readily check that PGd(4;…) is odd. The other cases are summarized as follows:
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3.9.5. Corollary. Let q = pf where p is prime, p · 3 mod 4 and f is even.
PGd(q;…) is even if and only if d · 0; 1 mod 4.
From all these results one gets the even part of P¡Ld(q) as in table 3.C.
Table 3.C. Even part of P¡Ld(pf ), (2; 2) 6= (d; pf ) 6= (2; 3)
p f d P¡Ld(pf )
e
2 2 all PGL
2 6= 2 all P¡L
1 mod 4 all even P§L
odd P¡L
3 mod 4 odd even P§L
odd P¡L
3 mod 4 even 0 mod 4 P§L
1 mod 4 P¡L
2 mod 4
›
PSL;PG(…2);G1(u) PG(…)
fi
3 mod 4
›
PGL;PG(…2)
fi
3.10. Doubly transitive Suzuki groups
We follow [Suz62, x13] and construct the Suzuki groups as subgroups of the
symplectic groups Sp4(q) where q = 22a+1 for some positive integer a. Here we
identify Sp4(q) with the 4£4 invertible matrices M with entries in F = Fq such that
MtTM = T, where T is the matrix associated to a standard non degenerate bilinear
symplectic form:
T =
266664
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
377775 :
Note that in view of the isomorphism Sp4(q) »= PSp4(q) we adopt language and
notation of projective geometry and surround matrices with square brakets. If
r2 = 2q, the mapping µ : a 7! ar is an automorphism of F whose square is the
Frobenius automorphism: … : a 7! a2. Let a and b be arbitrary elements of F and
let (a; b) denote the matrix
(a; b) =
266664
1 0 0 0
a 1 0 0
a1+µ + b aµ 1 0
a2+µ + ab + bµ b a 1
377775 ;
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where for each integer i we denote aiaµ by ai+µ. Matrix multiplication gives
(a; b)(c; d) = (a + c; acµ + b + d):
The totality Q(q) of these matrices (a; b) forms a subgroup of order q2 and exponent
4 of Sp4(q) where (a; b) has order 2 if anf only if a = 0 6= b. We call D(q) the
subgroup of Q(q) made of its q ¡ 1 involutions.
To each non zero element u of the fleld we associate a diagonal matrix, denoted
by (u), with s1, s2, s3 and s4 in the main diagonal, where sµ1 = u
1+µ, sµ2 = u, s3 = s
¡1
2
and s4 = s¡11 . The totality K(q) of the matrices (u) forms a cyclic subgroup of order
q ¡ 1 of Sp4(q) isomorphic to F£. Matrix multiplication yelds that
(u)¡1(a; b)(u) = (au; bu1+µ):
Therefore the group H(q) generated by Q(q) and K(q) is a group of order q2(q¡1).
Let ¿ denote the matrix T; clearly ¿ lies in Sp4(q). The Suzuki group Sz(q) is the
subgroup of Sp4(q) generated by H(q) and ¿ . There is just one conjugacy class of
the subgroups of Sp4(q) which are isomorphic to Sz(q).
3.10.1. Proposition. If q > 8, Sz(q) is a simple group of order q2(q¡1)(q2 +1)
acting doubly transitively on the Suzuki ovoid
O = '
266664
1
a
a1+µ + b
a2+µ + ab + bµ
377775 flfl a; b 2 F “ [ f
266664
0
0
0
1
377775g
and transitively on the other points of PG4(q).
(See [Lie87, Lemma 2:11] for the last assertion).
To save some writing, put S = Sz(q), o = [1 0 0 0]t and 1 = [0 0 0 1]t. One
readily checks that Q(q) is a 2-Sylow subgroup of S which acts regularly on O¡f1g,
that S1 = H(q) and that S(1;o) = K(q). Provided
S(1;o) < D(q)K(q) < S1;
S is not doubly primitive on O. In particular, it is not 3-transitive either.
The fleld automorphisms of Sp4(q) normalize S because they commute with µ
and it is shown in [Suz62] that S has no other outer automorphisms. In particular
AutS is the extension of S by a cyclic group of order 2a + 1. Note that the
automorphisms act on O and so
AutS ,! SymO »= Sq2+1:
In fact, AutS ,! AltO because 2a+ 1 is odd.
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One proves in a completely similar way to 3.9.2 that there is one and only one
conjugacy class of subgroups of S of index q2 + 1. This shows that there is one and
only one conjugacy class of transitive subgroups of SymO isomorphic to S. There
is also a primitive action of S on the 2-homogeneous component of P(O), that is,
the set of the subsets of order 2 of O, which we denote by ¡O2¢. In fact, [Suz62, x15]
shows that S has one and only one conjugacy class of maximal subgroups of order
2(q¡ 1), therefore there is one and only one conjugacy class of primitive subgroups
of Sym
¡O
2
¢
isomorphic to S.
CHAPTER 4
The intransitive case
Recall the notation established in 2.1 where S · Sym › is a flnite symmetric
group of degree n > 5, A is the related alternating group, H is a second maximal
subgroup of S or A, and U = HA:
H –
G1 –OOOOOOOOOOOO
U–oooooooooooo G2 –



::
::
::
: –
???????
Gr–O
OOO
OOO
OOO
OO
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
¢ ¢ ¢
Throughout this chapter we make the further assumption that H is an intransitive
subgroup of S and we prove the following result.
Theorem A. If r > 2, then either H is intransitive with 3 orbits and con-
tained in precisely 3 maximal intransitive subgroups, or U = A and either H is the
stabilizer of a point in PSL(3; 2) of degree 7 as in 2:6:1, or H is the stabilizer of a
point in a 2-primitive maximal subgroup. In the latter case, it is contained in the
stabilizer of that point in A, in another 2-primitive group which is conjugate to the
given one in S (but not in A), and in nothing else. So, in any case r = 3.
We follow the outline given in [P¶al88] for the intransitive second maximal sub-
groups of the alternating groups of prime degree because those ideas apply suc-
cessfully to any degree and to the intransitive second maximal subgroups of the
symmetric groups as well. However, more care is needed here because we may not
assume that each Gi is primitive.
4.1. There are at most three orbits
Assume that H has at least three orbits and choose two orbits X1, X2 in a way
that flflX1flfl 6 flflX2flfl 6 flflX3flfl
where X3 is the union of the other orbits. It is enough to show that X3 is an orbit.
Surely, X3 is an orbit of U (X1;X2;X3) because n > 4 and so X2 has order at least 2.
Thus we show that H = U (X1;X2;X3).
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Pick !1 2 X1, !2 2 X2 and !3; !03 2 X3 with !3 6= !03. It is easy to check that
(!1 !2 !3) 2 U ¡U (X1;X2[X3);
(!2 !3 !03) 2 U (X1;X2[X3) ¡U (X1;X2;X3):
This shows that
H 6 U (X1;X2;X3) < U (X1;X2[X3) < U ;
but H is second maximal in U and hence H = U (X1;X2;X3).
4.2. Second maximal subgroups with three orbits
In this section we assume that H has precisely three orbits: X1 of order n1,
X2 of order n2 and X3 of order n3, with n1 6 n2 6 n3. We have just seen that
H = U (X1;X2;X3) in this case. We may also assume that n1 + n2 6= n3, otherwise
H < U (X1[X2;X3) < UfX1[X2;X3g < U :
Also, if ni = nj > 1, then
H < UfXi;Xjg < UXi[Xj < U
which cannot happen. Thus, either n1 = n2 = 1 or n1 < n2 < n3. In any case
2n3 6= n < 3n3 and n3 > 2.
4.2.1. Proposition. If H has three orbits then [H ¥U ] =M3.
Proof. The subgroup H = U (X1;X2;X3) must contain 3-cycles on X3. By 2.5.3
there are not proper primitive groups containing H and we claim that all the
proper subgroups of U containing H are intransitive as they cannot be transitive
imprimitive. It is enough to show that any congruence preserved by H is trivial.
Since 2n3 6= n < 3n3, X3 is not a block of H. Also, if B is a nontrivial block
of H containing X3, then › ¡ B must be a block too. Assume now that Z is a
congruence preserved by H. Consider
Y = Z \ X3 :=
'
B \ X3
flfl B 2 Z “
which is a partition of X3 preserved by H acting on X3. Since H is primitive on
X3, Y must be trivial. Then either X3 ‰ B for some B 2 Z, or
flflB \ X3flfl 6 1 for all
B 2 Z.
In the flrst case B \ Xi is not empty for some i 6= 3 and ›¡ B is a block which
must intersect both X1 and X2 (as they alone are too small). Then pick !i;1 2 Xi\B,
!i;2 2 Xi ¡ B, !3;1; !3;2 2 X3. The double transposition (!i;1 !i;2)(!3;1 !3;2) lies in
H and splits B, against our assumptions that B is a block of H.
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Therefore we remain with the second case:
flflB \ X3flfl 6 1 for all B 2 Z. In
particular,
flflZflfl > n3 and there are at least three distinct blocks B1, B2, B3 in Z
intersecting X3. Assume that they are not trivial, that is, they have at least order
2. Either X1 or X2 intersects two of them, say that X1 intersects B1, B2 for example.
Pick !1 2 X1\B1, !2 2 X1\B2 and a transposition s of X3¡B1. Again, the double
transposition (!1 !2)s lies in H and splits B1. This is impossible therefore all the
Bi must have order 1, which is what we wanted to prove.
As a consequence, all the maximal subgroups of U containingH are intransitive
and their orbits must be union of orbits ofH. There are only three groups satisfying
these conditions, namely
U (X1[X2;X3); U (X2[X3;X1); U (X1[X3;X2):
Hence r = 3. ⁄
4.3. Second maximal subgroups with two orbits
In this section we assume that H has precisely two orbits: X1 of order n1 and
X2 of order n2, with n1 6 n2. Let us deal flrst with the case where n1 = n2.
4.3.1. Proposition. If n1 = n2 then [H ¥U ] =M1.
Proof. Since H 6 U (X1;X2) < UfX1;X2g < U and since H is high, we conclude
H = U (X1;X2):
Provided n > 6, ni > 3 and H contains 3-cycles. In particular, there are no
primitive maximal subgroups of U containing H. Moreover, H acts primitively on
both X1 and X2. If B is a non trivial block for H properly containing one of the
Xi, then n > 2
flflBflfl > 2ni = n, a contradiction. If B is a non trivial block for H
intersecting both X1 and X2, then
flflB\Xiflfl = 1 for each i and there are at least two
other blocks B1, B2 (in the same imprimitivity system of some transitive groups
containing H) intersecting both X1 and X2. The product of a transposition that
swaps B \ X1 with B1 \ X1 and a transposition that swaps B \ X2 with B2 \ X2 lies
in H and splits B, again a contradiction.
Therefore the only non trivial blocks for H are X1 and X2 themselves. This
proves that [H ¥U ] =M1. ⁄
Now assume n1 < n2. We show that either H is contained in a transitive
imprimitive group and [H ¥U ] = M2 or all the transitive groups containing H
are primitive.
4.3.2. Proposition. If H < SZ for some non trivial equipartition Z of ›, then
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(1) X1 2 Z and X2 is the union of all the other blocks of Z.
(2) H = (Sym X1 £ T ) \ U where T is the maximal imprimitive subgroup of
Sym X2 preserving Z¡ fX1g.
(3) [H ¥U ] =M2.
Proof. We prove that H acts on X2 as a maximal imprimitive subgroup of
Sym X2. To this end, consider
Zi = Z \ Xi :=
'
B \ Xi
flfl B 2 Z; B \ Xi 6= ; “; i = 1; 2
which by transitivity of H on Xi is an equipartition of Xi. If the elements of Z2 are
singletons, then
n1 >
flflZ1flfl > flflZ2flfl = n2
which contradicts n1 < n2. If Z2 = fX2g then n > 2n2 which again contradicts
n1 < n2. Therefore Z2 is a non trivial congruence for H acting on X2. Call T the
maximal imprimitive subgroup of Sym X2 preserving Z2 (there is only one by 2.4.3).
Then we must have
H 6 (Sym X1 £ T ) \U < U (X1;X2) < U
which implies H = (Sym X1 £ T ) \U .
To prove (1) and (2), we just need to show that X1 2 Z. First of all, n1 > 1
otherwise there is B 2 Z such that flflB\X2flfl = m¡ 1 whilst flflB0 \X2flfl = m for all the
other B0 2 Z. But this is impossible, Z2 being an equipartition. Said this, observe
that Z1 is a trivial equipartition because it is preserved by H which acts on X1 as
the full symmetric group on X1. If Z1 is made of singletons (so there are more than
1) call B1, B2 two blocks of Z which intersect X1. There is a double transposition s
of H which swaps B1 \ X1 and B2 \ X1 and swaps two points of B1 \ X2. Then s
splits B1 against our assumptions.
It follows that Z1 = fX1g and this yields X1 2 Z, or otherwise, Z2 may not be
an equipartition of X2.
To prove (3), recall 2.6.1. If H is contained in proper primitive groups, then
U = A7 and X1 has order 1. But then X1 may not lie in Z. A contradiction.
Therefore we conclude that all the transitive proper subgroups of U containing
H are imprimitive. But if H 6 SZ0 , then following this same proof with Z0 in place
of Z, we may show that X1 2 Z0. Also, as H acts on X2 exactly as T does, T must
preserve Y0 = Z0¡fX1g. But T preserves only one congruence (2.4.3), hence Y0 = Y
which implies Z0 = Z.
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That proves that the only imprimitive subgroup of U containingH is UZ. Since
the unique intransitive subgroup containing H is U (X1;X2), we have [H ¥U ] =M2.
⁄
In fact, with only one exception the primitive maximal subgroups of U contain-
ing H are 2-primitive.
4.3.3. Theorem. If H is contained in a primitive maximal subgroup of U ,
then either U = A7 and r = 3 as in 2:6:1 or all the maximal transitive subgroups
of U containing H are 2-primitive, of the same order and not conjugate in U .
Furthermore, H is the stabilizer of a point in each of them.
Proof. Let us call G2, . . . , Gr the transitive proper subgroups of U containing
H. By the previous proposition they are all primitive and so H may not contain
transpositions or 3-cycles (2.5.3).
Assume flrst thatH is odd, so thatU = S. OurH must be a maximal subgroup
of Sym X1 £ Sym X2. Recall 2.9.4 and accordingly distinguish three cases.
(1) H = (Sym X1 £ Sym X2)e. But this H is even against our assumptions.
(2) H = T £ Sym X2 with T l Sym X1. But this H contains transpositions
because n2 > 1.
(3) H = Sym X1£T with T lSym X2. But this H contains transpositions on
X1 unless n1 = 1.
Therefore H = T with T l Sym X2 and X1 = f!g for some ! 2 ›. It follows
that H = (Gi)! for all i from 2 to r. As a consequence, Gi is 2-transitive andflflGiflfl = nflflHflfl. Furthermore, T may not be imprimitive (otherwise T and hence H
would contain transpositions) so that Gi must be 2-primitive.
We now apply P¶alfy Lemma 2.8.1 to show that no two Gi are conjugate. As
stabilizer of !, H is not normal in Gi for any i > 1. Nor H is normal in Sym X2,
because we are assuming H odd. Thus H is selfnormalizing and so are the Gi.
Assume now that Hs < G where s 2 S and G = G2 for example. Then
Hs = (G!)s = (G \ S!)s = Gs \ S!s 6 S!s:
This shows that indeed Hs = G!s as they have the same order. But !s = !g for
some g 2 G, thus
Hs = G!s = G!g = Hg:
Hence hm(H; G) =
flflG : Hflfl and hm(G;H) = 1 as we claimed.
If H is even, then the proof is somewhat similar. As before, we observe that H
is a maximal subgroup of U (X1;X2) = (Sym X1 £ Sym X2)e and we distinguish three
cases.
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(1) H = Alt X1 £Alt X2. But this H contains 3-cycles on X2.
(2) H = (T £ Sym X2)e with T l Sym X1. Again, H contains 3-cycles in this
case which we have seen before may not happen.
(3) H = (Sym X1 £ T )e with T l Sym X2, T 6= Alt X2. Since H has only two
orbits, T must be transitive. In fact, we may assume that T is primitive
otherwise we apply 2.6.1 to flnd that U = A7 and r = 3.
SinceH may not contain 3-cycles on X1, we must have n1 6 2. Suppose
that X1 = fa; bg, c 2 X2 and G = G2 for example. We observe that Ga
contains T e which is transitive on X2 (2.5.2). Therefore the orbits of Ga are
fag, fbg, X2. Beside, fa; bg is an orbit of Gc because Tc is not contained
in A and hence the transposition (a b) multiplied by an odd permutation
of Tc lies in H. But Gc, which is conjugate to Ga in G, must have exactly
three orbits of order 1, 1, n2, so, n2 = 2. This contradicts n1 < n2 and so
n1 = 1.
Therefore we may now assume that H is a maximal primitive subgroup of Alt X2
and that n1 = 1.
As, H is primitive on X2 and it is the stabilizer of a point for each of the
subgroups G2, . . . , Gr, they are all 2-primitive and of the same order.
Now H has index at most 2 in its normalizer in S. As in the odd case, one
shows that hmS(H; G) =
flflG : Hflfl for any maximal transitive subgroup G of A
containing H. Hence hmS(G;H) 6 2 and hmA(G;H) = 1 which concludes the
proof. ⁄
Call as in the proof of the theorem above
G2; : : : ; Gr;
the transitive maximal subgroups ofU containingH, and suppose r > 3. Then they
are all 2-primitive and H is the stabilizer of a point in each of them. A 2-transitive
group is either a–ne or almost simple with details given in Table 3.A. We claim
that none of the Gi is a–ne.
If not so, suppose thatG = Gj is an a–ne group. By maximality, G is
AGL(d; p) \ U and › is a vector space of dimension d on a fleld of prime order
p. Since G must also be 2-primitive (and maximal in U), we see from Table 3.B,
p. 29 that d > 2 and p = 2. In particular AGL(d; p) is even and U = A. All the
maximal a–ne subgroups of A are conjugate in S and they split in precisely two
A-conjugacy classes. Because we assume r > 3 and because the Gi are not conju-
gate in A, there must be a non a–ne 2-transitive Gk, say L = Gk. In particular L
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is an almost simple group and SocL has a subgroup of index 2d. Here is where we
flrst use the Guralnick Theorem.
4.3.4. Theorem ([Gur83]). Let G be a nonabelian simple group with H < G
and
flflG : Hflfl = pa, p prime. One of the following holds.
(1) G = An and H »= An¡1 with n = pa.
(2) G = PSL(n; q) and H is the stabilizer of a (projective) point or hyperplane
(Note that q
n¡1
q¡1 = p
a, and that for this to happen, n must be prime).
(3) G = PSL(2; 11) and H »= A5 of index 11.
(4) G = M23 and H »= M22 of index 23.
(5) G = M11 and H »= M10 of index 11.
(6) G = PSp(4; 3) and H is the parabolic subgroup of index 27.
Then L is a projective group P¡L(n; q)e where q
n¡1
q¡1 = 2
d. By 3.9.1, n = 2 and
2d = 1 + q. Thus q is odd and so is P¡L(2; q). The order of P¡L(2; q)e is
(4.3.A)
1
2
(q + 1)q(q ¡ 1)f = 1
2
2d(2d ¡ 1)(2d ¡ 2)f
where q = pf1 and p1 is prime. However, the order of AGL(d; 2) is
(4.3.B) 2d(2d ¡ 1)(2d ¡ 2) ¢ ¢ ¢ (2d ¡ 2d¡1):
By 4.3.3 G and L must have the same order. One checks that (4.3.A) and (4.3.B)
are not equal for d = 3 or 5 (for d = 4, 2d ¡ 1 is not a prime power). Therefore we
may assume that d > 5 and q > 31 and then
1
2
f = (pf1 ¡ 3)(pf1 ¡ 7) ¢ : : : > pf1 ¡ 3 > 3f ¡ 3:
This forces f = 1 and hence 12 to be product of integers. The contradiction arose
by assuming that Gj is an a–ne group. Therefore provided r > 3, none of the Gi
is a–ne.
4.3.5. Proposition. If [H ¥U ] = Mr with r > 3, then H has degree bigger
than 276 and all the transitive maximal subgroups of U containing H are almost
simple.
Proof. The transitive maximal subgroups ofU containingH are almost simple
because they cannot be imprimitive by 4.3.2 and they cannot be primitive of a–ne
type for the discussion above. Therefore they are 2-transitive and almost simple.
There is precisely one conjugacy class of each of them in S, hence at most two A-
conjugacy classes when they are contained in A. Unless they have non isomorphic
socles, there are at most 2 of them containing H because they are not conjugate
in U . As that yields r 6 3, we only remain with the degrees such that there are
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2-transitive almost simple groups having non isomorphic socles. Up to degree 276
those degrees are:
11: with socles PSL2(11), M11. They are both selfnormalizing, both even of
order 660 and 7; 920 respectively.
12: with socles PSL2(11), M11 and M12. PSL2(11) has index 2 in its nor-
malizer which is odd and of order 1; 320, while the other two are both
selfnormalizing, both even of order 7; 920 and 95; 040 respectively.
24: with socles PSL2(23), M24. PSL2(23) has index 2 in its normalizer which
is odd and of order 12; 144, while M24 is selfnormalizing, even and of much
bigger order.
28: with socles Sp6(2), PSU3(3) and PSL2(8), The flrst one is selfnormalizing,
PSU3(3) has index 2 in its normalizer, while PSL2(8) has index 3. The
normalizers of the flrst and the third are even of order 1; 512 and 1; 451; 520
respectively. The order of the second is 6; 048 and the order of its full
normalizer is 12; 096.
As the orders of the normalizers in U are difierent, None of them has a common
point stabilizer and so they may not contain the same H. ⁄
4.3.6. Theorem. If [H ¥U ] =Mr, then r 6 3.
Proof. The argument is similar to the one of proposition above but we have
to deal with the inflnite parametrised families of 2-transitive simple groups. Note
however that because the transitive maximal subgroups of U containing H must
be 2-primitive, of all the projective linear groups one only needs to consider the
projective linear groups on projective lines, that is, the ones having socle PSL2(q)
for some q. We show for example that above a same H there cannot be almost
simple groups G, L having socles isomorphic to PSL2(q1) and Sz(q2). If so,
q1 = q22 = 2
2f
for some odd integer f , thus G is even of order (q22 + 1)q
2
2(q
2
2 ¡ 1)2f . On the other
hand L is even of order (q22+1)q
2
2(q2¡1)f . But this contradicts the fact that G and L
should have the same order. As a further example, suppose G has socle isomorphic
to PSL2(q) and L is almost simple with socle Sp2d(2) and degree 2d¡1(2d§1). Now
L = Sp2d(2), therefore L is even and so G is even too. Comparing the degrees
1 + q = 2d¡1(2d § 1)
one flnds that q is odd hence G has index 2 in its normalizer. It follows that G has
order 12(q+ 1)q(q¡1)f where q = pf and p is prime, while L has order 2(d
2)k where
k is an odd integer. The highest power of 2 dividing the order of G is 2d¡1a where
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a is the highest power of 2 dividing f . Clearly a < f < 2d, so 2d¡1a < 2dd < 2(d2).
It follows that G and L have not the same order.
In entirely similar ways one shows that any two transitive maximal subgroups
of U containing H must have isomorphic socle. Hence there are at most two of
them. ⁄

CHAPTER 5
Primitive second maximal subgroups
We intend to supplement the qualitative results of [Pra90] on the inclusion
problem for flnite primitive groups with a quantitative analysis restricted to the case
where the smallest subgroup is a second maximal subgroup of the parent symmetric
or alternating group. This amounts to counting the inclusions that in [Pra90] are
given up to permutational isomorphisms, under the assumption that the smallest
group is flxed and second maximal. In other words, adopting the notation S, A,
H, U of 2.1, we investigate the maximal subgroups of U containing H in the
assumption that H is a given primitive group.
H – primitive
G1 –OOOOOOOOOOOO
U–oooooooooooo G2 –



::
::
::
: –
???????
Gr–O
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OOO
OOO
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ooo
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¢ ¢ ¢
S · Sym › »= Sn; n > 5
A · Alt › »= An
U = S or A
Primitive groups are subdivided by the O’Nan-Scott Theorem into types ac-
cording to the permutational isomorphism type of their socles. Since these socles
are powers of flnite simple groups, the O’Nan-Scott Theorem is used to reduce ques-
tions concerning primitive groups to questions involving either much smaller groups
or, ultimately, flnite simple groups. The advantage in dealing with questions of the
latter kind is that there is a classiflcation of the flnite simple groups. Then one may
obtain the sought answers by an exhaustive analysis of the involved simple groups.
Accordingly, we decided to split the primitive case in two parts leaving the
exhaustive analysis to next and last chapter of this thesis. In this chapter we
investigate all cases where at least one of the groups to discuss is non almost simple
and we prove the following theorem.
Theorem B. If H or at least one of the Gi is non almost simple, then r 6 2,
unless it is one of the three examples of the kind discovered by Feit and listed
in [P¶al88, Table II] or here in 5:2:1.
We now proceed with a brief discussion of the O’Nan-Scott Theorem followed
by some introductory material. In reading these flrst sections, one should not worry
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yet about terms like \blow-ups" or \compound diagonal", as their precise meaning
will be given in due course.
5.1. On the O’Nan-Scott Theorem
At the Santa Cruz Conference on Finite Groups in 1979, M. O’Nan and
L. L. Scott discussed a classiflcation scheme for primitive groups. It became \a
theorem of O’Nan and Scott" in [Cam81] and flnally \the O’Nan-Scott Theorem"
in [LPS88]. Nowadays, any satisfactory treatment of the O’Nan-Scott Theorem
comprises two main parts:
(1) a list of examples or types of primitive permutation groups;
(2) an argument proving that each primitive group is permutationally isomor-
phic, or has the full normalizer of its socle permutationally isomorphic, to
a unique group of the list.
This subdivides primitive permutation groups in types according to the permuta-
tional isomorphism type of their socle. However, there is not yet full agreement on
the hierarchy and names of the difierent types. Some authors prefer a hierarchy
with names re°ecting the structure of the argument given in (2); others may prefer
the hierarchy induced by inclusions among subgroups; others may decide for a °at
hierarchy with symbolic names reminding the structure of the groups.
Here we follow [Pra90] where primitive groups are subdivided in a °at hierarchy
of eight types:
† a–ne, or Holomorph of Abelian, or HA ;
† Almost Simple, or AS;
† Holomorph of non-abelian Simple, or HS;
† Simple Diagonal, or SD;
† Twisted Wreath, or TW
and the blow-ups of types AS, HS, SD, namely
† Product Action, or PA;
† Holomorph of Composite, or HC;
† Compound Diagonal, or CD.
The primitive groups of a–ne type are the ones having a non trivial abelian
normal subgroup. This is the only minimal normal subgroup in such a primitive
group. Primitive groups of other types may have one or two minimal normal sub-
groups. If there are two minimal normal subgroups, then these are the centralizers
of each other (in the full symmetric group), they are regular and isomorphic. The
primitive groups are of type HS or HC depending on whether these two regular
subgroups are simple or not. Primitive groups of the other flve types have only one
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minimal normal subgroup. This is either simple, when the primitive groups are of
type AS, or a power T l of a non abelian simple group T (l > 1). In the latter case,
the stabilizer of a point is either f1g or isomorphic to T or isomorphic to Rl where
f1g < R < T , or else, l = ab with a; b > 1 and the stabilizer is isomorphic to T b.
Then the primitive groups are of type TW, SD, PA or CD respectively. Surprisingly,
types HA, HS, HC and AS are recognisable by the abstract isomorphism type of
the socle alone. The permutational isomorphism type of the socle is required to
distinguish among types PA, SD, CD, TW. This is summarized in Figure 5.A.
It was shown in [Pra90] that primitive groups of certain types are always con-
tained in primitive groups of certain other types. For example, each primitive group
is contained in one of type AS (such as the parent symmetric group). The diagram
of all such inevitable inclusions is given in Figure 5.B. In particular, it shows that
all primitive groups of type TW or HC are low.
5.2. Outline
The O’Nan-Scott Theorem provides qualitative information: an insight into
the structure of the primitive groups. In [Pra90] the O’Nan-Scott Theorem is
used to investigate the general qualitative \inclusion problem": is a primitive group
subgroup of another? The answer is given up to permutational isomorphism, that is,
the answer is \yes" whenever the flrst is permutationally isomorphic to a subgroup
of the other. However, we are dealing with a slightly difierent task: counting the
subgroups containing a given primitive group, in fact, a second maximal primitive
group. Quoting [Kov89b]:
counting the number of mathematical objects of a certain kind is
often undertaken as a test problem (\if you can’t count them, you
don’t really know them").
To solve this kind of problems, one needs a language which support the distinc-
tion among the mathematical objects of the same kind: in our case, one should have
difierent names for difierent permutationally isomorphic permutation groups.
This is why we improvise languages supporting distinction among permutation-
ally isomorphic permutation groups for types PA, HS, SD, HC, CD. Our approach,
endowing \standard" primitive groups with a permutational isomorphism whose
images are the required groups, is na˜‡ve and unsatisfactory especially because it
introduces a cumbersome notation and it fails in providing unique names: with our
notations, a same group may be addressed in too many ways. However, this will
eventually produce the sought result.
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Figure 5.A. The eight types of primitive groups
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Figure 5.B. Inevitable inclusions among primitive groups
Whenever needed we translate [Pra90] results into our languages. In doing so
we tend to quote (and change) as little as possible and that little is often over-
weakened in the translation. The reason behind this \weakening" relies on the
fact that we only need these results for the very special case in which the smallest
subgroup is second maximal. It should be possible to follow our arguments without
having to read [Pra90] flrst. Of course, our arguments do rely on [Pra90] but then,
they also rely on the CFSG. Yet, this does not mean that a reader should master
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all of it before reading our work! There is a little price to pay: sometime we have to
prove again facts that would clearly emerge from a careful reading of [Pra90]. For
example, when it is there stated that (G;G1) is a blow-up of an inclusion (L;L1),
we report that G is a blow-up of L, G1 is a blow-up of L1 and G 6 G1; deliberately
omitting the details that make of this inclusion among blow-ups, the blow-up of an
inclusion. Instead we provide the missing details with non strictly necessary proofs.
Then, some minor reflnement is required to show that a primitive second maximal
subgroup of type PA, HS, SD or CD is never contained in more than two maximal
subgroups.
About the second maximal subgroups of type HA (a–ne case), we reduce to the
case where the second maximal subgroup is even and of prime degree. Then we ap-
peal to the classiflcation of the second maximal subgroups of the alternating groups
of prime degree [P¶al88]. We only quote the relevant part of this classiflcation.
5.2.1. Proposition. Let p be a prime and let H be a transitive subgroup of Ap
such that [H ¥Ap] »=Mr for some r > 2. Then H is the normalizer of a cycle of
length p in r ¡ 1 almost simple groups having socle isomorphic to S, where p, r, S
are as follows.
p H S r
13 13:3 PSL3(3) 5
31 31:5 PSL5(2) 7
31 31:3 PSL3(5) 11
Finally, we deal with primitive almost simple groups which are contained in
some non almost simple group. Again, we have the support of a qualitative result:
a classiflcation of such inclusions up to permutational isomorphisms [LPS87]. Then
we only need to show that such inclusions involve low subgroups, unless the degree
is 8 where the situation is under control.
We remain with the case where all the subgroups containing the second maximal
primitive group are almost simple; this is left to next Chapter.
5.3. Preliminaries
The socle of a group G is the subgroup generated by its minimal normal sub-
groups and it is commonly denoted by SocG. The socle of a primitive group G is
always isomorphic to a power of some simple group. If SocG »= T l with T simple
but non abelian, then SocG has exactly l minimal normal subgroups: these are the
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component1 of G and we denote them by
( l
p
G)0 ; : : : ; (
l
p
G)l¡1 :
Also, set l
p
G = ( l
p
G)0 and note that
l
p
G »= l
p
SocG so that one may write
( l
p
SocG)l »= SocG. In fact, SocG is the internal direct product of the ( l
p
G)i,
and for i 2 l we denote by ‰Gi : SocG ¡! ( l
p
G)i the canonical projection which
restricts to the identity on ( l
p
G)i and has kernel
›
( l
p
G)j
flfl i 6= j 2 l fi.
Sometime SocG is not big enough and then we use the shoe of G, that is, the
subgroup of G generated by the intersection of the normalizers in G of the minimal
normal subgroups of SocG. Of course, SocG 6 ShoeG. For example, for A almost
simple,
Soc(A2 o S2) = (SocA)2; Shoe(A2 o S2) = A2 :
The next two lemmas are due to Praeger. They are of fundamental importance
for analysing inclusions among primitive groups.
5.3.1. Lemma ([Pra90, 4:5]). Suppose that H < G with H primitive and that
neither H nor G is of a–ne type. Then H \ SocG 6= f1g and one of the following
holds:
(1) SocH = SocG;
(2) SocH < SocG, H is of type TW and G is of type HC;
(3) H is a core-free subgroup of G (that is,
T
g2GH
g = f1g) and G is not of
type TW.
When H is maximal in G, the last point of lemma above is reflned as follows.
5.3.2. Lemma ([Pra90, 4:6]). Suppose that H l G with H primitive and H
core-free in G. Suppose also that G has m components while H has l components.
If neither SocH, nor SocG is abelian, then one of the following is true:
(1) H \ SocG = › ¡H \ SocG¢‰Gi flfl i 2 m fi, H and G are transitive by con-
jugation on
'
( m
p
G)i
flfl i 2 m “. Moreover, l = am for some a > 1,
SocH < SocG and there is a partition fE0; : : : ;Em¡1g of order m of l
such that for all i 2 m¡
SocH
¢
‰Gi =
›
( l
p
H)j
flfl j 2 Ei fi
In this case G is not of type HS, HC or TW.
1The components of a group are its subnormal quasisimple subgroups.
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(2) H \ SocG = SocH, mpG »= l
p
H and m = al for some a > 2. Further,
there is a partition fE0; : : : ;El¡1g of order l of m such that for all j 2 l
( l
p
H)j‰
G
i =
8<:(
m
p
G)i if i 2 Ej
f1g otherwise.
In this case G is not of type TW or AS.
5.4. The maximal subgroups table argument
Let H be a second maximal subgroup of S or A as described in 2.1 and suppose
that H < G < U = AH for some primitive almost simple subgroup G with socle
L. Suppose also that L 6<H.
We claim that the number of conjugate in S of G containing H, that is
hm(G;H), is bounded by k
flflN(SocH) : Hflfl where k is the number of conjugacy
classes in G of maximal subgroups of G isomorphic to H and the normalizer is
taken in S. In fact, it is bounded by 12k
flflN(H) : Hflfl when G is not selfnormalizing
in S.
This is called maximal subgroups table argument because the determination of k
is straightforward when maximal subgroups tables like the ones in the ATLAS are
available for G.
The proof of the claim goes as follows. From L 6<H we getH 6E G; thus flflG : Hflfl
is the number of conjugate subgroups of H in G. Suppose now that Hs < G for
some s 2 S. Then H < Gs¡1 which together with the assumption that H is high
implies HslG. Therefore both H and Hs must be in the column of the maximal
subgroups of G. This provides an immediate bound for hm(G;H):
k
flflG : Hflfl;
where k is the number of conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups of G isomorphic
to H. By P¶alfy Lemma 2.8.1, hm(G;H) 6 k
flflN(H) : Hflfl and if G is not self-
normalizing in S, then hm(G;H) 6 12k
flflN(H) : Hflfl. The claim follows because
N(H) 6 N(SocH).
It goes without saying that if H is primitive of type almost simple and its socle
is listed in the ATLAS, then N(SocH) may be found as explained at the end of 3.3.
5.5. Wreath products
We are only interested in flnite wreath products AwrB where B is a permu-
tation group (not necessarily transitive) of degree at least 2, say for example that
B 6 Sl for some l > 1. The wreath product AwrB is
W = B nAl
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where for ~a 2 Al, fl 2 B we set
fl¡1~afl = (a0fl¡1 ; : : : ; a(l¡1)fl¡1):
Accordingly, any element w of W is uniquely written as
w = fl~a; fl 2 B; ~a 2 Al:
The top subgroup of W is B and the top projection is
(5.5.A) ‰ : W ¡! B; fl~a 7! fl:
This is a group homomorphism whose kernel is Al, the base subgroup of W . In fact,
‰ is an action of W on l and for each i 2 l we denote by Wi the stabilizer in W of
i according to this action. One sees that
Wi »= (Bi nAl¡1)£A:
The right canonical projection onto A according to this factorization is denoted by
(5.5.B) ‰i : Wi ¡! A; fl~a 7! ai:
In fact, ‰i may be regarded as a function from W which restricts to a group homo-
morphism from Wi. We also call
(5.5.C) •i : A ¡!W; i 2 l
the l canonical inclusions with images in Al. Then •i‰i = idA and, for i 6= j 2 l,
•i‰j is the trivial endomorphism of A with kernel A. The image of •i is called
ith (coordinate) factor of the base subgroup. W intertwines the factors of its base
subgroup, hence the name wreath product:
(5.5.D) fl¡1(A•i)fl = A•ifl; i 2 l; fl 2 Sl:
A large subgroup of W = AwrB is a subgroup G 6W such that G‰ is transitive
on l and
(G \Wi)‰i = A 8i 2 l:
The set of large subgroups of W is closed under conjugation in W . But if C < A
and G is a large subgroup of C wr Sl regarded as a subgroup of W , then there may
be conjugates Gw of G in W which are not large subgroups of any related wreath
product. For example, say C a subgroup of order 2 of A = S3, w 2 Awr S2 such that
w‰ = 1, w‰0 = 1, w‰1 = (0 1 2). Then G = w¡1(C wr S2)w is not a large subgroup
of anything because (G \ W0)‰0 = C but (G \ W1)‰1 6= C. As a consequence
some care is needed in handling objects deflned in terms of large subgroups (see the
blow-ups in 5.9 for example).
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If A acts on a set X, the wreath product W = AwrB may be endowed with the
imprimitive action on the coproduct
X£ l =
l¡1a
i=0
X
or with the product action on the product
Xl =
l¡1Y
i=0
X:
We now describe these two actions.
5.5.1. Imprimitive action. The imprimitive action of W is deflned by
bX£ l : ?c : W ¡! Sym(X£ l); w 7! bX£ l : wc;
(regard the symbol b c as a broken ‘) where for fl 2 B, ~a 2 Al
(x; i)bX£ l : flc := (x; ifl);(5.5.E)
(x; i)bX£ l : ~ac := (x ¢ ai; i):(5.5.F)
However, if w 2W , we may write just bwc in place of the most correct bX£ l : wc,
leaving the missing details to the context. Accordingly, the image of the imprimitive
action in Sym(X £ l) is denoted by bX£ l : AwrBc or just bAwrBc. It follows
immediately from (5.5.E) and (5.5.F) that whenever fl 2 B and a 2 A,
Parbflc · flflXflflParfl mod 2;(5.5.G)
Parba•ic = Par a:(5.5.H)
We denote the l canonical inclusions of X in X£ l by
(5.5.I) "i : X ¡! X£ l; x 7! (x; i)
and we denote by ~" the vector ("0; : : : ; "l¡1). For w 2W , set
~" ¢ bwc := ("0bwc; : : : ; "l¡1bwc):
One readily checks that
~" ¢ bflc = ("0fl; : : : ; "(l¡1)fl);
~" ¢ b~ac = (a0"0; : : : ; al¡1"l¡1):
It follows that bAwrBc preserves the equipartition of X£ l made of the images of
the "i
Is~" =
'
Im "i
flfl i 2 l “:
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In fact, we shall see that the stabilizer in Sym(X£l) of Is~" is bSym X wr Slc. Observe
that
Im "i(w‰) = (Im "i)bwc; i 2 l; w 2W:
Therefore the actions of this stabilizer on l and on Is~" are equivalent.
5.5.2. Product action. The product action of W is deflned by
dXl : ?e : W ¡! Sym(Xl); w 7! dXl : we;
(regard the symbol d e as a broken Q) where for fl 2 B, ~a 2 Al
~xdXl : fle := fl¡1~x = (x0fl¡1 ; : : : ; x(l¡1)fl¡1);
~xdXl : ~ae := (x0a0; : : : ; xl¡1al¡1):
However, if w 2 W , we may write just dwe in place of the most correct dXl : we,
leaving the missing details to the context. Accordingly, the image of the product
action in Sym(Xl) is denoted by dXl : AwrBe or just dAwrBe. The parity issue is
now settled as follows. To save some writing, say m =
flflXflfl. Then
Pardfle · ml¡1m¡ 1
2
Parfl mod 2;(5.5.J)
Parda•ie · ml¡1 Par a mod 2;(5.5.K)
whenever fl 2 B and a 2 A.
We denote the canonical projections of Xl onto X by
(5.5.L) …i : Xl ¡! X; ~x 7! xi
and we denote by ~… the vector (…0; : : : ;…l¡1). For w 2W , set
dwe ¢ ~… := (dwe…0; : : : ; dwe…l¡1):
Then
dfle ¢ ~… = (…0fl¡1 ; : : : ;…(l¡1)fl¡1);(5.5.M)
d~ae ¢ ~… = (…0a0; : : : ;…l¡1al¡1):(5.5.N)
By a hyperplane of Xl we mean a flber of any one of the projections …i:
Hyp(i; x) := Fb(…i; x) =
'
~x
flfl ~x…i = x “:
By a codirection we mean the set consisting of all the flbers of one of the …i, that
is, the quotient set of that …i:
Cd(i) := Qt…i =
'
Fb(…i; x)
flfl x 2 X “:
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Clearly Hyp(i; x)dfle = Hyp(ifl; x) and Hyp(i; x)d~ae = Hyp(i; xai). This implies
Cd(i)dfle = Cd(ifl) and Cd(i)d~ae = Cd(i). It follows that dAwrBe preserves the
set
H :=
'
Hyp(i; x)
flfl i 2 l; x 2 X “
of hyperplanes of Xl and also preserves the set of its codirections
Qs ~… =
'
Cd(i)
flfl i 2 l “
which is in itself a non trivial equipartition of H. In fact, we shall see that
dSym X wr Sle is the largest subgroup of Sym(Xl) which preserves H and this sub-
group also preserves Qs ~…. Because of
(5.5.O) Cd(i(w‰)) = Cd(i)dwe; i 2 l; w 2W;
the actions of this stabilizer on l and on Qs ~… are equivalent. Moreover, note that
each codirection is an imprimitivity system of the base subgroup of the wreath
product.
5.6. Inner wreath products
The aim of this section is to provide some language for working with the in-
ner wreath products. These are the permutation groups which are permutationally
isomorphic to wreath products either in imprimitive or in product action. Conse-
quently there are inner wreath products of two kinds, namely inner wreath product
on coproduct decompositions and inner wreath product on product decompositions.
In [Kov89b] there is a conclusive detailed description of such subgroups in terms
of convenient decompositions of the subgroups themselves. Here we prefer a more
naive approach.
Given a set X of order at least 2 and an integer l > 1 we will flrst deflne
equicoproduct decompositions of a set Y as bijections f : X £ l ¡! Y. In this
way, we may compose canonical inclusions of X into X £ l with these bijections
to yield inclusions into Y. Similarly, we will deflne equiproduct decompositions
as bijections p : Y ¡! Xl (opposite direction to enable the composition with the
canonical projections of Xl onto X). Then we simply write bf : sc or dp : se for the
permutation of Y corresponding via f or p to the permutation s of X£ l or Xl:
bf : sc := f¡1sf ;
dp : se := psp¡1:
The reader should not worry to remember whether it is a conjugation by f or by
f¡1 in the flrst case. There is one and only one sensible way to compose f , s, f¡1
together once we agree that f goes from X £ l to Y and we agree to this because
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this alone enables composition of f with the canonical inclusions. Similarly, in
the second case, there is one and only one way to deflne p in a way that enables
composition with the canonical projections of Xl onto X. Then the deflnition of
dp : se may not be any difierent.
The details of all this follow.
Equicoproduct decompositions. A coproduct is a family of functions
f‚ : X‚ ¡! Y
with a common codomain Y satisfying the Coproduct Universal Property.
CUP. For each family of functions g‚ : X‚ ¡! Z with a common codomain Z,
there is a unique g : Y ¡! Z such that g‚ = f‚g for all ‚.
In this case each f‚ is one-to-one, and the f‚ are called canonical inclusions of
the coproduct. Informally, one may also say that Y is the coproduct of the X‚. For
example, X £ l together with the canonical inclusions (5.5.I) is the coproduct of l
copies of X. Since Dom "i = X for all i, we say that X£l is an equicoproduct . We are
only interested in equicoproducts with flnitely many canonical inclusions, and we
collect the latter in a vector ~f 2 (YX)l where l is the number of canonical inclusions,
X is their domain and Y is their codomain. It is easily seen that if f : X£ l ¡! Y
is a bijection, then Y together with
~f := ~" ¢ f = ("0f ; : : : ; "l¡1f)
is an equicoproduct. What makes the CUP so important is that the converse is also
true.
5.6.1. Theorem. A set Y together with ~f 2 (YX)l is an equicoproduct if and
only if there is a bijection f : X£ l ¡! Y such that ~f = ~" ¢ f . Furthermore, in this
case, the bijection is uniquely determined.
Given sets Y, X of order at least 2 such that
flflYflfl = lflflXflfl for some integer l > 1,
we deflne the non empty set of the equicoproduct decompositions
ECDec(Y;X; l) :=
'
f : X£ l ¡! Y flfl f is a bijection “:
To save some writing we may occasionally omit the third argument l which is
uniquely determined by the order of Y and X. Also, by deflnition, in writing
ECDec(Y;X; l) or ECDec(Y;X) we implicitly assume that X and Y have suitable
orders.
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Now, let A act on X, let B be a subgroup of Sl and let f 2 ECDec(Y;X; l). All
the elements of Sym Y may be written as
bf : sc := f¡1sf
with s 2 Sym(X£ l). But to avoid redundancy, when w 2 AwrB, set
bf : wc := bf : bX£ l : wcc:
The inner wreath products on equicoproduct decompositions are the permutation
groups bf : AwrBc with f 2 ECDec(Y;X; l), A 6 Sym X and B 6 Sl.
5.6.2. Proposition. If f ; g 2 ECDec(Y;X) then the two inner wreath products
bf : AwrBc and bg : AwrBc are conjugate in Sym Y.
Proof. Sym Y with the action given by composition of functions is transitive
on ECDec(Y;X) and so there exists s 2 Sym Y such that g = fs. One checks that
whenever t 2 Sym(X£ l),
s¡1bf : tcs = s¡1f¡1tfs = bfs : tc = bg : tc:
Therefore s¡1bf : AwrBcs = bg : AwrBc. ⁄
Clearly, Sym Y acts regularly by composition of functions on the right of
ECDec(Y;X). It follows that any permutation of Y is uniquely determined by its
action on any given f 2 ECDec(Y;X). For example, when fl 2 Sl, bf : flc is the
unique permutation s of Y such that
(5.6.A) (f0s; : : : ;f (l¡1)s) = (f0fl; : : : ;f (l¡1)fl):
Similarly, when ~a 2 (Sym X)l, bf : ~ac is the unique permutation s of Y such that
(5.6.B) (f0s; : : : ;f (l¡1)s) = (a0f0; : : : ;al¡1f l¡1):
Suppose now that f 2 ECDec(Y;X; l). Our goal is to show that the inner wreath
product bf : (Sym X) wr Slc is the stabilizer in Sym Y of the equipartition made of
the images of the canonical inclusions collected in ~f . We begin with introducing
some new terms.
Given a subset A of YX we deflne the set of images from A
Is A :=
'
Ima
flfl a 2 A “
and the left closure
LC A = (Sym X)A =
'
sa
flfl s 2 Sym X; a 2 A “:
It follows at once from the deflnitions that
A µ LC A; LC LC A = LC A; Is A = Is LC A:
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Furthermore, if s 2 Sym Y, then
(Is A)s = Is(As); (LC A)s = LC(As):
Finally, we recall from 1.1 that if ~f 2 (YX)l, then we denote ff0; : : : ;f l¡1g by ~f .
5.6.3. Theorem. Let f ; g : X£l ¡! Y, with f bijective. Set ~g = ~"¢g, ~f = ~"¢f .
The following are equivalent:
(a) Is ~g = Is ~f .
(b) g 2 fbf : (Sym X) wr Slc.
(c) LC ~g = LC ~f .
(d) g is a bijection and ~g ‰ LC ~f .
In particular bf : (Sym X) wr Slc = St Is ~f = St LC ~f .
Proof. Assume (a). Then there is a function ¾ : l ¡! l such that
Imf i = Im gi¾ 8i 2 l:
But there are l difierent Imf i’s therefore ¾ must be surjective and hence bijective,
so ¾ 2 Sl. For each i 2 l, f i¾¡1 is injective and we set ti = gif i¾¡1 so that
ti 2 Sym X and gi = tif i¾¡1 . Then ~g = ~fbf : ¾cbf : ~tc which is equivalent to
g = fbf : ¾cbf : ~tc. This proves (c) and also (b).
Clearly (b) and (c) together imply (d) so that (d) follows from (a).
On the other hand (a) follows at once from (b).
Now assume (c), then Is ~g = Is LC ~g = Is LC ~f = Is ~f which is (a).
If by any chance (d) holds, then LC ~g µ LC LC ~f = LC ~f thus Is ~g µ Is ~f . But
Is ~g has l elements because g 2 ECDec(Y;X; l). Then Is ~g = Is ~f which is(a).
This proves the equivalence. Assume now that s 2 Sym Y and say g = fs.
Then (Is ~f)s = Is ~g and (LC ~f)s = LC ~g. Therefore s preserves Is ~f if and only if
Is ~f = Is ~g, if and only if LC ~f = LC ~g, if and only if s 2 bf : (Sym X) wr Slc, if and
only if s preserves LC ~f . ⁄
Equiproduct decompositions. Products are dual to coproducts in a cate-
gorical sense. Consequently, this section follows the pattern set in the previous one
and a few facts are stated without proof. Any further comment on the underlying
duality is left to the reader.
A product is a family of functions
p‚ : Y ¡! X‚
with a common domain Y satisfying the Product Universal Property.
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PUP. For each family of functions g‚ : Z ¡! X‚ with a common domain Z,
there is a unique g : Z ¡! Y such that g‚ = gp‚ for all ‚.
In this case each p‚ is surjective, and the p‚ are called canonical projections of
the product. Informally, Y is also said to be the product of the X‚. For example
Xl together with the canonical projections (5.5.L) is the product of l copies of X.
Since Cod…i = X for all i, we say that Xl is an equiproduct . We are only interested
in equiproducts with flnitely many canonical projections, and we collect the latter
in a vector ~p 2 (XY)l where l is the number of canonical projections, X is their
codomain and Y is their domain. It is easily seen that if p : Y ¡! Xl is a bijection,
then Y together with
~p := p ¢ ~… = (p…0; : : : ;p…l¡1)
is an equiproduct. What makes the PUP so important is that the converse is also
true.
5.6.4. Theorem. A set Y together with ~p 2 (XY)l is an equiproduct if and only
if there is a bijection p : Y ¡! Xl such that ~p = p ¢ ~…. Furthermore, in this case,
the bijection is uniquely determined.
Given sets Y, X of order at least 2 such that
flflYflfl = flflXflfll for some integer l > 1,
we deflne the non-empty set of the equiproduct decompositions
EPDec(Y;X; l) :=
'
p : Y ¡! Xl flfl p is a bijection “:
To save some writing we may occasionally omit the third argument l which is
uniquely determined by the order of Y and X. Also, by deflnition, in writing
EPDec(Y;X; l) or EPDec(Y;X) we implicitly assume that X and Y have suitable
orders.
Now, let A act on X, let B be a subgroup of Sl and let p 2 EPDec(Y;X; l). All
the elements of Sym Y may be written as
dp : se := psp¡1
with s 2 Sym Xl. But to avoid redundancy, when w 2 AwrB, set
dp : we := dp : dXl : wee:
The inner wreath products on equiproduct decompositions are the permutation
groups dp : AwrBe with p 2 EPDec(Y;X; l), A 6 Sym X and B 6 Sl.
5.6.5. Proposition. If p; g 2 EPDec(Y;X) then the two inner wreath products
dp : AwrBe, dg : AwrBe are conjugate in Sym Y.
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Clearly, Sym Y acts regularly on the left of EPDec(Y;X). It follows that any per-
mutation of Y is uniquely determined by its action on any given p 2 EPDec(Y;X).
For example, when fl 2 Sl, dp : fle is the unique permutation s of Y such that
(5.6.C) (sp0; : : : ; spl¡1) = (p0fl¡1 ; : : : ;p(l¡1)fl¡1):
Similarly, when ~a 2 (Sym X)l, dp : ~ae is the unique permutation s of Y such that
(5.6.D) (sp0; : : : ; spl¡1) = (p0a0; : : : ;pl¡1al¡1):
Suppose now that p 2 EPDec(Y;X; l). Our goal is to show that the inner wreath
product dp : (Sym X) wr Sle is the stabilizer in Sym Y of the set of hyperplanes re-
lated to the equiproduct decomposition p. As in the case of the coproduct we begin
with introducing some terms.
Let f : U ¡! V be a function. As common, we denote by Af¡1 the pre-image
of a subset A of V:
Af¡1 :=
'
u 2 U flfl uf 2 A “:
The nonempty pre-images of singletons are called flbers:
v 2 Imf ; Fb(f ; v) := fvgf¡1:
The set of flbers of a function f is a partition of Domf called quotient set of f
which we denote by:
Qtf :=
'
Fb(f ; v)
flfl v 2 Imf “:
Given a subset A of XY we deflne the set of flbers from A:
Fs A :=
[
a2A
Qta =
'
Fb(a; y)
flfl a 2 A; y 2 Ima “;
the set of quotients from A:
Qs A =
'
Qta
flfl a 2 A “
and the right closure of A:
RC A = A(Sym X) =
'
as
flfl s 2 Sym X; a 2 A “:
It follows at once from these deflnitions that
A µ RC A; RC RC A = RC A;
Fs A = Fs RC A; Qs A = Qs RC A;
Fs A =
[
Qs A:(5.6.E)
Furthermore, if s 2 Sym Y then
(Fs A)s = Fs(s¡1A); (Qs A)s = Qs(s¡1A); s(RC A) = RC(sA):
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If p 2 EPDec(Y;X; l), then the elements of Fs ~p are called hyperplanes of the
product decomposition p and the elements of Qs ~p are called codirections of the
product decomposition p. Codirections are equipartitions of Y and the set of the
codirections is an equipartition of the set of the hyperplanes. It follows from the
PUP that each codirection is in bijection with X and that codirections are the
maximal sets of pairwise disjoint hyperplanes. In fact, for each y 2 Y we have
fyg =
\
i2l
Fb(pi; ypi)
which follows from the validity in Xl of
f(x0; : : : ; xl¡1)g =
\
i2l
Hyp(i; xi)
and shows that any two hyperplanes of difierent codirections must intersect in a
non empty set. In particular, any permutation of Y which sends hyperplanes to
hyperplanes must also send codirections to codirections. On the other hand, if
a permutation of Y sends codirections to codirections then in particular it sends
hyperplanes to hyperplanes. Therefore St Fs ~p = St Qs ~p and we now show that this
stabilizer is dp : (Sym X) wr Sle.
5.6.6. Theorem. Let p; q : Y ¡! Xl, with p bijective. Set ~q = q ¢ ~…, ~p = p ¢ ~….
The following are equivalent:
(a) Fs ~q = Fs ~p.
(b) Qs ~q = Qs ~p.
(c) q 2 dp : (Sym X) wr Slep.
(d) RC ~q = RC ~p.
(e) q is a bijection and ~q ‰ RC ~p.
In particular dp : (Sym X) wr Sle = St Fs ~p = St Qs ~p = St RC ~p.
Proof. We show that (c)) (d)) (a), (c)) (e)) (a), (b)) (a) and, flnally,
(a)) ((b) and (c)).
From (c), (5.6.C) and (5.6.D), we get (d) which implies (a) because
Fs ~q = Fs RC ~q = Fs RC ~p = Fs ~p:
Of course, (c) and (d) imply (e) which implies (a) because Fs ~q µ Fs RC ~p = Fs ~p
and the two sets have the same number of elements.
Clearly (b) implies (a) because Fs ~p =
S
Qs ~p and Fs ~q =
S
Qs ~q which are
applications of (5.6.E).
Now assume (a). Any Qt qi is a partition of Y and hence a maximal set of
pairwise disjoint element of Fs ~p, that is, a codirection of p. Thus there is a function
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s : l ¡! l such that
Qt qi = Qtpis 8i 2 l:
In particular Qt qi has the same order of X, say m, and Qs ~q µ Qs ~p. Next argument
shows that in fact, they are equal, hence proving (b). Since
S
i2l Qt qi = Fs ~q = Fs ~p
has ml elements, the Qt qi’s are all difierent and their number is l. Thus Qs ~q = Qs ~p
and so s 2 Sl. Deflne ~x 2 (XX)l by
Fb(qi; x) = Fb(pis; xxi):
Since qi has m flbers, xi is injective for each i and hence ~x 2 (Sym X)l. Then
Fb(qi; x) = Fb(pisx
¡1
i ; x) 8i 2 l
which implies ~q = bp : ~xcbp : s¡1c~p and hence (c).
This proves the equivalence and the rest follows from an argument similar to
that at the end of the proof of 5.6.3 ⁄
Assume now that p 2 EPDec(Y;X; l). Set H = Fs ~p and say
f : X£ l ¡! H; (x; i) 7! Fb(pi; x):
This f is bijective because it is a surjective function between two sets with the
same order. Since dp : (Sym X) wr Sle is the stabilizer in Sym H of the non trivial
equipartition Qs ~p, one should be able to view the group as an inner wreath product
on coproduct decomposition. In fact,
5.6.7. Theorem. The map f so deflned lies in ECDec(H;X; l), and the action
of Sym Y on subsets of Y induces a faithful action ’ of dp : (Sym X) wr Sle on H
such that for each w 2 (Sym X) wr Sl
dp : we’ = bf : wc
In particular, ’ identifles dp : (Sym X) wr Sle with bf : (Sym X) wr Slc.
Proof. It is enough to show that for each fl 2 Sl, ~x 2 (Sym X)l we have
(*) dp : fle’ = bf : flc and dp : ~xe’ = bf : ~xc:
This is done using (5.6.C), (5.6.A), (5.6.D) and (5.6.B) as follows: for each i 2 l,
(5.6.C) says that dp : fl¡1epi = pifl. Then for each x 2 X
xf i(dp : fle’) = Fb(pi; x)dp : fle = Fb(dp : fl¡1epi; x) =
= Fb(pifl; x) = xf ifl:
Therefore dp : fle’ = bf : flc follows from (5.6.A). This proves the flrst equality of
(⁄) and the second is proved in a similar way, using (5.6.D) and (5.6.B) in place of
(5.6.C) and (5.6.A). ⁄
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5.7. On the base subgroup
It is fairly easy to show that if A is a transitive subgroup of Sym X, then the even
part of the base subgroup of an inner wreath product bf : Awr Slc is intransitive
and the set of its orbits equals to Is ~f . In other words, the base subgroup of an
inner imprimitive wreath product (or maybe even something a little bit smaller)
determines the fundamental part of the related equicoproduct decomposition.
Dually, when A is primitive (but not regular!), the base subgroup of an inner
wreath product dp : Awr Sle is transitive imprimitive and the set of its imprimitivity
systems (having order equal to the order of X) is equal to Qs ~p, the set of the
codirections of p. However, the duality breaks down and exceptions arise when we
consider only the even part of the base subgroup. A detailed statement with proof
follows.
5.7.1. Theorem. Let p 2 EPDec(Y;m; l). If A is a primitive but not regular
subgroup of Sm, then dp : Alee is transitive imprimitive on Y with many imprimitiv-
ity systems. However, it has precisely l imprimitivity systems of order m, namely
the l codirections of p, except when m is a prime · 3 mod 4, A is the dihedral
group D2m, and l = 2 (in which case the set of the imprimitivity systems of order
m of dp : Alee has order m+ 1 and contains the l = 2 codirections).
Proof. We may assume that Y = ml and that p is the identity. To save some
writing, put L := dAlee. In order to prove that L is transitive, it is enough to show
that Ae is transitive. This follows from 2.5.2 because A is non regular and so m > 2.
The part regarding the imprimitivity systems preserved by L is less obvious.
Pick a point x 2 m and put y = (x; : : : ; x) 2 ml. By 2.4.2 there is a bijection ’
taking the set of the imprimitivity systems of orderm of L to the set of the subgroups
of L of index m containing Ly. It takes no efiort to check that Ly = d(Ax)lee and
that (Qs ~p)’ =
'
Ti
flfl i 2 l “, where
Ti =
›
Ax•i; A•j
flfl i 6= j 2 l fie:
Therefore we show that the subgroups of L containing Ly are precisely the Ti. It is
a good idea to rule out the exceptions flrst.
Suppose that Ae is regular. Then Ae has index 2, order at least 3, and it is
a minimal normal subgroup of A (because non trivial normal subgroups of A are
transitive). In fact, Ae is the unique minimal normal subgroup of A, so it is the
socle of A. Moreover, Ax has order 2, so Ax is a solvable group. By [DM96,
Th. 4:7B(iii)] the primitive groups with non abelian regular socle have non solvable
point stabilizers. Therefore Ae is elementary abelian of order pd for some prime p;
A is a primitive subgroup of an a–ne group; Ax is an irreducible linear group of
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order 2. This forces d = 1 and m = p (which then is odd), so A »= D2m. As A > Ae,
we must have m · 3 mod 4. Now assume that Ly < T < L with T of index m in
L. As G := d(Ae)le is transitive, L = LyG, so L = TG and hence T \G has index
m in G. Since m is prime T \G is maximal in G, moreover, T \G is normal both
in T and in G which is abelian, thus it is normal in L. By Dedekind’s law
T = T \ L = T \ (LyG) = Ly(T \G):
Therefore determining the T such that Ly < T < L, amounts to determine the
L-invariant maximal subgroups of the elementary abelian p-group G. We leave it
to the reader to verify that they are exactly the l yielding the Ti when l > 2 and
they are m+ 1, 2 of which yielding the Ti, when l = 2.
We may now assume that Ae is non regular, so (Ae)x > f1g. As (Ae)x = (Ax)e,
for the reminder of this proof we simply write Aex. We shall need that the normal
closure N of Aex in A is A
e, yielding that a transitive subgroup of A containing Aex
contains Ae as well. Indeed, as a non trivial normal subgroup in a primitive group,
N is transitive, so AxN = A, and thenflflA : N flfl = flflAx : Ax \N flfl 6 flflAx : Aexflfl 6 2;
but by its deflnition, N lies in Ae. As above, say Ly < T < L with T of index m
in L, we need to show that T = Ti for some i. For each i 2 l the projection T‰i
is either Ax or A because by primitivity Ax l A and Ly‰i = Ax. The last equality
holds because (a; a; 1; : : : ; 1) 2 Ly for example, even if a 2 Ax is odd. Of course,
T 6
›
T‰i•i
flfl i 2 l fie:
If T‰i = Ax for at least one i, say j, then T = Tj because the flrst is contained in
the second and they have both the same index in L. Otherwise, T is a subcartesian
subgroup of dAle and we aim to a contradiction. For each i 2 l
f1g < Aex•i 6 T \ (A•i) E A•i:
Since A is primitive, T \(A•i) corresponds to a transitive subgroup of A containing
Aex, thus containing N which we showed above is equal to A
e. It follows that
T >
›d(Ae)le; Lyfi:
Again, Ae is transitive so that A = AeAx. Then each element of L is of the form
~a~b with ~a 2 d(Ae)le, ~b 2 Ly (~b must be even because ~a~b and ~a are even). This
shows that L =
›d(Ae)le; Lyfi, so T = L against our assumptions. This completes
the proof. ⁄
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5.8. Associative Law for wreath products
The canonical identiflcation of (A£B)£C with A£(B£C) leads to the associative
law (up to permutational isomorphisms)
bbSa wr Sbcwr Scc »= bSa wrbSb wr Sccc:
Similarly, the canonical identiflcation of (AB)C with AB£C leads to the associative
law (up to permutational isomorphisms)
ddSa wr Sbewr Sce »= dSa wrbSb wr Scce:
We have the language to show this in great detail. However, as it is a language
mostly composed of cumbersome terminology, we can only expect fairly tedious
proofs.
5.8.1. Proposition. Let a; b; c be integers greater than 1. Let
‡ : b£ c ¡! d = bc
be any bijection and deflne
’ : (a£ b)£ c ¡! a£ d; ((h; i); j) 7! (h; (i; j)‡)
ˆ : ad ¡! (ab)c; f 7! (j 7! (i 7! (i; j)‡f)):
Then
b’ : bSa wr Sbcwr Scc = bSa wrb‡ : Sb wr Sccc(5.8.A)
and
dˆ : dSa wr Sbewr Sce = dSa wrb‡ : Sb wr Scce:(5.8.B)
Proof. We only prove (5.8.B) here. To avoid confusion, let us make the con-
vention that for this proof we always have h 2 a, i 2 b, j 2 c, k 2 d. Call
…1k : a
d ¡! a; k 2 d;
…2j : (a
b)c ¡! ab; j 2 c;
…3i : a
b ¡! a; i 2 b
the canonical projections (5.5.L), and
•1k : Sa ¡! Sa wr Sd; k 2 d;
•2j : Sab ¡! Sab wr Sc; j 2 c;
•3i : Sa ¡! Sa wr Sb; i 2 b
•4j : Sb ¡! Sb wr Sc; j 2 c
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the canonical inclusions (5.5.C). Because of our convention, we may sometime omit
the superscript.
Note that the …1k, …
2
j , …
3
i satisfy
…1(i;j)‡ = ˆ …
2
j …
3
i 8 i 2 b; j 2 c:
Equation (5.8.B) is proved by computing dˆ : se for suitable s which together
generate ddSa wr Sbewr Sce. This is done by computing flrst their composition with
a generic …1k, say k = (u; v)‡ for example.
Start with s = a•3i•
2
j where a 2 Sa.
ˆd(ab)c : seˆ¡1…1k = ˆdse…2v…3u = ˆd(a•3i )•2je…2v…3u:
Now, by (5.6.D)
d(a•3i )•2je…2v =
8<:…2vdab : a•3i e if j = v,…2v otherwise.
Similarly,
da•3i e…3u =
8<:…3ua if i = u,…3u otherwise.
Whence,
(5.8.C) (ˆd(ab)c : seˆ¡1)…1k =
8<:…1ka if k = (i; j)‡;…1k otherwise.
This together with (5.6.D) imply
(5.8.D) dˆ : a•i•je = dad : a•(i;j)‡e:
In a similar way if b 2 Sb, then
(ˆd(ab)c : b•2jeˆ¡1)…1k =
8<:…1(ub¡1;v)‡ if j = v;…1k otherwise.(5.8.E)
On the other hand, by (5.5.F)
b‡ : b¡1•4jc : k 7!
8<:(ub¡1; v)‡ if j = v;k otherwise.
so that
dad : b‡ : b•4jce…1k =
8<:…1(ub¡1;v)‡ if j = v;…1k otherwise.(5.8.F)
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Then (5.8.E), (5.8.F) and (5.6.C) imply
(5.8.G) dˆ : b•2je = dad : b‡ : b•4jce:
Finally, if c 2 Sc,
(ˆd(ab)c : ceˆ¡1)…1k = …1(u;vc¡1)‡ ;(5.8.H)
On the other hand, by (5.5.E)
b‡ : c¡1c : k 7! (u; vc¡1)‡;
so that
dad : b‡ : cce…1k = …1kb‡:c¡1c = …1(u;vc¡1)‡ :(5.8.I)
Then (5.8.H), (5.8.I) and (5.6.C) imply
dˆ : ce = dad : b‡ : cce:
Which together with (5.8.D) and (5.8.G) imply (5.8.B). ⁄
An application of the proof of the the associative law (5.8.B) follows. For a > 5
and b; c > 1, say H = ddSa wr Sbewr Sce and call ¾ the action of H by conjugation on
the set E of the minimal normal subgroups of its socle SocH. As expected (E being
in bijection with the set of coordinate factors of the base subgroup of Sa wr Sbc), we
show that ¾ is equivalent to the action induced by restriction to dˆ : He of the top
projection ‰ : Sa wr Sbc ¡! Sbc.
5.8.2. Proposition. H¾ on E and dˆ : He‰ on bc are permutationally iso-
morphic. In particular, He (not to confuse with (H¾)e) has a unique imprimitivity
system on E with respect to ¾, whose blocks are the
Ej =
'
Aa•3i•
2
j
flfl i 2 b “; j 2 c:
In fact, up to the order of the minimal normal subgroups of (Aab)c, one may assume
that for each j 2 c
Ej =
'
( bc
p
H)k
flfl ( bcpH)k 6 ( cpdSab wr Sce)j “:
Proof. Call ¾0 the action by conjugation of dˆ : He on the set E0 of the min-
imal normal subgroups of its socle. Of course, H¾ on E and dˆ : He on E0 are
permutationally isomorphic. Note that
E0 =
'
Aa•1k
flfl k 2 bc “:
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Then (5.5.D) shows that dˆ : He¾0 on E0 and dˆ : He‰ on bc are permutationally
isomorphic, the isomorphism being induced by
Aa•1k !ˆ k; k 2 bc:
By the associative law (5.8.B), dˆ : He‰ = b‡ : Sb wr Scc. This, together with
2.4.6, shows that at least H¾ has a unique imprimitivity system on E.
Now, if the top subgroup dabc : Sbce is even then dˆ : Hee = dˆ : Hee contains
dabc : b‡ : Sb wr Scce. Otherwise, a is odd by (5.5.J) and therefore, by (5.5.K), the
base subgroup dabc : Sabce is odd. It follows that the image by ‰ of dˆ : Hee is again
dabc : b‡ : Sb wr Scce. Therefore He¾ = H¾ even though this is not necessarily equal
to (H¾)e.
To flnish, note that the blocks of the imprimitivity system on E0 are the
E0j =
'
Aa•1(i;j)‡
flfl i 2 b “; j 2 c
and that by (5.8.D), ˆ¡1(Aa•1(i;j)‡)ˆ = Aa•
3
i•
2
j . Therefore Ej , which is equal to
ˆ¡1E0jˆ, is a block for H¾ as claimed. ⁄
5.9. Inner Blow-ups
In this section we refer to the blow-up construction introduced by Kov¶acs
in [Kov89a]. Given a primitive group A with socle M , an integer l > 1 and
a large subgroup P of the wreath product (A=M) wr Sl, the blow-up of A by P ,
G = A " P , is deflned as the complete inverse image of P under the natural homo-
morphism of Awr Sl onto (A=M) wr Sl. Sometime there is no need to specify the
second argument P , and so we just write G = A " ? l where the subscript is there
to remind that the ? plays the role of a large subgroup of (A=M) wr Sl.
We usually regard A as a subgroup of some Sm, and so we also regard a blow-up
A " ? l as a subgroup of W = Sm wr Sl. We observe that if W0 = StW 0 with respect
to the action induced by the top projection ‰ of W , then a blow-up G in W must
be a subgroup of (G \W0)‰0 wr Sl, in fact, a large subgroup.
The main problem with blow-ups is that the set of blow-ups contained in W ,
that is, of the subgroups of W which are blow-ups, is not closed under conjugation
in W . For example, say A a subgroup of order 5 of S5 and w 2 S5 wr S2 such that
w‰ = 1, w‰0 = 1 and w‰1 62 N(A). Then G = w¡1(Awr S2)w is not a blow-up of
W because (G \W0)‰0 = A but G 6 Awr S2.
As a consequence almost anything involving blow-ups makes heavy use of per-
mutational isomorphisms (which unfortunately are usually kept implicit). Then we
decided to equip blow-ups with explicit permutational isomorphisms and to call the
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images of such isomorphisms inner blow-ups (not to confuse with internal blow-
up decompositions of permutation groups as introduced in [Kov89a]). This yields
classes of subgroups closed under conjugation and allows the encoding of more in-
formation in statements involving blow-ups. We also lose some kind of uniqueness
though because an inner blow-up is image of many difierent permutational isomor-
phisms. However, this will not interfere with our speciflc needs.
Blow-ups were originally thought of as subgroups of a wreath product W in
product action on some Xl. We have inner wreath products on product decomposi-
tions of a set Y as images of W via permutational isomorphisms:
dp : W e = pWp¡1; p 2 EPDec(Y;X; l):
Coherently, for A 6 Sym X, P large subgroup of (A=SocA) wr Sl, we deflne the
inner blow-up of A by P related to p as
dp : A " P e = p(A " P )p¡1:
Now both the set of blow-ups contained in Sym Y and the set of blow-ups contained
in dp : W e are closed under conjugation because
y¡1dp : A " P ey = dy¡1p : A " P e 8y 2 Sym Y:
We are especially interested in the inner blow-ups which are second maximal in
their parent symmetric or alternating group.
5.9.1. Lemma. Let p 2 EPDec(Y;m; l), let A be a subgroup of Sm and let
H = dp : A " ? le be an inner blow-up. If H is second maximal in Sym Y or Alt Y,
then either A = Sm or Am 6= Al Sm and He = dp : Awr Slee.
Proof. We may assume that Y = Xl with X = m and that p is the identity. To
prove that A is maximal when it is a proper subgroup of Sm, assume A < B 6 Sm.
Of course flfldBwr Sleeflfl > 12 flflBflflll! and flfldAwr Sleeflfl 6 flflAflflll!:
Thus the index of dAwr Slee in dBwr Slee is at least
1
2
[B : A]l > 2l¡1 > 2
so that dAwr Slee must be a proper subgroup of dBwr Slee. In particular
He 6 dAwr Slee < dBwr Slee 6 dSm wr Slee < Alt Y
and of course
H 6 dAwr Sle < dBwr Sle 6 dSm wr Sle < Sym Y:
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Since we assume H high, B must be equal to Sm and A is maximal. Furthermore,
either H is odd and equal to dAwr Sle or H is even and equal to dAwr Slee. But in
any case He = dAwr Slee as stated. We only need to prove that A 6= Am but this
comes from the fact that neither dAm wr Sle nor dAm wr Slee is high. ⁄
We are now in a position to take full advantage of the following which is a weak
version of [Pra90, 7:1]. Recall that by ? l we mean a suitable large subgroup of
some wreath product having Sl as top group. However, a ? l appearing twice or
more in a same statement, is not to be interpreted as the identifler of a same group;
we would use a more common identifler otherwise.
5.9.2. Proposition. Let H = dp : A " ? le be an inner blow-up for some
p 2 EPDec(Y;m; l) and some almost simple primitive subgroup A of Sm. If
H lG 6 Sym Y, then one of the following is true.
(a) A »= PSL(2; 7) of degree 8 and there is a transitive subgroup L of Sl such
that H = dp : AwrLe and G = dp : BwrLe where A < B »= AGL3(2) of
degree 8. Note that H is low.
(b) There is a primitive almost simple subgroup B of Sm such that A 6 B and
G = dq : B " ? le for some q 2 EPDec(Y;m; l).
(c) l = ab > b. There are r; q 2 EPDec(Y;ma; b) and p0 2 EPDec(ma;m; a)
such that H = dr : B " ? be with B = dp0 : A " ?ae and G = dq : C " ? be
with Ama 6 C 6 Sma.
(d) m is a square and there is q 2 EPDec(Y;m; l) and a proper subgroup B of
Sm such that G = dq : B " ? le. Note that H is low.
In fact, there is much more in [Pra90, 7:1]. For example, in case (b), one
expects that there is an intimate connection between p and q. This connection is
made evident in [Pra90] but here we content ourselves to cut and paste from it
according to our needs. The next proposition is stated following the notation set
in 2.1 where H is a non trivial high subgroup of S = Sym ›, that is, H is a second
maximal subgroup of U = (Alt ›)H. Recall that a primitive subgroup of Sym Y of
type PA is an inner blow-up dp : A " ? le for some p 2 EPDec(Y;m; l) and almost
simple primitive subgroup A of Sm.
5.9.3. Theorem. Suppose that the high subgroup H of S is primitive of type
PA. For example, say H = dp : A " ? le with p 2 EPDec(›;m; l) and A primitive
almost simple subgroup of Sm. Suppose also that H < G < U . Then one or two of
the following is true.
(1) A = Sm and G = dp : Sm wr Sle \U .
(2) Am 6= Al Sm, H = dp : Awr Sle \U , G = dp : Sm wr Sle \U .
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(3) l = ab for a; b > 1. There are r 2 EPDec(›;ma; b), p0 2 EPDec(ma;m; a)
such that H = dr : Bwr Sbe \ U with B = dp0 : Sm wr Sae. In this case
Qs ~r is determined by H and so are b =
flflQs ~rflfl and G = StU Qs ~r.
In particular [H ¥U ] =Mk with k 6 2.
Proof. This is really a corollary of 5.9.2 applied to H = H where the further
assumption that H is high is used to eliminate those cases (a), (d) and to reflne
that (b) in these (1), (2) and that (c) in this (3). Also, note that the socle of a
group H as in (2) cannot possibly be isomorphic to the socle of a group H as in
(1), (3), thus proving the fact that at most two of the three cases hold.
Consider 5.9.2(b) flrst. G = dq : Sm wr Sle \U because of the maximality of G
in U . Also, being H high, 5.9.1 says that either A = Sm or Am 6= A l Sm and
H = dp : Awr Sle \ U . Thus, proving (1) and (2) amounts to show that really
G = dp : Sm wr Sle \U . This is done by proving that the codirections of p are the
codirections of q, that is, Qs ~p = Qs ~q because by 5.6.6 dp : Sm wr Sle = St Qs ~p and
dq : Sm wr Sle = St Qs ~q.
If SocH = SocG, then Qs ~q = Qs ~p follows from 5.7.1. Otherwise, A < Sm and
H = dp : Awr Sle\U . With notations 5.3 we may assume that ( l
p
G)i = dq : Am•ie
for all i, where •i : Am ¡! Am wr Sl is deflned as in (5.5.C). By Lemmas 5.3.1 and
5.3.2, SocH < SocG and we may assume¡
SocH
¢
‰Gi = (
l
p
H)i 6 (
l
p
G)i 8i 2 l:
By 5.5.D,
NH (
l
p
H)i = H \NG ( l
p
G)i 8 i 2 l
so that ShoeH 6 ShoeG. Now, A is primitive of type almost simple thus
SocA is non regular. This shows that Ae, containing SocA, is non regular.
By 5.7.1, (ShoeH)e = dp : Alee has exactly l imprimitivity systems of order m,
the codirections of p. These must be the l imprimitivity systems of order m of
ShoeG = dq : (Sm)le, which are indeed the codirections of q, as claimed.
Next, assume 5.9.2(c). Since H is high,
B l Sma ; which implies A = Sm and B = dp0 : Awr Sae;
H = dr : Bwr Sbe \U ;
G = dq : Sma wr Sbe \U ; note that G = StU Qs ~q:
First, let us prove that the codirections of r are the codirections of q. To save
some writing, call M = SocH and N = SocG. Note that M = dp : (Am)le
and N = dq : (Ama)be. By Lemmas 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, there is an equipartition
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E = fE0; : : : ;Eb¡1g of l such that for each j 2 b
M‰Gj =
›
( l
p
H)k
flfl k 2 Ej fi:
Since G preserves the set of the minimal normal subgroups of its socle, this equipar-
tition is preserved by H. But the action of H on l is known (see 5.8.2), H has only
one imprimitivity system on l and so one may write E =
'
E0j
flfl j 2 b “ where
E0j =
'
k 2 l flfl ( lpH)k 6 ( bpdr : Sma wr Sbe)j “; j 2 b:
Of course, if k 2 E0j then ( l
p
H)k‰
G
j = (
l
p
H)k thus E
0
j µ Ej and hence E0j = Ej for
all j 2 b. Clearly,
dr : Bbee 6 StH ( b
p
dr : Sma wr Sbe)j = StH E0j :
On the other hand, StH Ej = H \ NG ( b
p
G)j because (
b
p
G)j is the image of ‰
G
j .
Therefore
dr : Bbee 6 ShoeG:
But ShoeG = dq : (Sma)be \ U has exactly b imprimitivity systems of order ma
which are the codirections of q. These are imprimitivity systems of order ma of
dr : Bbee which are the codirections of r as wanted.
With an entirely similar argument one shows that if H is also equal to some
dr0 : B1 wr Sb1e, then Qs ~r0 = Qs ~q = Qs ~r. Therefore H determines Qs ~r and hence
b =
flflQs ~rflfl and G = StU Qs ~r. This completely proves our claims. ⁄
5.10. The Holomorph
Given a group G, the right regular action of G on itself is the homomorphism
g 7! =g= where =g= 2 SymG is deflned by
x=g= := xg; x; g 2 G:
The choice of diagonal bars is not arbitrary but was suggested to us while dealing
with primitive groups of simple diagonal type, of which some holomorphs are a
special case. Here the diagonal bars are leaning on the right reminding in this way
that the action is induced by a multiplication on the right. Accordingly, we use the
following notations for the left regular action of G and the conjugation action of G:
xngn := g¡1x; x 2 G; g 2 G;
xng= := g¡1xg; x 2 G; g 2 G:
There is also a natural action of AutG on G and for the purpose of obtaining a
homogeneous notation at a later stage, we set
na= := a; a 2 AutG:
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Thus nG= = nInnG= and for each g 2 G, ng= = ngn=g= = =g=ngn. In particular,
nGn 6 nAutG==G= and =G= 6 nGnnAutG=.
The holomorph of G, which is denoted by HolG, is the normalizer in SymG of
=G=. It is well known that both =G= and nGn are regular and one the centralizer
of the other in SymG. Also, nAutG= flxes 1 2 G, therefore
nAutG= \ =G= = f1g = nGn \ nAutG=:
The validity of
na=¡1=g=na= = =ga=; and na=¡1ngnna= = ngan;
shows that both =G= and nGn are normalized by nAutG=. Therefore HolG contains
nAutG==G= = nGnnAutG=. On the other hand (see x3.3), there is a homomor-
phism “ : HolG ¡! AutG whose kernel is nGn. Thus
HolG = nAutG=n =G= = nGno nAutG=:
Coherently with what we did with wreath products, if f : G ¡! Y is a bijection
and s 2 SymG, we set
nf : s= := f¡1sf :
Also, to simplify notations, we put
nf : gn := f¡1ngnf ; =f : g= := f¡1=g=f ; g 2 G;
nf : g= := f¡1ng=f ; nf : a= := f¡1na=f ; a 2 AutG:
The inner holomorph in Y with respect to a bijection f : G ¡! Y is
Hol(Y;f) = nf : HolG=: Of course, for each s 2 Sym Y,
s¡1 Hol(Y;f)s = Hol(Y;fs);
therefore the set of the inner holomorphs in Y is closed under conjugation.
5.11. The Generalized Holomorph
If K is a subgroup of G, the coset space of the right cosets of K in G is usually
denoted by (G : K). We regret that in this thesis we denote this coset space by
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
.
This is because we need a compact yet meaningful notation for the actions on this
coset space, which is consistent with the notation introduced for the imprimitive
and product actions of wreath products.
For the reminder of this section suppose that K is a core-free subgroup of G
and put N = NGK and A = StAutGK. The actions modulo K of G, N , A on
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
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are denoted by =
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
: ?=, n¡ GKƒ¢ : ?n and n¡ GKƒ¢ : ?= respectively, and are deflned
as follows:
(Kx)=
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
: g= := Kxg; x 2 G; g 2 G;
(Kx)n¡ GKƒ¢ : nn := n¡1Kx = Kn¡1x; x 2 G; n 2 N;
(Kx)n¡ GKƒ¢ : a= := K(xa); x 2 G; a 2 A:
Note that n¡ GKƒ¢ : Nn is the centralizer of =¡ GKƒ¢ : G= in Sym(G : K). Also,
(⁄) n¡ GKƒ¢ : Nn 6 n¡ GKƒ¢ : A==¡ GKƒ¢ : N=
because for each n 2 N , a := nn= 2 A and n¡ GKƒ¢ : a= = n¡ GKƒ¢ : nn=¡ GKƒ¢ : n=. As
HolG is the normalizer of =G= in SymG, so we deflne GHol(G;K), the generalized
holomorph of G modulo K, as the normalizer of =
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
: G= in Sym
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
.
The validity of
n¡ GKƒ¢ : a=¡1=¡ GKƒ¢ : g=n¡ GKƒ¢ : a= = =¡ GKƒ¢ : ga=; a 2 A;
shows that =
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
: G= is normalized by n¡ GKƒ¢ : A=. Therefore GHol(G;K) con-
tains n¡ GKƒ¢ : A==¡ GKƒ¢ : G=. On the other hand (see (3.3.A)) there is a homo-
morphism “ : GHol(G;K) ¡! (InnG)A whose kernel is n¡ GKƒ¢ : Nn. Since
InnG = =
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
: G=“ and A = n¡ GKƒ¢ : A=“, it follows from (⁄) that
GHol(G;K) = n¡ GKƒ¢ : A==¡ GKƒ¢ : G=:
Again, as we did in the previous section, if f :
¡
G
Kƒ
¢ ¡! Y is a bijection and
s 2 Sym ¡ GKƒ¢, we deflne
nf : s= := f¡1sf :
This yields naturally to the deflnition of GHol(Y;f) := nf : GHol(G;K)=; the inner
generalized holomorph in Sym Y with respect to f .
5.12. Primitive groups of Simple Diagonal type
The primitive groups of simple diagonal type are permutationally isomorphic
to convenient subgroups of a generalized holomorph GHol(G;¢) where G = T l is a
power of a non abelian simple group T and ¢ is the diagonal of G
¢ = diag(T; l) =
'
(t; : : : ; t| {z }
l
)
flfl t 2 T “:
Observe that N = NG ¢ = ¢ in this case. Also, due to the fact that T is non
abelian simple, AutG = (AutT ) wr Sl and
A = StAutG ¢ = Sl n diag(AutT; l) »= Sl £AutT:
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For this reason, we set
na= : ¢~t 7! ¢(t0a; : : : ; tl¡1a); a 2 AutT;
nfi= : ¢~t 7! ¢(t0fi¡1 ; : : : ; t(l¡1)fi¡1); fi 2 Sl
and of course for b = (fi;a) 2 Sl £AutT , nb= = nfi=na=. In this notation
GHol(T l;¢) = nSl £AutT==
¡
T l
¢ƒ
¢
: T l=:
Note that nSl £AutT= is the stabilizer of ¢ in GHol(T l;¢) and that
nSl £AutT= \ =
¡
T l
¢ƒ
¢
: T l= = nInnT= = =¡T l¢ƒ¢ : ¢= = n¡T l¢ƒ¢ : ¢n:
As a consequence,
GHol(T l;¢)
=
¡
T l
¢ƒ
¢
: T l=
»= nSl £AutT=nInnT=
»= Sl £OutT:
Call n#= : GHol(T l;¢) ¡! Sl£OutT the homomorphism induced by the canonical
projection of GHol(T l;¢) onto its factor group over =
¡
T l
¢ƒ
¢
: T l=. Then n#= induces
a lattice isomorphism between the interval
h
=
¡
T l
¢ƒ
¢
: T l=¥GHol(T l;¢)
i
and the
subgroup lattice of Sl £ OutT . The complete inverse image by n#= of a subgroup
P of Sl £OutT is denoted by n" P=. For example
n" (Sl £OutT )= = GHol(T l;¢);
n" f1g= = =¡T l¢ƒ¢ : T l= and
n" Sl= »= T wr Sl:
It is now time to view the holomorph of the non-abelian simple group T as a
subgroup of the generalized holomorph of T 2 modulo ¢.
5.12.1. Proposition. Let T be a non-abelian simple group and set
f : T ¡! ¡T 2¢ƒ¢; t 7! ¢(1; t):
Then f is a bijection and
=f : t= = =
¡
T 2
¢ƒ
¢
: (1; t)=; t 2 T;
nf : tn = =¡T 2¢ƒ¢ : (t; 1)=; t 2 T;
nf : a= = na=; a 2 AutT:
In particular, Hol
¡¡
T 2
¢ƒ
¢
;f
¢
< GHol(T 2;¢), likewise, HolT is permutationally iso-
morphic to n" OutT=.
This is the reason of the dichotomy in the following theorem.
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5.12.2. Theorem ([DM96, Th 4:5A]). Say ¾ : Sl£OutT ¡! Sl the canonical
projection. Then H = n" P= is primitive if and only if
(1) l = 2 and P¾ = f1g (so H is like a subgroup of HolT ), or
(2) P¾ is primitive.
In fact, in [Pra90] it is shown that n" = is surjective on the set of proper
primitive subgroups of Sym
¡
T l
¢ƒ
¢
containing n" f1g=. Now, a primitive group is of
type HS (Holomorph of non-abelian Simple) if it is permutationally isomorphic to
a group H as in (1). It is of type Simple Diagonal or more simply of type SD if it
is permutationally isomorphic to a group H as in (2). Therefore we have:
5.12.3. Theorem. Assume that the high subgroup H of S is primitive of type
HS or SD. Say for example that H = f¡1n" P=f with f : ¡T l¢ƒ¢ ¡! › a bijection
and P 6 Sl £ OutT . Assume also that H < G < U . Then G = GHol(›;f) \ U
and [H ¥U ] =M1.
5.13. Primitive groups of Compound Diagonal type
The primitive groups of Compound Diagonal type are the inner blow-ups of
primitive groups of Simple Diagonal type. The inclusions of a primitive group
of Compound Diagonal type in other groups are described below (recall that the
symbol ? may be used in a same statement to name difierent unspecifled objects).
5.13.1. Proposition ([Pra90, 8:1]). Suppose that H < G < Sym › with H
primitive of type CD and G 6= Alt ›. Say H = dp : A " ? le with A 6 GHol(T c;¢)
of degree m =
flflT flflc¡1 and p 2 EPDec(›; ¡T c¢ƒ¢; l) for example. Then one of the
following is true:
(1) SocG = SocH and there is q 2 EPDec(›; ¡T c¢ƒ¢; l) such that G is contained
in dq : GHol(T c;¢) wr Sle. Note that H is low.
(2) l = ab > a. There are r; q 2 EPDec(›;ma; b) such that H = dr : B " ? be
and G = dq : C " ? be with Ama 6 C 6 Sma. Either a = 1 and A
is permutationally isomorphic to B; or H is low, a > 1 and there is
p1 2 EPDec(ma;
¡
T c
¢ƒ
¢
; a) such that B = dp1 : A " ?ae.
5.13.2. Theorem. Suppose that the non trivial high subgroup H of S is primi-
tive of type CD. Say H = dp : A " ? le with A 6 GHol(T c;¢) of degree m =
flflT flflc¡1
and p 2 EPDec(›; ¡T c¢ƒ¢; l) for example. Suppose also that H < G < U = (Alt ›)H.
Then H = dp : Awr Sle \U , A = GHol(T c;¢)l Sm and G = StU Qs ~p. In partic-
ular [H ¥U ] =M1.
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Proof. H is high therefore by 5.9.1 A = GHol(T c;¢). Moreover, A must be
a maximal subgroup of Sm and H = dp : Awr Sle \U . Point 2 of 5.13.1 says that
G = dq : Sm wr Sle\U (remember that GlU and dq : Am wr Sle\U is not). Thus
it is enough to show that the codirections of p and q are the same. In fact, provided
Qs ~p = Qs ~q,
G = StU Qs ~q = StU Qs ~p :
Apply 5.7.1 to SocG = dq : (Am)le to flnd that Qs ~q is the set of the imprimi-
tivity systems of order m of SocG. These must be l difierent imprimitivity sys-
tems of order m of SocH because 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 imply SocH 6 SocG. But
SocH = dp : (SocA)le has exactly l imprimitivity systems of order m which are the
codirections of p. Thus the codirections of q are exactly the codirections of p, as
we claimed. ⁄
5.14. The a–ne case
Again, we start quoting a proposition from [Pra90].
5.14.1. Proposition ([Pra90, 5:1]). Suppose that H < G with H primitive of
a–ne type and H of degree n = rl, l > 1, r a prime. If An 6= G 6= Sn then either
SocH = SocG and so G is of a–ne type or SocH 6 SocG and one of the following
holds:
(1) n = 11, SocG = PSL(2; 11).
(2) n = 11, SocG = M11.
(3) n = 23, SocG = M23.
(4) n = 27, SocG = PSp(4; 3), H \ SocG = 33 o S4.
(5) l = 1 and r = 1 + q + ¢ ¢ ¢ + qd¡1 for some q = pf > 1, p prime. Here G
is almost simple with socle isomorphic to PSLd(q). Note that d must be a
prime and that f = da for some a > 0. In particular, if d is even, then
d = 2 and r = 1 + 22
a
is a Fermat prime.
(6) l = ab > a; there is r 2 EPDec(n; ra; b) and a subgroup A of Sra such that
G = dr : A " ? be. Note that if A < Sra, then H is low.
Degrees 11 and 23. An a–ne primitive group of degree r prime must contain
a cycle of length r. With the ATLAS and with P¶alfy Lemma one flnds that the
interval of the subgroups of S11 containing a cycle of length 11 and the interval of
the subgroups of S23 containing a cycle of length 23 are as in Figure 5.C.
Degree 27. The discussion below is based on the maximal subgroups Table 5.A.
Since PGSp4(3) has only one conjugacy class of subgroups of index 27, the transitive
subgroups of S27 isomorphic to PGSp4(3) are all conjugate in S27. Say G one of
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Figure 5.C. Subgroups containing a p-Sylow of Sp; p = 11; 23
these subgroups of S27, S = SocG and T the stabilizer of one point in G. Since
T \ S l S, S and G are primitive. Call H a maximal subgroup of G isomorphic
to 33 o (S4 £ 2). Note that H \ S »= 33 o S4. H is a subgroup of order 33 ¢ 48 of
N(33) »= AGL3(3). Since all maximal subgroups of order 48 of
AGL3(3)
33
»= GL3(3) = C2 £ SL3(3) »= C2 £ PSL3(3)
are conjugate, H must be permutationally isomorphic to AGL(1; 3) wr S3 = S3 wr S3
in product action. (Note that Sm wr Sl is maximal in Sml only for m > 5). By 5.5.J,
H is an odd subgroup of S27, and so is G. Using the maximal subgroup table
argument, one flnds that
[H \ S ¥A27] »=M2 »= [H ¥ S27]:
Table 5.A. Maximal subgroups of PSp4(3)
Order Index Structure in PGSp4(3) Characters
960 27 264oA5 : 24 o S5 1a+ 6a+ 20a
720 36 S6 : S6 £ 2 1a+ 15b+ 20a
648 40 31+2+ o 2A4 : 3
1+2
+ o 2S4 1a+ 15a+ 24a
648 40 33 o S4 : 33 o (S4 £ 2) 1a+ 15b+ 24a
576 45 2 ¢ (A4 £A4):2 : ⁄ :2 1a+ 20a+ 24a
Projective spaces with a prime number of projective points. We show
that the inclusion H < G with H primitive of a–ne type and G proper primitive
group of almost simple type and socle isomorphic to PSLd(q) as in (5) do appear
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but that G < Ar in this case (recall that r is prime). Then one may appeal to a
paper from P¶alfy where all second maximal subgroups of Ar have been classifled.
Say K a fleld of order qd and F its subfleld of order q. Regard K as a vector
space V over F. It is well known that GL(V) and ¡L(V) are the centralizer and
the normalizer respectively of nFn in Aut(V;+), where (V;+) is the abelian group
supporting the structure of vector space of V and, for each a 2 K, nan is the
multiplication by the scalar a. Say u a generator of the multiplicative group K£
of K. of course, nun 2 GL(V) and its image in PGL(V) generates a cyclic group
which is transitive on PG(V) = PGd(q). Provided that r is prime, this is a primitive
subgroup of a–ne type of PGL(V). We may assume r > 5 because PGL2(4) = A5,
against our assumptions. Then q(d + 1) > 6 and by 3.9.3 PGLd(q) is even. As a
consequence (see 3.7.2), P¡Ld(q) is even when f is odd. However, if f is even, then
d = 2 but q 6= 4 (otherwise r = 5) so that P¡Ld(q) is even again.
Conclusions.
5.14.2. Theorem. Suppose that the high subgroup H of S = Sym › is primitive
of type HA and degree n = rl, where r is prime. Suppose also that H < G < U
where U = (Alt ›)H. Then one of the following is true:
(1) G = NU SocH is of a–ne type;
(2) n = 11, G »= AGL(1; 11), H »= 11:2, [H ¥ S11] =M1;
(3) n = 23, SocG = M3, [H ¥A23] =M2;
(4) n = 27, SocG = PSp4(3), [H ¥U ] =M2;
(5) l = 1 and r = q
d¡1
q¡1 for some q = p
f > 1, p prime. G has socle isomorphic
to PSLd(q) and U is the flnite alternating group of prime degree r. P¶alfy
classifles all such cases and shows the if [H ¥Ar] =Mk with k > 2, then
k = 5; 7; 11 (see 5:2:1);
(6) l = ab > a. There is a vector space V of dimension a over the fleld of order
r and there is p 2 EPDec(›;V; b) such that H = dp : AGL(V) wr Sbe \U .
In this case H determines Qs ~p, b =
flflQs ~pflfl and G = StU Qs ~p.
In particular, if [H ¥U ] »=Mk, then k 2 f1; 2; 5; 7; 11g.
Proof. It is enough to show that the last part of the theorem follows from the
last part of 5.14.1. First of all, by maximality of G, G = dr : Sra wr Sbe \ U and
ra > 5. In fact, we may assume that ra is a vector space, say V, of dimension a
over Fr. So
G = dr : (Sym V) wr Sbe \U ;
N(G) = dr : (Sym V) wr Sbe
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and
SocG = dr : (Alt V)be:
Up to the order of the components of G, we may also assume that for each i 2 b
( b
p
G)i = dr : (Alt V)•ie. Note that
¡
SocH
¢
‰Gi must be an elementary abelian
subgroup of ( b
p
G)i which is transitive on V. Thus
¡
SocH
¢
‰Gi , being an elementary
abelian regular subgroup of Alt V ([Rob93, 1:6:3]), is conjugate in Sym V to =V=,
the group of the translations of V. It follows that SocH is conjugate in Shoe N(G)
to dr : =V=be. Since H = NG SocH, this shows that H is conjugate in N(G)
to dr : AGL(V) wr Sbe \ U . In particular, Lemma 5.14.3 below shows that b is
determined by H and hence that all overgroups of H of type PA are conjugate in
Sym ›. Their number is given by P¶alfy Lemma:
hm(G;H) =
flflN(H) : HflflflflN(G) : Gflfl hm(H; G)flflG : Hflfl
To compute hm(H; G), assume that for some s 2 Sym ›, Hs 6 G; then
(SocH)s 6 G. Then (SocH)s is conjugate in N(G) to dr : =V=be, that is,
(SocH)s = (SocH)g for some g 2 N(G). From Hs 6 N¡(SocH)s¢, from Hs 6 G
and from [Hs ¥U ] »=Mk, follows
Hs = N
¡
(SocH)s
¢ \G = N¡(SocH)g¢ \G = ¡N(SocH) \G¢g
= Hg:
Note that N(H) 6 N(G) because
N
¡
(AGL(V) wr Sb) \Alt Vb
¢
= AGL(V) wr Sb
Therefore hm(H; G) =
flflN(G) : N(H)flfl and
hm(G;H) =
flflN(H) : HflflflflN(G) : N(H)flflflflN(G) : GflflflflG : Hflfl =
flflN(G) : HflflflflN(G) : Hflfl = 1 :
This shows that G is determined by H and so are the imprimitivity systems of
order ra of SocG, that is, the codirections of r. ⁄
5.14.3. Lemma. Suppose
flflAGL(a; p) wr Sbflfl = flflAGL(a0; p) wr Sb0flfl with ab = a0b0,
then a = a0 and b = b0.
Proof. Clearly, pab divides both the orders so thatflflGL(a; p) wr Sbflfl = flflGL(a0; p) wr Sb0flfl:
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Call blogp x!c the exponent of the highest power of p dividing x! (6.4.A); then
consider the highest powers of p dividing the two members to obtain
b
µ
a
2
¶
+ blogp b!c = b0
µ
a0
2
¶
+ blogp b0!c :
Assume now that b < b0; It is enough to show that this leads to contradictions. The
substitution of ab with a0b0 and the hypothesis b < b0 gives
0 < a0b0(a¡ a0) = 2[blogp b0!c ¡ blogp b!c] < 2b0 :
Thus, a0(a¡ a0) < 2 which forces a0 = 1, a = 2 and b0 = 2b. ThenflflGL(2; p) wr Sbflfl = flflGL(1; p) wr S2bflfl
which implies
pb(p+ 1)b = 2b ¢ (2b¡ 1) ¢ ¢ ¢ (b+ 1) :
In particular, b 6= 1 and b 6= 2. If p = 2, then 5 may not divide the right member
and so 2b < 5. But this implies b 6 2. Therefore p 6= 2 and p+2 is coprime to p and
p+ 1. Since there exist divisors of p+ 2 which do not divide pb(p+ 1)b, p+ 2 > 2b
and so
2b ¢ (2b¡ 1) ¢ ¢ ¢ (b+ 1) > (2b¡ 2)b(2b¡ 1)b :
But this implies 2b > (2b ¡ 2)b(2b ¡ 1) and hence b = 1 which we have seen above
yields to contradiction. ⁄
5.15. Almost simple in non almost simple
Assume that H is primitive of type almost simple and that H < G < U for
some non almost simple group G. A classiflcation of the non maximal primitive
almost simple groups is given in [LPS87]. From it, one extracts a table describing
the primitive almost simple groups K which are contained in some non almost
simple group G:
SocK N(SocG) degree comments
PSL(2; 7) AGL3(2) 8
A6 S6 wr S2 36 G in product action, K con-
tains an outer automorphism
of S6, M12, P¡Sp4(q) respec-
tively.
M12 S12 wr S2 144
PSp4(q), Sm wr S2, m2
q even, q > 2 m = 12q
2(q2 ¡ 1)
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Of course, our H is one of those K, in fact, it may only be the normalizer in G of
SocK. The flrst row of the table is dismissed by showing in Figure 5.D the interval
[K ¥ S8] for a primitive K »= PSL(2; 7). This row leads to an M2 in A8.
K »= PSL(2; 7) –
K:2 »= PGL(2; 7)–
AGL3(2) –//////
A8 –




S8
–
–/. -,() *+
Figure 5.D. An interval in the subgroup lattice of S8, K is primitive
The other rows present a similar pattern. Note flrst that G and hence H are
even. We may assume that K, being a candidate for H, is the normalizer in G of
SocK. However, such a K is still low. We only show this for rows 2 and 4.
Consider row 2 flrst. To view the socle of K as a subgroup of
G = S6 wr S2 = (S6 £ S6)o
›
t
fi
;
(t being the automorphism swapping the coordinates), call a an outer automorphism
of order 2 of S6. One may assume that
SocK =
'
(s; sa)
flfl s 2 A6 “:
Since a has order 2, t normalizes SocK and so K >
›
D; t
fi
=
›
t
fi
D where
D =
'
(s; sa)
flfl s 2 S6 “:
Clearly,
›
t
fi
D has the same order of Aut A6. Thus K =
›
t
fi
D and K is low because
it is properly contained in (A6 £A6)K which is properly contained in G.
Now consider row 4. To view the socle of K as a subgroup of G = (Sm£Sm)o
›
t
fi
(t being the automorphism swapping the coordinates), call b an outer automorphism
of P¡Sp4(q) whose square is a fleld automorphism. One may assume that
SocK =
'
(s; sb)
flfl s 2 PSp4(q) “:
Note that g = (b2; 1)t normalizes SocK and so K >
›
D; g
fi
where
D =
'
(s; sb)
flfl s 2 P¡Sp4(q) “:
Clearly,
›
D; g
fi
has the same order of Aut PSp4(q). Thus K =
›
D; g
fi
and K is low
because it is contained in (Am £Am)K which is contained in G.
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5.16. Proof of Theorem B
In view of the O’Nan-Scott Theorem and of Figure 5.B, we only have to deal
with second maximal subgroups of type
PA: settled in 5.9.3;
HS,SD: settled in 5.12.3;
CD: settled in 5.13.2;
HA: settled in 5.14.2; and
AS: settled in x5.15.
This completes the proof of Theorem B and with it, this chapter.

CHAPTER 6
Almost simple second maximal subgroups
Recall from previous chapter that
H – primitive
G1 –OOOOOOOOOOOO
U–oooooooooooo G2 –



::
::
::
: –
???????
Gr–O
OOO
OOO
OOO
OO
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
¢ ¢ ¢
S · Sym › »= Sn; n > 5
A · Alt › »= An
U = S or A
where we analyzed the subgroupsH such that eitherH or one of theGi is not almost
simple. In this chapter we deal with the remaining case and we prove Theorem C.
Theorem C. Suppose that H and all the Gi are almost simple. If r > 2 or
if G1 6= NU SocH, then H and all the Gi can be recovered at once from a same
bunch of Table 6.B. In particular, r 6 3.
The key is that if G is one of the Gi and K is a point stabilizer in G, then by
the Frattini Argument G = HK. Since both K and H are maximal in G, this is
a maximal factorization of the almost simple group G. The maximal factorizations
of the almost simple groups has been classifled in [LPS90]. An exhaustive analysis
is then all what is needed to obtain our result. We begin with a little discussion on
group factorizations.
6.1. Group factorizations
Given two subsets H and K of a group, we denote their product by
HK =
'
hk
flfl h 2 H; k 2 K “:
The product of two subsets may not be commutative, also, the product of two
subgroups may not be a subgroup. However, the product of two subgroups H and
K is a subgroup if and only if they commute, that is, HK = KH.
A flnite group G is said factorizable if G = HK for some proper subgroups
H and K of G. Then the expression HK is called a factorization of G and it
is a maximal factorization if both H and K are maximal subgroups of G. Any
factorization of G is \contained" in at least one maximal factorization. Recall that
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when K is subgroup of G we denote the action of G on the coset space
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
of right
cosets of K in G by
=
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
: ?= : G ¡! Sym ¡ GKƒ¢; g 7! =¡ GKƒ¢ : g=:
The following conditions on a flnite group G are equivalent:
† HK is a factorization of G;
† =¡ GKƒ¢ : H= is transitive;
† =¡ GHƒ¢ : K= is transitive;
† the permutation characters ´1 of G on
¡
G
Hƒ
¢
and ´2 of G on
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
satisfy
(´1; ´2) = 1.
Note that G acts faithfully on
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
if and only if K is core-free in G, that is,
CoreGK = f1g, where CoreGK =
T
g2GK
g. Consequently, one looks flrst for the
core-free factorizations HK of G where both H and K are core-free in G. However,
not all the core-free factorizations of a group G are \contained" in core-free and
maximal factorizations of G.
Another observation is that if G acts transitively on a set ›, and H is a transitive
subgroup of G, then for ! 2 ›, G = HG!. This last observation is known as the
Frattini Argument.
When the attention focus not so much on given factorizations of a group but
on \factorizations of groups" as mathematical objects, the notation presented so
far may lead to ambiguities. For example, if HK is a factorization of G, then
the equation HK = KH holds but the two expressions HK and KH are visibly
difierent. Also, the expression HK is the same used for any product of subgroups
and does not encode the essential information that this product is a group, in fact
the whole group. For these reasons we occasionally adopt a wrapper as follows.
A group factorization is an ordered triple (G;H;K) such that HK is a factor-
ization of G. Note that the group factorizations (G;H;K) and (G;K;H) are now
undoubtedly difierent; we say that they are one the dual of the other. The at-
tributes \maximal" and \core-free" extend obviously from factorizations of groups
to group factorizations. Also, now that the order of the factors is given, we call Frat-
tini Factorization a group factorization (U;H;K) such that U is a symmetric or
alternating group and K is one of its point stabilizers. Similarly, the homogeneous
factorizations are the (U;H;K) where U is as above a symmetric or alternating
group of some degree, say t, and K is the stabilizer in U of a subset of some order
k, 1 6 k < t. In [LPS90] it is shown that all the core-free and maximal factor-
izations of the symmetric or alternating groups of degree larger than 10 are either
homogeneous factorizations or their duals.
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Two group factorizations (G;H;K) and (E;P;Q) are isomorphic if there is a
group isomorphism f : G ¡! E such that Hf = P and Kf = Q. Of course, the
interest focus on the isomorphism type of a group factorization (G;H;K) which we
denote by [G;H;K]. Note that if g 2 G, then
[G;H;Kg] = [G;H;K] = [G;Hg;K]:
To prove the equation on the right for example, note that g = hk for convenient
h 2 H and k 2 K, so, (G;Hg;K) = (Gk; Hk;Kk). The following result is also
obvious and requires no proof.
6.1.1. Proposition. If (G;H;K) and (E;P;Q) are isomorphic group factor-
izations, then =
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
: H= and =
¡
E
Qƒ
¢
: P= are permutationally isomorphic and the
intervals
h
=
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
: H=¥ Sym ¡ GKƒ¢i and h=¡ EQƒ¢ : P=¥ Sym ¡ EQƒ¢i are lattice isomor-
phic.
Note that if (G;H;K) is a Frattini Factorization, then H and =
¡
G
Kƒ
¢
: H= are
permutationally isomorphic.
Suppose now that HK is a core-free and maximal factorization of the almost
simple group G of socle L. We may assume that G is an automorphic extension
of L, that is, G is a group of automorphisms of L containing InnL, the group of
the inner automorphisms of L. Now, identify L with InnL; put X = L \ H and
Y = L \K. The ordered triple (L;X; Y ) is then called the skeleton of (G;H;K).
Of course, H and K may be recovered from G, X, Y as H = NGX and K = NG Y .
Indeed, for each automorphic extension E of L, with only occasional few exceptions,
(NE X)(NE Y ) is a core-free and maximal factorization of E. For this reason, a
classiflcation of the core-free and maximal factorizations of the almost simple groups
(except the Frattini Factorizations) is given by listing the skeletons (L;X; Y ) of
the related group factorizations together with notes ruling out the automorphic
extensions E of L such that (NE X)(NE Y ) is not a maximal factorization of E
(some authors occasionally use smaller subgroups in the roles of our X and Y , but
we shall keep to the convention just stated).
Since for each automorphism ‚ of L and factorization HK of the automor-
phic extension E of L, [E;H;K] = [E‚; H‚;K‚], one may describe the skeletons
(L;X; Y ) up to automorphisms of L. This is carried out in [LPS90], while a clas-
siflcation of the remaining maximal but non core-free factorizations of the almost
simple groups (except the Frattini Factorizations) appears in [LPS96].
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6.2. Proof of Theorem C
Suppose that H l E l U where both H and E are almost simple. Put
M = SocH and L = SocE.
6.2.1. Lemma. Either E = NU M or M < L.
Proof. If M = L, then E is contained in NU M and so, by maximality of E
in U , E = NU M . Otherwise, M 6= L and we now show that in fact M < L. If this
fails, then M \L = f1g because M \L is normal in M . Then E=L has a subgroup
isomorphic to the non abelian simple group M , which is impossible by the Schreier
Conjecture. This contradiction ensures that M < L when they are difierent. ⁄
6.2.2. Lemma. If M < L, then there is a subgroup Q of E such that (E;H; Q)
is a non Frattini, core-free and maximal group factorization such that H \QlH.
Moreover, if (L;X; Y ) is the skeleton of (E;H; Q), then M and =
¡
L
Y ƒ
¢
: M= are
permutationally isomorphic.
Proof. Call Q the stabilizer of a point in E. By Frattini Argument E = HQ.
Since H is primitive, H \ Q lH. Since E is primitive, Q l E. By hypothesis
H l E, so (E;H; Q) is a maximal group factorization such that H \ Q lH. It
is not a Frattini Factorization because E l U . Clearly, Q being a point stabilizer
is core-free in E. Regarding H, observe that G E E implies L 6 G. Thus either
CoreEH = f1g or L 6 H. But L 6 H implies M E L and hence M = L which
is against our assumptions. Therefore both H and Q are core-free in E. To flnish
observe that Y = L \Q is the stabilizer of a point in L, thus
=
¡
L
Y ƒ
¢
: ?= : L ¡! Sym ¡ LY ƒ¢
is a permutational isomorphism. Therefore M and =
¡
L
Y ƒ
¢
: M= are permutationally
isomorphic. ⁄
Now, if M < L, say (L;X; Y ) the skeleton of the maximal group factorization
(E;H; Q) of the proof above. Put
G = N
Sym
¡
L
Y ƒ
¢ =¡ LY ƒ¢ : L=; N = NSym¡ LY ƒ¢ =¡ LY ƒ¢ : M=; and H = G \N:
Provided H is second maximal in U , either
(1) E »= G and H »= H, or
(2) E »= Ge and H »= He.
Of course, at least one of H and He is high in this case. Note that if M = L and
M = SocX for an X appearing in one of the skeletons (L;X; Y ) as above, then
with the same notation we have either E »= N or E »= N e.
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This reduces the classiflcation up to permutational isomorphism of the H as
in Theorem C (and of its overgroups) to the investigation of the core-free and
maximal group factorization (E;P;Q) such that both E and P are almost simple
and P \QlP (except the Frattini Factorizations). These are described in Table 6.A
by listing their skeletons (L;X; Y ). In fact, Table 6.A is a repetition of the list
given in [LPS87] enriched with the normalizers above. Table 6.B is a copy of
Table 6.A but stripped of the skeletons for which we know that both H and He
are low. Moreover, Table 6.B is sorted by the permutational isomorphism type of
SocX, so, one easily recovers up to permutational isomorphism all the subgroups
of U containing a given H, by choosing the bunch of consecutive lines of the table
having SocX isomorphic to SocH. In fact, we carefully subdivided the skeletons
in a way that if a H matches two difierent skeletons, then they must appear in
the same bunch. However, this does not necessarily mean that skeletons of a same
bunch induce permutationally isomorphic H.
The number of permutationally isomorphic subgroups of A containing a given
He for example, is given by hm(Ge; He), which appear in column \re", so the sum
of column \re\, restricted to the bunch related to H, gives an upper bound for the
number of maximal subgroups of A which contain He and do not normalize SocH.
However, by lemma 6.2.1, there is at most 1 maximal subgroup of A normalizing
SocH. Similarly, using column \ro", one flnds an upper bound for the number
of maximal subgroups of S containing an odd H. This completes the proof of
Theorem C.
6.3. Notation in the tables
Tables list the skeletons (L;X; Y ) (up to automorphisms of L) of the core-free
and maximal group factorizations (E;P;Q) such that both E and P are almost
simple and P \Ql P , except the Frattini Factorizations.
Each skeleton (or parametrised family of skeletons) extends on one or more
physical rows and has a number which appears in flrst column. For example, we
will refer to the skeletons having number 17 as the skeletons in ]17.
There are three more reference columns. Columns denoted by \[LPS87]",
\[LPS90]" report the reference to the correspondent group factorizations as given
in those works. For example, a \III.17" in column \[LPS87]" means that this is the
skeleton of the group factorization at line 17 of Table III of [LPS87]. We tried to use
the notations of those works whenever possible. In particular, [LPS90] describes
certain subgroups Pi, N§i of the classical groups and we use these names where it
is appropriate to do so. The last reference column is denoted by \!" and points
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to a part of this work where the reader may flnd some interesting comments or
explanations. These explanations are given following the order given in Table 6.A,
so, in reading about ]n, we assume that the reader is aware of the explanations
given for ]m for any m < n. Accordingly, a missing entry in column \!" implies
that entries of the other columns were determined in an entirely similar way to the
correspondent entries of some previous case.
Note that each skeleton (L;X; Y ) is paired to a skeleton (L; Y;X) unless the
last is the skeleton of a Frattini Factorization or Y is not primitive of type almost
simple. This correspondence is made explicit in column \'" where we write \np"
if Y is not primitive, \nas" if Y is not almost simple and \Ff" if (L; Y;X) is the
skeleton of a Frattini Factorization.
The column denoted by \deg" report the degree of the permutation group
=
¡
L
Y ƒ
¢
: L=, that is, the index of Y in L. We may omit this entry if the degree
is too large. Other times, we may write something like \2n?" meaning that 2n is
the highest power of 2 dividing that degree.
Both X and P are almost simple with the same socle and there is a column for
this socle which we call M . The di–culty here is that isomorphic simple groups may
have difierent names for example A6 and PSL(2; 9) or ›¡(4; q) and PSL(2; q2) just
to name a few. As we want to sort Table 6.A according to this column (producing
Table 6.B), it is sensible to have unique names for each isomorphism type of simple
groups. We obtain unique name by choosing representatives in this order:
(1) alternating groups,
(2) linear groups,
(3) unitary groups,
(4) symplectic groups,
(5) orthogonal groups,
(6) Suzuki and Ree groups,
(7) remaining exceptional simple groups of Lie type,
(8) sporadic simple groups.
And if there are isomorphisms between groups of the same class as we distinguished
above, we choose in the given order the name correspondent to
(1) smallest dimension,
(2) smallest characteristic of the fleld.
For example, the name chosen for SL(3; 2) »= PSL(2; 7) is PSL(2; 7). All this has
an important consequence: parametrised families of skeletons are partitioned ac-
cording to our choice of names. For example the parametrised family of skeletons¡
Aq+1;PSL(2; q);Aq+1 \ (S2 £ Sq¡1)
¢
is split in the family with all those skeletons
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but the one for q = 9, plus the skeleton
¡
A10;A6;A10 \ (S2 £ S8)
¢
in view of the
isomorphism PSL(2; 9) »= A6. Of course, this results in a reflnement of the original
list given in [LPS87].
Then we have columns for G = NS L where S is the symmetric group on
¡
L
Y ƒ
¢
and L is identifled with =
¡
L
Y ƒ
¢
: L=, for N = NSM and for H = NGM . We may
omit to write in these columns when the normalizers are not needed to determine
ro and re where
ro =
8<:hm(G;H) if H is odd and second maximal in S,0 otherwise
and
re =
8<:hm(Ge; He) if He is second maximal in A,0 otherwise.
Of course, A is the alternating group related to S, that is, Alt
¡
L
Y ƒ
¢
. It is understood
that a missing or non numerical entry in column \ro" implies ro = 0. The same
holds for column \re".
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Table 6.A. Skeletons (L;X; Y ) of the core-free and maximal group
factorizations (E;P;Q) such that both E and P are almost simple
and P \Ql P , except the Frattini Factorizations
] L X Y ' deg [LPS87] [LPS90]
1 A8 A7 AGL3(2) nas 15 III.1 Th. D
2 A8 A8 \ (S2 £ S6) AGL3(2) nas 15 III.2 Th. D
3 A7 A6 GL3(2) Ff 15 III.3 Th. D
4 A9 A9 \ (S2 £ S7) P¡L2(8) 31 120 III.4 Th. D
5 A12 A11 M12 Ff 2520 III.5 Th. D
6 A12 A12 \ (S2 £ S10) M12 20 2520 III.6 Th. D
7 A11 A10 M11 Ff 2520 III.7 Th. D
8 A24 A23 M24 Ff 211? III.8 Th. D
9 A24 A24 \ (S2 £ S22) M24 26 211? III.9 Th. D
10 A23 A22 M23 Ff 211? III.10 Th. D
11 A176 A175 HS Ff 2163? III.11 Th. D
12 A276 A275 Co3 Ff 2262? III.12 Th. D
13 Ac Ac¡1 Sp2d(2) Ff III.13 Th. D
c = 22d¡1 § 2d¡1, d > 3.
14 A8 A7 PSL2(7) Ff 120 III.14 Th. D
15 Ap+1 Ap PSL2(p) Ff (p¡ 2)! III.14 Th. D
p prime, p > 7; for p = 7 see ]14.
16 A2d A2d¡1 AGLd(2) Ff III.15 Th. D
d > 3; for d = 3 see ]1.
17 A2l; l > 3 A2l¡1 A2l \ bSl wr S2c Ff 12
¡2l
l
¢
III.16 Th. D
18 A11 M11 A11 \ (S2 £ S9) np 55 III.17 Th. D
19 A11 M11 A11 \ (S3 £ S8) np 165 III.17 Th. D
20 A12 M12 A12 \ (S2 £ S10) 6 66 III.18 Th. D
21 A12 M12 A12 \ (S3 £ S9) np 220 III.18 Th. D
22 A12 M12 A12 \ (S4 £ S8) np 495 III.18 Th. D
23 A22 M22 A22 \ (S2 £ S20) np 231 III.19 Th. D
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M G N H ro re ! ]
A7 L M M 1 6.4.1 1
A6 L X X 1 6.4.1 2
A6 L A8 \ (S2 £ S6) M H < L < A8 < A 3
A7 L X X 1 6.4.1 4
A11 L M M 1 6.4.1 5
A10 L X X 1 6.4.1 6
A10 L A12 \ (S2 £ S10) M H < L < A12 < A 7
A23 L M M 1 6.4.2 8
A22 L X X 1 6.4.2 9
A22 L A24 \ (S2 £ S22) M H < L < A24 < A 10
A175 L M M 1 6.4.3 11
A275 L M M 1 6.4.3 12
Ac¡1 L M M 1 6.4.4 13
A7 S8 < A S7 N 1 6.4.5 14
Ap Sp+1 Sp N 6 1 1 6.4.5 15
A2d¡1 L M M 1 6.4.6 16
A2l¡1 S2l < A S2l¡1 N 1 6.4.7 17
M11 S11 M M 1 18
M11 S11 < A M M H < L < G < A 19
M12 S12 < A M M H < L < G < A 20
M12 S12 M M 1 21
M12 S12 < A M:2 M H < L < G < A 22
M22 S22 < A M:2 N 1 23
Table 6.A continued
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] L X Y ' deg [LPS87] [LPS90]
24 A23 M23 A23 \ (S2 £ S21) np 253 III.20 Th. D
25 A23 M23 A23 \ (S3 £ S20) np 1771 III.20 Th. D
26 A24 M24 A24 \ (S2 £ S22) 9 276 III.21 Th. D
27 A24 M24 A24 \ (S3 £ S21) np 2024 III.21 Th. D
28 A176 HS A176 \ (S2 £ S174) np 15400 III.22 Th. D
29 A276 Co3 A276 \ (S2 £ S274) np 37950 III.23 Th. D
30 A10 A6:23 A10 \ (S2 £ S8) np 45 III.24 Th. D
31 Aq+1 NL(PSL2 q) Aq+1 \ (S2 £ Sq¡1) np; 4 q(q+1)2 III.24 Th. D
q > 5, q 6= 9; for q = 9 see ]30.
32 Aq2+1 Aut Sz(q) Aq2+1 \ (S2 £ Sq2¡1) np q
2(q2+1)
2
III.25 Th. D
q = 22a+1 > 8.
33 M11 PSL2(11) M10 np 11 IV.1 6:1
34 M11 PSL2(11) M9 : 2 np 55 IV.2 6:1
35 M12 M11 M11 35 12 IV.3 6:2
36 M12 PSL2(11) M11 np 12 IV.4 6:2
37 M12 M11 M10 : 2 np 66 IV.5 6:2
38 M24 M23 M12 : 2 np 1288 IV.6 6:5
39 M24 M23 26 : 3:S6 np 1771 IV.7 6:5
40 M24 M23 PSL2(23) 41 40320 IV.8 6:5
41 M24 PSL2(23) M23 40 24 IV.9 6:5
42 M24 PSL2(23) M22 : 2 np 276 IV.10 6:5
43 HS M22 PSU3(5) : 2 np 176 IV.11 6:7
44 PSL2m(q) NL PSp2m(q) P1 nas
q2m¡1
q¡1 VI.1 3:1:1
m > 2 but q 6= 2 when m = 2.
45 Sp2m(q) Sp2a(q
b):b O§2m(q) 47; 48; np
qm(qm§1)
2
VI.2 3:2:1d
q even; m = ab > b, b prime.
46 Sp2m(q) Sp2(q
m):m O§2m(q) 49; np
qm(qm§1)
2
VI.2 3:2:1d
q even; m an odd prime.
47 Sp2m(q) O
§
2m(q) Sp2a(q
b):b 45 VI.3 3:2:1d
q even; m = ab > b > 2, b prime.
48 Sp4a(q) O
¡
4a(q) Sp2a(q
2):2 45 VI.3 3:2:1d
q even; a > 1.
49 Sp4(q) O
¡
4 (q) Sp2(q
2):2 46
q2(q2¡1)
2
VI.3 3:2:1d
q even; q 6= 2.
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M G N H ro re ! ]
M23 S23 M M 1 24
M23 S23 < A M M H < L < G < A 25
M24 S24 < A M M H < L < G < A 26
M24 S24 M M 1 27
HS S176 < A M M H < L < G < A 28
Co3 S276 < A M M H < L < G < A 29
A6 S10 < A M:22 N 1 6.4.8 30
PSL2(q) Sq+1 P¡L2(q) N 1 6.4.8 31
Sz(q) Sq2+1 X X 1 3.10 32
PSL2(11) L M M 1 33
PSL2(11) L M:2 M 2 34
M11 L M M 1 6.4.9 35
PSL2(11) L M:2 M 2 36
M11 L M M 1 6.4.9 37
M23 L M M 1 38
M23 L M M H = He low, see ]25 39
M23 L M M 1 40
PSL2(23) L M:2 M 2 41
PSL2(23) L M:2 M H < L < A24 < A 6.4.10 42
M22 L M M 1 43
PSp2m(q) P¡L2m(q) P¡Sp2m(q) N 6 1 6 2 6.4.11 44
PSp2a(q
b) P¡Sp2m(q) P¡Sp2a(q
b) N 6 1 1 6.4.12 45
PSL2(qm) P¡Sp2m(q) P¡L2(q
m) N 6 1 1 6.4.12 46
›§2m(q) P¡Sp2m(q) P¡O
§
2m(q) N 6 1 1 6.4.13 47
›¡4a(q) P¡Sp4a(q) P¡O
¡
4a(q) N 6 1 1 6.4.13 48
PSL2(q2) P¡Sp4(q) P¡O
¡
4 (q) N 6 1 1 6.4.13 49
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] L X Y ' deg [LPS87] [LPS90]
50 Sp2m(q) O
¡
2m(q) Spm(q) wr S2 np VI.4 3:2:4b
q even, m even, m 6= 2.
51 Sp4(q) O
¡
4 (q) Sp2(q) wr S2 np
q2(q2+1)
2
VI.4 3:2:4b
q even, q 6= 2.
52 Sp2m(2) O
§
2m(2) O
¤
2m(2) 52 2
m¡1(2m ¤ 1) VI.5 3:2:4e
m > 3. Note that X \ Y is a subgroup of type N1 of X.
53 Sp6(2) O
+
6 (2) O
¡
6 (2) 54 28 VI.5 3:2:4e
54 Sp6(2) O
¡
6 (2) O
+
6 (2) 53 36 VI.5 3:2:4e
55 P›+2m(q) StLfE;Fg N1 np q
m¡1(qm¡1)
(2;q¡1) VI.6 3:6:1b
q = 2; 3;m > 5; V = E' F with E;F tot. singular.
56 P›+2m(q) N1 Pm; Pm¡1 np
Qm¡1
i=1 (q
i + 1) VI.7 3:6:1a
q odd; m > 4. Note that if m = 4, then Y is conjugate in AutL to P1.
57 ›+2m(q) N1 Pm; Pm¡1 np
Qm¡1
i=1 (q
i + 1) VI.7 3:6:1a
q even; m > 4. Note that if m = 4, then Y is conjugate in AutL to P1.
58 P›+8 (q) N1 X
¿ 58
q3(q4¡1)
2
VI.8 5:1:15
q odd; ¿ is a triality automorphism.
59 ›+8 (q) N1 X
¿ 59 q3(q4 ¡ 1) VI.8 5:1:15
q even; ¿ is a triality automorphism.
60 ›7(q) G2(q) N
+
1 ; N
¡
1 np; 77
q3(q3§1)
2
VI.9 5:1:14
q odd.
61 Sp6(q) G2(q) O
§
6 (q) np; 81
q3(q3§1)
2
VI.9 5:2:3b
q even.
62 ›7(q) G2(q) P1 np
q6¡1
q¡1 VI.10 5:1:14
q odd.
63 Sp6(q) G2(q) P1 np
q6¡1
q¡1 VI.10 5:2:3b
q even.
64 Sp6(q) G2(q) N2 np
q4(q6¡1)
q2¡1 VI.11 5:2:3b
q even, q 6= 2.
65 Sp4(q) Sz(q) O
+
4 (q) np
q2(q2+1)
2
VI.12 5:1:7b
q = 22a+1 > 8.
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M G N H ro re ! ]
›¡2m(q) P¡Sp2m(q) P¡O
¡
2m(q) N 6 1 1 6.4.14 50
PSL2(q2) P¡Sp4(q) P¡O
¡
4 (q) N 6 1 1 6.4.14 51
›§2m(2) L X X 1 52
A8 L X X 1 53
PSp4(3) L X X 1 54
PSLm(q) PO
+
2m(q) AutM N 6 2 6 2 6.4.15 55
›2m¡1(q)
›
PSO; „–; „`
fi
AutM
›
X; „`
fi
6 1 6.4.16 56
Sp2m¡2(q)
›
L; „`
fi
AutM N 6 1 6 1 6.4.16 57
›7(q)
›
PO; „`
fi
both H and He low 6.4.17 58
Sp6(q) P¡O
+
8 (q) P¡Sp6(q) N 6 1 6.4.17 59
G2(q) P¡O7(q)
›
M; „`
fi
N 6 1 6.4.18 60
G2(q) P¡Sp6(q)
›
M; „`
fi
N 6 1 1 61
G2(q) P¡O7(q)
›
M; „`
fi
N 6 1 6.4.18 62
G2(q) P¡Sp6(q)
›
M; „`
fi
N 1; q = 4 1 63
G2(q) P¡Sp6(q) AutM N 6 1 1 64
Sz(q) P¡Sp4(q) Aut Sz(q) N 1 3.10 65
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] L X Y ' deg [LPS87] [LPS90]
66 ›+24(2) Co1 Sp22(2) 67 2
11? VI.13 4:4:2
67 ›+24(2) Sp22(2) Co1 66 2
111? VI.14 4:4:2
68 ›¡10(2) A12 P1 np 495 VI.15 5:2:16
69 PSU9(2) J3 P1 np 43605 VI.16 5:2:12
70 P›+8 (3) ›
+
8 (2) P4 np 1120 VI.17 5:1:15
Note that an automorphism of L flxing [X]L sends Y to P3 and then to P1.
71 P›+8 (3) ›7(3) ›
+
8 (2) np 28431 VI.18 5:1:15
Note that X is paired to three of the six L-conjugacy classes of [Y ]AutL.
72 Sp8(2) PSL2(17) O
+
8 (2) np 136 VI.19 5:1:9
73 Sp8(2) S10 O
¡
8 (2) np 120 VI.20 5:1:9
74 ›+8 (2) A9 Sp6(2) 75 120 VI.21 5:1:15
X is paired to only two of the three L-conjugacy classes of [Y ]AutL.
75 ›+8 (2) Sp6(2) A9 74 960 VI.22 5:1:15
X is paired to only two of the three L-conjugacy classes of [Y ]AutL.
76 ›7(3) G2(3) Sp6(2) 3159 VI.23 5:1:14a
X is paired to just one of the two L-conjugacy classes of [Y ]AutL.
77 ›7(3) N
+
1 G2(3) 60 1080 VI.24 5:1:14
78 PSU6(2) M22 PSU5(2) 79 672 VI.25 5:1:13
79 PSU6(2) PSU5(2) M22 78 20736 VI.26 5:1:13
80 PSU6(2) PSU5(2) PSU4(3):2 np 1408 VI.27 5:1:13
81 Sp6(2) O
+
6 (2) G2(2) 61 120 VI.28 5:1:8
82 PSU4(3) PSL3(4) P1 np 280 VI.29 5:2:7
H and He are low unless H is even and Ge = L:(22)133.
83 PSU3(3) PSL2(7) P1 np 28 VI.30 5:1:10
Check as in 3.4.1 that N is even. If G were odd then N < Ge = L, which is not.
84 G2(4) PSU3(4):2 J2 85 416 V.1 Th. B
85 G2(4) J2 PSU3(4):2 84 2016 V.2 Th. B
86 F4(q) 3D4(q):3 Sp8(q) np q
8(q8 + q4 + 1) V.3 Th. B
q = 2f . See also [Kle88] and [LS87].
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M G N H ro re ! ]
Co1 L M M 1 66
Sp22(2) L M M 1 67
A12 O
¡
10(2) S12 N 6 1 6 1 68
J3 L:S3 M:2 N both H and He low 69
›+8 (2) L:D8 M:2 N both H and H
e low 70
›7(3) L:S3 M:2 N both H and He low 71
PSL2(17) L M M 1 72
A10 L X X 1 73
A9 L:2 M M H = He low 74
Sp6(2) L:2 M M H = H
e low 75
G2(3) L M:2 M 2 76
PSL4(3) L M:22 X = M:22 2 77
M22 L:S3 M:2 N both H and He low 78
PSU5(2) L:2 M:2 N 1 1 79
PSU5(2) L M:2 M 2 80
A8 L X N 1 81
PSL3(4) L:D8 M:D12 M:22 6 3 82
PSL2(7) PGU3(3) PGL2(7) N 1 83
PSU3(4) AutL AutM N 6 1 1 84
J2 AutL AutM N 6 1 1 85
3D4(q) L:f X:f N 6 1 1 [HLS87] 86
end of Table 6.A
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6.4. Explanation of the tables
Throughout this section we refer to the group factorizations listed in our tables
and consequently we use the same notations. This comprises names L, X, Y ,
S = Sym
¡
L
Y ƒ
¢
, A = Alt
¡
L
Y ƒ
¢
, M = SocX, G = NS(L), N = NS(M), H = NG(M)
and flnally
ro =
8<:hm(G;H) if H is odd and second maximal in S,0 otherwise
and
re =
8<:hm(Ge; He) if He is second maximal in A,0 otherwise.
Then we write H for an almost simple second maximal subgroup of S or A which
matches with the skeleton (L;X; Y ). In particular SocH = M and either H = H
or H = He. We set as we did in 2.1, U = HA.
Explanations are given following the order given in Table 6.A, so, in reading
about ]n, we assume that the reader is aware of the explanations given for ]m for
any m < n. In particular, a missing explanation implies that normalizers, ro and
re were determined in an entirely similar way to some previous case.
We illustrate in great detail how to determine ro and re up to ]17 which is
explained in 6.4.7. After this, one should be familiar with the techniques used and
so we will only add comments to explain the less obvious cases.
Occasionally, we talk of the p-part of a positive integer, meaning the highest
power of p dividing it. For example the p-part of n is pe where
e = blogp nc
and bxc is the unique integer z such that z 6 x < z+1: We also denote the exponent
of the p-part of n! by blogp n!c. Therefore,
blogp
µ
n
k
¶
c = blogp n!c ¡ blogp k!c ¡ blogp (n¡ k)!c
and if n = a0 + a1p+ a2p2 + : : :+ arpr with 0 6 ai < p for all i, then
(6.4.A) blogp n!c =
rX
i=1
ai
pi ¡ 1
p¡ 1 <
rX
i=1
aip
i 6 n:
In particular, blog2 n!c = n¡ c where c is the number of 1 appearing in the binary
expansion of n.
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6.4.1. Duals of the homogeneous factorizations. These are the group fac-
torizations (U;P;Q) where U is a symmetric or alternating group in its action of
smallest degree and P is the stabilizer in U of a set of points.
We claim that if the degree is not 6, then
hmS(U;P ) 6
flflNS(P ) : P flfl;
where S = Sym
¡
U
Qƒ
¢
and U , P are identifled with their images under =
¡
U
Qƒ
¢
: ?=.
By 2.8.1 it is enough to show that
hmS(P;U) =
flflU : P flfl:
But this is well known (see 2.7.1).
6.4.2. The coset space of right cosets of M24 in A24. Here S is the sym-
metric group on the set of the right cosets
¡
A24
M24 ƒ
¢
. A proper subgroup of M24 has
index at least 24 so that it is not possible to embed M24 in a symmetric group
of degree smaller than 24. Consequently, all the subgroups of S24 isomorphic to
M24 are transitive. Since M24 has only one conjugation class of subgroups of index
24, all the subgroups of S24 isomorphic to M24 are conjugate in S24 and primi-
tive. Of course, being simple, they all lie in A24. This proves the uniqueness up
to permutational isomorphism of =
¡
A24
M24 ƒ
¢
: A24=. Note that M24 has trivial outer
automorphism group. In particular, it is a self-normalizing subgroup of S24. If there
were a subgroup T of S isomorphic to S24 and containing =
¡
A24
M24 ƒ
¢
: A24=, then the
stabilizer of a point in T would have a M24 as normal subgroup of index 2 which
we have seen it is impossible. Therefore =
¡
A24
M24 ƒ
¢
: A24= is self-normalizing in S.
Similarly, =
¡
A23
M23 ƒ
¢
: A23= is self-normalizing in Sym
¡
A23
M23 ƒ
¢
. Moreover, because
=
¡
A23
M23 ƒ
¢
: A23= and =
¡
A24
M24 ƒ
¢
: A23= are permutationally isomorphic, the latter must
be self-normalizing in S. This is enough to show that in both ]8 and ]9, G is even
and so ro = 0. By 6.4.1, re = 1.
6.4.3. Consider ]11 where
(L;X; Y ) = (A176;A175;HS):
G = L because Aut HS has no subgroup of index 176. Note that A175 \ HS is
isomorphic to PSU3(5):2 which is primitive of type almost simple of degree 175.
This is a self-normalizing subgroup of S175. It follows that A175 is self-normalizing
in Sym
¡
A175
(A175\HS)ƒ
¢
(see the argument with M24 and A24 in 6.4.2 for example) and
hence it is self-normalizing in Sym
¡
A176
HS ƒ
¢
as well. This proves that N = M .
Now consider ]12 where
(L;X; Y ) = (A276;A275;Co3):
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G = L because AutL »= L. Note that A275 \ Co3 is isomorphic to McL:2 which is
primitive of type almost simple of degree 275. This is a self-normalizing subgroup
of S275. One shows as above that N = M .
6.4.4. Two-transitive symplectic groups as stabilizers. We are con-
cerned with ]13 where the skeletons are as follows
(L;X; Y ) =
¡
Ac;Ac¡1;Sp2d(2)
¢
; c = 2d¡1(2d § 1); d > 3:
For d > 3 put Q+ =
¡Sp2d(2)
O+2d(2)ƒ
¢
and Q¡ =
¡Sp2d(2)
O¡2d(2)ƒ
¢
. Then
flflQ+flfl = 2d¡1(2d + 1) andflflQ¡flfl = 2d¡1(2d ¡ 1). By Sp2d(2) we mean the subgroups =¡Sp2d(2)O+2d(2)ƒ¢ : Sp2d(2)= of
Sym Q+ and =
¡Sp2d(2)
O¡2d(2)ƒ
¢
: Sp2d(2)= of Sym Q¡ respectively. These are the well known
2-transitive symplectic groups (see a description in [DM96, 7:7] for example). Since
PSp2d(2) = P¡Sp2d(2) »= ¡Sp2d(2) = Sp2d(2) »= Aut Sp2d(2);
Sp2d(2) is self-normalizing in Sym Q+ and Sym Q¡. In particular (see the argument
with M24 and A24 in 6.4.2 for example), L is self-normalizing in S and so ro = 0.
By deflnition
Ac¡1 \ Sp2d(2) = O§2d(2):
This is a transitive subgroup of degree c ¡ 1 (because Sp2d(2) is 2-transitive) with
trivial outer automorphism group. Therefore it is a self-normalizing subgroup of
Sc¡1. It follows that Ac¡1 is self-normalizing in S; then N = M and re = 1.
Note that the smallest M are A27, A35, A119, A135, A495 and A527 so that none
of the alternating groups appearing in column M of Table 6.B above ]13 may be
abstractly isomorphic to an M of ]13.
6.4.5. Here we refer to ]14, ]15 where (L;X; Y ) =
¡
Ap+1;Ap;PSL2(p)
¢
; p > 5
and p is prime. Clearly, G = Sp+1 and H = N = Sp. Both ro and re are at most
1 because of 6.4.1. Note however, that in ]14, G is even. In fact, S7 has only one
conjugacy class of maximal subgroups of index 120 and hence H corresponds to
the X of the skeleton in ]4. In particular, H is even because it is contained in the
simple group A9. If G were odd, then Ge = A8 and so
S7 = H < Ge = A8
which is impossible.
Finally, we prove that if H matches with ]15, then it may not match with any
of the skeletons which are shown in Table 6.B above ]15.
First of all, it may not match ]5 with p = 11 or ]8 with p = 23 because comparing
the degrees
9! 6= 2520 and 21! 6= flflA24 : M24flfl:
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More efiort is required to show that H may not match ]13. If there were a
match, then
p = c¡ 1 and (p¡ 2)! = c!
2
flflSp2d(2)flfl with c = 2d¡1(2d § 1):
This would imply 2
flflSp2d(2)flfl = c(c ¡ 1)(c ¡ 2). One easily extracts the 2-part of
both members obtaining
2d
2+1 = 2d
which has no solutions.
6.4.6. We are now dealing with ]1 and ]16 when
(L;X; Y ) =
¡
A2d ;A2d¡1;AGLd(2)
¢
; d > 3:
Because AGLd(2) is self-normalizing in S, L is self-normalizing too and so G = L.
Observe that A2d¡1 \AGLd(2) is a primitive almost simple group of degree 2d ¡ 1
which is isomorphic to its automorphism group. Therefore it is a self-normalizing
subgroup of S2d¡1 and hence A2d¡1 is self-normalizing in S. This proves that
N = M which yields re = 1.
These factorizations arise for d > 3. However, the skeleton for d = 3 appears
already in ]1. There are not other permutational isomorphisms between M of ]16
and the ones related to skeletons appearing above in Table 6.B. This is obvious
up to ]12 (following the order of Table 6.B) and also for the family in ]13 be-
cause c = 2e¡1(2e § 1) is never a power of 2. For the family in ]15 note that if
p = 2d ¡ 1, then the degree of those M is (2d ¡ 3)! while the degree of these M is
(2d)!=2
flflAGLd(2)flfl. If they were equal then
2d(2d ¡ 1)(2d ¡ 2) = 2d+(d2)+1
dY
i=1
(2i ¡ 1)
which is readily impossible (compare the 2-part of both members for example).
6.4.7. The set of the equipartitions in two subsets. Consider ]17 when
(L;X) = (A2l;A2l¡1);
Y is the stabilizer of an equipartition in two subsets and l > 3.
Recall 3.6.1; G, is even because
¡
2x
x
¢
is even for all x. Then ro = 0 and arguing
as in 6.4.1 one sees that re = 1.
We now prove that if H matches with ]17, then it may not match with any of
the skeletons which are shown in Table 6.B above ]17.
This is easy for the skeletons in ]1, ]4, ]14 (l = 4), ]74 (l = 5) and ]5 (l = 6):
one just compares the degrees.
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For skeletons in ]8, ]11, ]12, ]13, ]15 and ]16 proceed as follows. Assume that
there were a match and call Z what is there called Y . Z is 2-transitive of degree 2l
and so A2l¡1 \Z is transitive of degree 2l¡ 1. However, A2l¡1 \ Y is not transitive
of degree 2l ¡ 1. Thus
=
¡ A2l¡1
(A2l¡1\Y )ƒ
¢
: A2l¡1=
and
=
¡ A2l¡1
(A2l¡1\Z)ƒ
¢
: A2l¡1=
may not be permutationally isomorphic.
6.4.8. The set of subsets of order two of a projective line. Here we refer
to ] 30, ] 31 where
(L;X; Y ) = (Aq+1;NL(PSL2 q);Aq+1 \ (S2 £ Sq¡1)); q > 5:
In x3.9 we collected conclusive results about the parity of the projective groups
acting on the related projective space. In particular, Table 3.C shows that if q is a
power of the prime p, then
X =
8>>><>>>:
P¡L2(q) if q is even,
P§L2(q) if p · 1 mod 4 or logp q is odd,›
PSL;PG(…2);G1(u) PG(…)
fi
otherwise.
The subgroup G is isomorphic to Sq+1. By 3.6.1, G is odd in S if and only if q is
even.
Assume q even flrst. Then H may not be bigger than X and so it is
even. Consequently, ro = 0 in this case. To determine re note that by 3.9.2,
hmS(H;L) = 2
flflL : Hflfl but because flflG : Lflfl = 2, re = 1.
Now, assume q odd so G is even. Again, H is isomorphic to P¡L because this
is the normalizer of X in G. By 3.9.2, hmS(H;G) =
flflG : Hflfl and thus re = 1 even
if q is odd.
6.4.9. Consider ]35 flrst. L = M12 has two conjugacy classes of maximal
subgroups isomorphic to M11, fused in AutL. Obviously, factorizations L = XY
with X »= M11 »= Y arise only for X and Y lying in difierent classes. Suppose now
that for some s 2 S, Xs < L. Of course, Xs is transitive as a subgroup of S. By
the Frattini Argument, L = XsY , therefore Xs is conjugate to X in L. This proves
that hmS(X;L) =
flflL : Xflfl and thus that
re = hmS(X;L) =
flflNS X : XflflflflNS L : Lflfl = 1:
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Now consider ]37. Looking at the character table of L in the ATLAS, one sees that
there are also factorizations L = XZ where X »= M11 as above but Z »= M10 : 2.
However, for each of these Z, only the M11 conjugate to X in L give a factorization.
In particular, re = 1 again.
6.4.10. Degree 276. We are particularly interested to the group factorization
in ]42:
(L;X; Y ) = (M24;PSL2(23);M22 :2):
However, this is strictly related to the group factorization obtained by putting
q = 23 in ]31 (see 6.4.8). Note how the difierent groups relate to each other.
PSL2(23)
–
PGL2(23)–jjjjjjjj
S24–
A276
–
A24 –jjj
jjjj
j
–7
77
77
7
M24 –



77
77
77 
/. -,() *+
6.4.11. Consider ]44. Here L is a projective special linear group PSL(2m; q)
where q = pf , p is prime. L has 2 conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups of type
P1 in class C1: the class of the stabilizers of points and the class of the stabilizers of
hyperplanes. Also, L has c = (q ¡ 1;m) conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups of
symplectic type in class C8. For each maximal subgroup X of symplectic type, class
C8, and for each maximal subgroup Y of type P1, class C1, there is a factorization
L = XY . X is almost simple with socle M isomorphic to PSp(2m; q) while Y has
a non trivial normal p-subgroup [KL90, 4:1:13] and therefore may not be almost
simple.
We may assume that Y is the stabilizer of a point which makes S the symmetric
group on PG(2m; q). Then G, the normalizer of L in S, may not be bigger than
P¡L and N , the normalizer of M in S, may not be bigger than P¡Sp (not even
when m = 2 and M has exceptional outer automorphisms). In fact, equality holds
in both cases.
As usual we compute ro with P¶alfy’s formulae 2.8.1 in the assumption that
[H ¥ S] »=Mr for some r; if not so, ro = 0 by deflnition. To compute hmS(H;G)
suppose Hs < G for some s 2 S. Then Hs must be maximal in G and primitive.
This shows that the skeleton of (G;Hs;NG Y ) must appear in our tables and hence
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that Hs is of symplectic type in class C8. There is one and only one conjugacy class
of these subgroups in G therefore hmS(H;G) =
flflG : Hflfl and ro = 1.
Although the method is the same, some more efiort is needed to compute re.
Start flrst with e = hmS(He; Ge)=
flflGe : Heflfl which is the number of Ge conjugacy
classes of maximal subgroups of L of symplectic type, class C8. The action induced
by the conjugation in G on the set of the c L-classes is described in [KL90]. It is
a transitive action and the stabilizer of an L-class with notations set in 3.9 is›
PSL;G1(u)c;PG(…)
fi
Note that PGL =PSL »= ›G1(u)fi is a cyclic group of order
(q ¡ 1; 2m) =
8<:2c if q is odd,c otherwise:
The possibilities for Ge are given in table 3.C. In particular one checks that Ge has
at most 2 conjugacy classes and hence re 6 2. The exact value of re is obtained by
establishing s =
flflH : Heflfl=flflG : Geflfl that depends on the parity of H. To determine
the parity of H, we may assume that PGSp is generated by PSp together with
G1(m) where m is deflned by
eim = uei for all i = 0 : : :m¡ 1,
eim = ei for all i = m: : : 2m¡ 1:
This G1(m) moves
(qm¡1)(qm¡1)
q¡1 points in orbits of length q ¡ 1 because a point is
moved if and only if at least one of the flrst m coordinates and at least one of the
second m coordinates is not 0. Of course, this permutation is even if q is even. On
the other hand, if q is odd, then
Par G1(m) =
µ
qm ¡ 1
q ¡ 1
¶2
· (1 + q + : : :+ qm¡1)2 · m mod 2:
Therefore PGSp(2m; q) is even if and only if mq is even. From this computation
one also sees that
X »=
8<:PGSp if m is even,PSp otherwise.
We remind the reader that according to 3.9.5, if p · 3 mod 4 and f is even,
then PG… is even if and only if m is even. This is enough to write table 6.C from
which one extracts the exact value of re.
We now have to show that if H matches with ]44, then it may not match with
]59, ]67 or ]57. For the flrst two, this is straightforward because when q is even ]44
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Table 6.C. Even part of P¡Sp(2m; pf )
p f m Ge He e s re
2 2 all PGL PGSp 1 1 1
2 6= 2 all P¡L P¡Sp 1 1 1
1 mod 4 all even P§L P¡Sp 2 12 1
odd P§L P§Sp 2 1 2
3 mod 4 odd even P§L P¡Sp 2 12 1
odd P§L P§Sp 2 1 2
3 mod 4 even even P§L P¡Sp 2 12 1
odd 12 P¡L
1
2 P¡Sp 1 1 1
where we set 1
2
P¡L :=
›
PSL;PG(…2);G1(u) PG(…)
fi
and
1
2
P¡Sp :=
›
PSp;PG(…2);G1(m) PG(…)
fi
.
has odd degree, while in the other cases the degree is even. For ]57 this reduces to
prove that
(1 + qm¡1)(1 + q + : : :+ qm¡1) < (1 + qm¡1)(1 + qm¡2) ¢ ¢ ¢ (1 + q)
which is readily cheked.
6.4.12. The parametrized family of skeletons
(L;X; Y ) =
¡
Sp2m(q); Sp2a(q
b):b; O§2m(q)
¢
; m = ab; b prime
is split in two subfamilies according to a > 1 or a = 1 because Sp2a(qb) »= SL2a(qb)
when a = 1. However, the analysis is not afiected considerably by this isomor-
phism. These group factorizations have a subgroup of class C3 as middle term and
a subgroup of type O+, O¡ in class C8 as last term. Note that when m = 2 these
skeletons are isomorphic to the ones in ]49, ]51 in view of the exceptional outer
automorphism of Sp4(q) which swaps the O
+
4 (q) with the subgroups in class C2 and
the O¡4 (q) with the subgroups in class C3. In order to avoid crossings in Table 6.B,
we subdivide the subfamily for a = 1 into ]46 (where we assume m > 2), ]49 and
]51 while the subfamily for a > 1 corresponds to ]45. We now proceed with L, X,
Y as above.
First of all, G contains and in fact equals P¡Sp2m(q) because that is the largest
subgroup of AutL which preserves the L-conjugacy class of O§2m(q) (this is true
even when m = 2).
By [LPS90, 3:2:1d] stabilizers of points in M are subgroups of class C8 when
a > 1 and subgroups of class C2 or C3 when a = 1. As the P¡Sp2a(qb)-conjugacy
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classes are M -conjugacy classes in each of those cases, N = P¡Sp2a(qb). Since N is
contained in G, H = N .
Provided H 2 fH;Heg, flflN(H) : HflflflflN(G \U) : G \U flfl = 1:
We claim that hm(H; G \U) = flflG \U : Hflfl yielding both ro 6 1 and re = 1.
In fact, if Hs < G with s 2 S, then Hs lG \U and Hs is primitive of type
almost simple. Therefore the socle of Hs appears as middle term of a skeleton in
our tables such that the flrst term is a symplectic group and the last term is one of
its subgroups of class C8. A quick view leaves us with Hs in classes C3, C8 (when
q = 2 6= m), or class S. But none of the shown subgroups in class C8 or in class S
is isomorphic to H, therefore Hs is in class C3. Then Hs is conjugated to H in L
and a fortiori in G \U . This completes the proof because H is selfnormalizing in
G \ U , so, the number of conjugates of H is the index of H.
Suppose now that H matches ]45. We claim that H does not match any of
]75, ]59, ]67, ]57 and ]44. Because b is prime, qb 6= 2 and this rules out ]75 and
]67. Moreover, the degree is even and this rules out ]57 and ]44. If H matches ]59,
then
q3b(q3b § 1)
2
= q3b(q4b ¡ 1)
which is impossible.
6.4.13. The parametrised family of skeletons¡
Sp2m(q); O
§
2m(q); Sp2a(q
b):b
¢
is split in the three subfamilies ]47, ]48 and ]49 because when b = 2 only type O¡
appears as middle term and when (a; b) = (1; 2), O¡4 (q) »= PSL2(q2). In all cases,
both in L and in M , stabilizers of points are subgroups of class C3. There is one and
only one conjugacy class of those subgroups; This class is preserved by the related
automorphism group. Therefore G and N are isomorphic to the automorphism
groups of L, M respectively. A similar argument to the one at the end of 6.4.12
shows that ro 6 1 and re = 1.
6.4.14. Consider ]50, ]51 where
(L;X; Y ) = (Sp2m(q);O
¡
2m(q);Spm(q) wr S2):
From [LPS90, 3:2:4b]
X \ Y »= O¡m(q)£O+m(q):
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This is a subgroup of class C1 of O¡2m(q). Note that if m = 2, then
O¡4 (q) »= PSL2(q2):2
and X \Y corresponds to a subgroup of class C2 of PSL2(q2):2. More details about
this special case are given in 6.4.12
6.4.15. In ]55 L = P›+2m(q); adopting notations of [KL90] X is a subgroup
of type GLm(q):2 class C2, Y is a subgroup of type O1 ? O2m¡1 (or Sp2m¡2(q) when
q = 2) class C1. We may assume that L = P›(V; Q), X = StLfE;Fg, Y = StL
›
v
fi
where
E =
›
e0; : : : ; em¡1
fi
; F =
›
f0; : : : ; fm¡1
fi
;
v = e0 + af0 and ~b = (e0; : : : ; em¡1; f0; : : : ; fm¡1) is a basis of V such that
(u + v)Q = uQ+ vQ+ u – v;
ei – fj = –ij ; eiQ = fiQ = 0:
Assume flrst q = 3 and m odd.
There are exactly 2 conjugacy classes of subgroups of L of type O1 ? O2m¡1
and the largest subgroup of AutL preserving those 2 classes is PO+2m(3).
L = PSO+2m(3) –
›
L; „r⁄
fi
= PO –OOOOOOOOOOOO
AutL = PGO –oooooooooooo – ›L; „–fi–oooooooooooo
OOOOOOOOOOOO
2
2
Thus G = PO+2m(3). The elements of X are represented with respect to ~b by
matrices "
A 0
0 B
#
where A 2 GLm(3) and B = (At)¡1. Thus X »= PGLm(3) = PSLm(3). We claim
that N , the full normalizer of X, is isomorphic to AutX and that N < G. Note
flrst that
flflAutX : Xflfl = 2. Now consider g 2 GL2m(3) such that
e0g = af0; (af0)g = e0;
eig = fi; fig = ei 8i > 0:
This g preserves Q, therefore „g 2 PO+2m(3). Moreover, g preserves v and fE;Fg,
therefore „g 2 N . Since „g 62 X,
AutX »= ›X; „gfi < PO+2m(3):
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Regarding ro and re, note that there are at most 2 conjugacy classes of subgroups
of the same type as X in both G and Ge. Therefore by the P¶alfy Lemma, both ro
and re are less than or equal to 2.
When q = 3 and m is even AutL=L is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order
8 and AutM=M is isomorphic to the elementary abelian group of order 4:
L = P›+2m(3) –
›
L; „r⁄
fi –OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
–?????????
PSO – –
›
L; „–
fi –ooooooooooooooo
–?????????



–
PGO –
??
??
??
??
?
PO –









??
??
??
??
?
2
2
2
„r⁄
„r£
M = PSLm(3) –
›
M;„¶
fi–?????????
AutM – – X = PGLm(3)–
?????????
2
2
Again, G = PO+2m(3) and AutM »= N < G. However, because m is even, the g
above belongs to PSO+2m(3) and so N < PSO. If H (which is equal to N) is even,
then it is low. Otherwise He = X because X < L which is simple. Therefore He is
low again and ro = re = 0 in this case.
As far as the case q = 2 is concerned, there is only one conjugacy class of
subgroups of the same type as Y , therefore the full normalizer of L is isomorphic
to AutL. But now
PGO+2m(2) = PO
+
2m(2)
and so G = PO+2m(2) holds. As in the case q = 3 but m odd, X = M when q = 2
and
flflAutM : M flfl = 2. Arguing as above, one flnds that again AutM »= N < G and
that both ro and re are less than or equal to 2.
6.4.16. We now deal with skeletons
(L;X; Y ) = (P›+2m(q); N1; Pi)
where Pi is the stabilizer of a totally singular subspace of dimension m (when
i 2 fm;m ¡ 1g) or 1 (only but not necessarily if m = 4) and the middle term,
N1, is the stabilizer of a non singular point. Referring to notations and results of
both [KL90] and [Kle87] we have
X »=
8>>><>>>:
Sp2m¡2(q) if q is even,
›2m¡1(q) if q is odd and D = ⁄,
›2m¡1(q):2 if q is odd and D = £.
To discuss G, the full normalizer of L, it is convenient to view the automorphism
group of L flrst. When m 6= 4 this is isomorphic to P¡O which is given by
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PGOo
›
PG(d; q;…)
fi
where … is the Frobenius automorphism. However, to match
notations of [KL90], for the remainder of this section we put
„` = PG(d; q;…):
The structure of PGO =P› is known
PGO =P› »=
8>>><>>>:
2 if q is even,
D8 if q is odd and D = ⁄,
2£ 2 if q is odd and D = £.
the subgroup lattice for q odd matches the one given for q = 3 in 6.4.15. When
m = 4 the automorphism group of L is isomorphic to S3 or S4 depending on whether
q is even or odd. Note that if q is odd and m = 4, then D = ⁄ and so PGO =P› is
a dihedral group of order 8. The full normalizer of L is given by [KL90, 2:7:4(iii)]
or by the Result Matrix of [Kle87] as the largest subgroup of AutL preserving the
L-conjugacy class of Y . It is a subgroup of index 2 of P¡O which contains „` but
avoids PO.
The intersection X \Y is a subgroup of type Pm¡1 class C1 of X, of which there
is one and only one M -conjugacy class. Therefore
N »= AutM »= (M:2)o › „`fi:
Clearly,
›
X; „`
fi
is contained in H, the intersection of N with G. In fact,
›
X; „`
fi
= N
when q is even or q is odd but D = £. When q is odd and D = ⁄, note that N\PGO
is contained in the subgroup generated by L and the re°ection in the non singular
point stabilized by X. Therefore N \ PGO \G is contained in L, that is,
N \ PGO \G = X
and hence H =
›
X; „`
fi
again.
Since X is even (being contained in the simple group L), the parity of H is
equal to the parity of „`. It follows that if both H and q are odd, then both H and
He are low. We leave it to the reader to check that in all other cases both ro and
re, provided it makes sense to consider them, are at most 1.
6.4.17. Consider ]58 flrst, so q is odd. Following [Kle87] say R+1, K11 , K
2
1 ,
R¡1, K31 , K41 the 6 L-conjugacy classes whose union is the (AutL)-conjugacy class
of Y . We may assume that Y 2 R+1 (R+1, R¡1 are the two conjugacy classes of
stabilizers of non singular points). In [Kle87] it is shown that G =
›
PO; „`
fi
. This
G flxes R+1, R¡1 and G=L acts regularly on the set of the other 4 conjugacy classes
Ki1. By 3.3.2, X may not lift to a maximal subgroup of G. Moreover, even if G is
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odd, Ge still moves each Ki1 and so X may not lift to a maximal subgroup of G
e
either. Therefore H and He are low subgroups in this case.
We appeal to a similar argument for ]59 to show that H is low. However, if H
is even but G is odd, H is maximal in Ge. A conjugate of H by an element of S
may only lie in K11 or in K
2
1 , so, hm(H;G
e) = 2
flflGe : Hflfl. But flflG : Geflfl = 2 and
hence re = hm(Ge; H) = 1. This was only in the assumption that H is even and G
is odd which I do not investigate whether it does actually happen or not.
6.4.18. Skeleton (L;X; Y ) = (›7(q);G2(q); N§1 ), q odd. Note that there are
two L-conjugacy classes of G2(q) in L and that for each of those subgroups there
are both factorizations
L = G2(q)N+1 and L = G2(q)N
¡
1 :
Clearly, the full normalizer of L is
G = P¡O7(q) »= L:(2£ f)
where q = pf and p is prime. Observe that adopting [Asc87] notations X \ Y
is a subgroup of X of type M4 (when Y = N+1 ) or M5 (when Y = N¡1 ). Then
by [Asc87, 17:3; 17:4] the full normalizer ofX, N , is
›
X; „`
fi
where „` is the Frobenius
automorphism. Therefore N is contained in
›
L; „`
fi
which is contained in G and so
H = N and H is low. If „` is odd, again He = N e and He is low. Otherwise, H is
even and by [KL90, 2:6:3] the parity of G is the parity of „r⁄„r£ where „r⁄, „r£ are
re°ections in vectors whose norm is a square or a non square. One can ascertain
the parity of those re°ections and see that the parity of G depends on q mod 8.
We prefer to skip these details observing that even when H is even and G is odd,flflG : Geflfl = 2 and hm(H;Ge) = 2flflGe : Hflfl, so, by P¶alfy Formula re = 1.
A similar argument leads to the same conclusion when Y is the stabilizer of a
totally singular point. In this case X \ Y is a maximal parabolic subgroup of X of
type M1.
APPENDIX A
Intervals in the subgroup lattices of direct products
Introduction
The subgroup lattice of a group is the set of all its subgroups endowed with
the partial order given by the inclusion among subgroups. We denote the subgroup
lattice of a group G by SubG. An interval [H ¥K] of this subgroup lattice, where
H and K are subgroups of G such that H is also a subgroup of K, is simply the
sublattice made of all the subgroups of K containing H.
The subgroups of a direct product of two groups have been known for more
than a century now but we understand that very little has been written on how
these subgroups relate to each other and in particular on the intervals of the related
subgroup lattice. In this paper we address the following issues.
(1) Which intervals of Sub(L£R) are not intervals of SubL or SubR?
(2) Which intervals of Sub(L£R) are not intervals of Sub(L2) or Sub(R2)?
(3) Describing the maximal inclusions among subgroups of L£R.
(4) Describing the shortcut intervals of Sub(L £ R), that is, the intervals
[H ¥K] such that for some subgroup G, H lGlK.
A solution to problem (3) for example, was given in [Fla94] for the case where
both L and R are abelian, and in [Th¶e97] for the case where K = L£R.
In this paper we provide the tools to deal with the previous problems in the
general case of groups with operators, in fact, of algebras satisfying A.1.6. These
tools are four canonical homomorphisms which are deflned for any given interval of
Sub(L£R). Our main theorem, Theorem A, says that each interval is a composition
of at most four intervals whose canonical homomorphisms are either isomorphisms
or trivial in pairs. An immediate consequence of this theorem is the description of
the maximal inclusions in the subgroup lattice of a direct product.
Section A.4 is devoted to the description of the shortcut intervals. Theorem B
says that if these intervals are not already intervals of SubL, SubR, then they are
particular instances of the intervals represented in Figure A.A, A.F, A.G.
In the next section we introduce the terminology and notations used in this
paper. Most of them are standard and we tried to emphasize the new ones appro-
priately.
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A.1. Preliminaries and Notations
Binary relations. By binary relation on a set X we mean a subset of X2. If t
is a binary relation and if (x1; x2) 2 t, then we write x1 t x2. If A is a subset of X,
then the image of A by t is
At :=
'
x 2 X flfl 9a 2 A at x “;
while the restriction of t to A is
(A.1.A) tA := A2 \ t :
We say that a binary relation is contained in another one if it is contained as a
subset. Given two binary relations t, G, there is a composition deflned by
x1 tG x2 if and only if 9x3 x1 t x3 G x2:
We say that the binary relations t, G are permutable when tG = Gt.
Posets. A partially ordered set or poset is a set P together with a binary
relation 6 such that the following conditions are satisfled for all x; y; z 2 P:
x 6 x;
if x 6 y and y 6 x then x = y;
if x 6 y and y 6 z then x 6 z:
Then we write x < y when x 6 y and x 6= y. Two elements x, y are said to be
comparable when
x 6 y or y 6 x:
A chain is a subset of P whose elements are pairwise comparable. If x < y and
there is no element z 2 P such that x < z < y, then we say that x is maximal in y
and we write xl y.
A homomorphism of posets is a map between posets which preserves the order.
The inverse of a bijective homomorphism needs not to be a homomorphism, when
it is, the homomorphism is said to be an isomorphism. Given a subset S of P, a
lower bound of S, if there is one, is an element b 2 P such that b 6 s for all s 2 S.
A minimum of S, if there is one, is a lower bound of S which lies in S. If there
is a minimum of S then it is unique and we write m = minS. Similarly we deflne
upper bounds and maximum of S (maxS). S is bounded if it has a minimum and a
maximum. We denote the greatest lower bound of S by VS; this is the maximum
of the lower bounds of S and is sometime called the meet of S. Similarly the least
upper bound or join of S is denoted by WS. An element x 2 S is called minimal
(maximal) if there is no s 2 S such that s < x (x < s). However, by abuse of
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Figure A.A. Mr has length 2 and order r + 2
language, when S is bounded the minimal elements or atoms of S are the minimal
elements of S¡fminSg and the maximal elements of S are the maximal elements of
S¡fmaxSg. The length of S is the number of proper inclusions in a maximal chain
of S. It is easy to check that for each positive integer r, there is only one bounded
poset with length 2 and order r + 2 which we denote by Mr, see Figure A.A.
Intervals. Given a 6 b in a poset P we deflne the interval [a¥ b] as the set of
the elements c 2 P such that a 6 c 6 b. In particular, an interval is a non empty
bounded subset. An interval [a¥ b] is said to be trivial if a = b, simple if alb, and
composed otherwise. If I1, I2 are intervals such that max I1 = min I2 then I1 [ I2
is usually far from being an interval. However, we deflne a composition
(A.1.B) I1o I2 = [min I1 ¥max I2]:
A.1.1. Deflnition. We say that I has a shortcut or even that I is a shortcut
interval , if I = I1o I2 for convenient simple intervals I1, I2.
Equivalences. An equivalence on X is a binary relation " on X such that the
following conditions are satisfled for all x; y; z 2 X:
x " x;
if x " y then y " x;
if x " y and y " z then x " z:
There are always two trivial equivalences which are X2 and its diagonal
(A.1.C) ¢X =
'
(x; x)
flfl x 2 X “:
If " is an equivalence and x 2 X then the class of x is
[x]" :=
'
y 2 X flfl x " y “:
The quotient of X by " is X= " :=
'
[x]"
flfl x 2 X “; this is always a partition of X,
that is, either [x]" \ [y]" = ; or [x]" = [y]".
If f : X ¡! Y, then the binary relation
(A.1.D) x •f y ifi xf = yf
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is an equivalence and all the equivalences arise in this way. The classes [x]•f are
also called flbers of f . The arbitrary intersection of equivalences (as subsets of X2)
is again an equivalence, hence any set of equivalences has a meet. Moreover, there
is the join which is not the union (as it would be if they were just binary relations)
but the intersection of all the equivalences which contain the union. The following
lemma is well known and plays a key role in xA.2:
A.1.2. Lemma. If ", # are equivalences then the following are equivalent:
(a) " # is an equivalence,
(b) " # = # ",
(c) " # = joinf"; #g.
Algebras. We usually refer to the terminology used in [Gra˜79]. However,
roughly speaking, by algebra we mean a set with operations. By subalgebra we
mean a subset which is closed under these operations and we write A 6 B when A
is a subalgebra of B. If the symbol ⁄ denotes an operation of arity m of the algebras
A, B, then by ⁄-homomorphism we mean a map f : A! B such that
(a1; : : : ; am) ⁄ f = (a1f ; : : : ; amf) ⁄ :
If no ambiguity arises, it is common practice to leave the speciflcations of the opera-
tions preserved by a homomorphism to the context. The congruences of an algebra
are the equivalences induced by homomorphisms. Then, the quotient sets inherit
from the algebra the same operations which were preserved by the homomorphisms,
in the same way in which a factor group inherits the group operation from the orig-
inal group. If # is a congruence of B and if A 6 B, then A# is a subalgebra of B
and A 6 A#. We say that A is #-closed when A = A#. Finally, by section of B we
mean a quotient A=fi where fi is a congruence of some subalgebra A of B.
Lattices. A lattice is a poset L such that for every pair of elements x; y 2 L,
there is the greatest lower bound x ^ y and the least upper bound x _ y. Thus a
lattice L is an algebra ›L;^;_fi such that the following laws hold:
x ^ y = y ^ x; x _ y = y _ x;
(x ^ y) ^ z = x ^ (y ^ z); (x _ y) _ z = x _ (y _ z);
x ^ (x _ y) = x; x _ (x ^ y) = x:
Conversely, any such algebra can be regarded as a poset by deflning
x 6 y ifi x = x ^ y:
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A lattice is said to be meet complete, join complete, or complete when for any subset
S there is
V
S,
W
S or both respectively. Note that a meet complete bounded lattice
is a complete lattice because for any subset S_
S =
^'
x 2 L flfl 8s 2 S; s 6 x “:
Example of complete bounded lattices are
Sub A · subalgebras of A,
Rel A · binary relations on A,
Equiv A · equivalences on A,
Con A · congruences of A,
Sub# A · #-closed subalgebras of A, # 2 Con A.
By sublattice, meet-sublattice and join-sublattice we mean subalgebra for the op-
erations f^;_g, f^g and f_g respectively. For example Sub# A is a sublattice of
Sub A and Con A is a complete meet-sublattice of Equiv A which is a complete meet-
sublattice of Rel A. In fact, Con A is a sublattice of Equiv A [Gra˜79, I, x10] but
Equiv A is not necessarily a sublattice of Rel A. Similarly, by homomorphism, meet-
homomorphism, join-homomorphism we mean a homomorphism for the operations
f^;_g, f^g and f_g respectively. For example any algebra homomorphism from A
to B induces a join-homomorphism from Sub A to Sub B. It is well known that a
bijective map between lattices is an isomorphism ifi it is a meet-homomorphism, ifi
it is a join-homomorphism, ifi it is an isomorphism of posets.
Subcongruence Lattice. By subcongruence we mean a congruence of a sub-
algebra. If we regard a subcongruence ° of a subalgebra C of A as a binary relation
on A, the subalgebra C is recovered as
(A.1.E) C = Supp ° :=
'
a 2 A flfl a ° a “:
For this reason, subcongruences on A and sections of A are one and the same.
However, for the reminder of this work, we pursue the subcongruence point of view.
The subcongruence lattice of A, SCon A, is the set of the subcongruences of A
endowed with the order given by the inclusion among subsets of A2. It is easy to
see that if #i is a congruence of a subalgebra Bi for i = 1; 2, then #1 \#2 is a
congruence of B1 \B2. While the join of #1, #2 will be the intersection of all the
congruences # of B1 _B2 such that #1 6 # and #2 6 #. In particular SCon A is is
a meet-sublattice of Rel A.
Let °; – 2 SCon A, put C = Supp ° and D = Supp –. If we regard °, – as
binary relations on A, their product ° – is a binary relation on A which is really a
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subcartesian product of D °£C –. We deflne ° ⁄ – as the least subcongruence of A
which contains ° –. It is in fact the least congruence of D ° _C – which contains ° –
and – °, hence:
° ⁄ – = – ⁄ ° :
Furthermore, one checks that
(A.1.F) if ° 6 –; then Supp(° ⁄ –) = C – and ° ⁄ – = –C – :
We say that – is °-invariant when ° ⁄ – = –. When ° 6 –, this happens if and only if
Supp – = C –. If –1, –2 are °-invariant, the interval of the °-invariant subcongruences
from –1 to –2 is
(A.1.G) [–1¥ –2]° :=
'
–
flfl –1 6 – 6 –2 and ° ⁄ – = – “:
The °-invariant intervals for which ° = –1 will occur frequently in xA.3. Therefore
we give them a name:
A.1.3. Deflnition. By bottom invariant intervals of SCon A, we mean the [°¥ "]°
where ° 6 " and " is °-invariant.
If S is a set of °-invariant subcongruences containing ° and C = Supp °, then
Supp(
_
S) =
_
fSupp – j – 2 Sg =
_
fC – j – 2 Sg 6 C(
_
S):
Beside, C(
W
S) 6 Supp(
W
S), therefore
W
S is °-invariant. Then, for ° 6 " we deflne
"° to be the largest subcongruence which is °-invariant and contained in ":
(A.1.H) "° :=
_
f– 6 " j ° ⁄ – = –g:
Now to each interval I = [°¥ "] of SCon A we can associate a poset homomorphism
– 7! –° from I onto a bottom invariant interval
(A.1.I) I† := [°¥ "° ]° :
We observe that I† is a complete bounded join sublattice of I, hence a lattice.
Canonical homomorphisms. Let A be an algebra, # 2 Con A. The canon-
ical projection of A onto A= # is the homomorphism a 7! [a]#. Other canonical
homomorphisms arise as follows.
Homomorphism Theorem. Let f : A ! B be an algebra homomorphism,
• = •f and f [ : A! A= • the canonical projection; then there is one and only one
homomorphism f ] : A= •! Af such that f = f [f ]. In fact, f ] is an isomorphism.
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As the image by f of subalgebras are subalgebras, f induces a lattice isomor-
phism of Sub•f A onto Sub(Af). In particular, when A = F=’ and C is a ’-closed
subalgebra of F then C corresponds to a unique subalgebra „C of A whose image by
f is a subalgebra D of Af . Then we deflne f below C as
(A.1.J) fC :
C
’C
¡! D; [c](’C) 7! [c]’f :
For each congruence # containing • there is a congruence of Af deflned by
#(f ;f) =
'
(a1f ; a2f)
flfl (a1; a2) 2 # “:
Clearly, (f ;f) induces a lattice isomorphism of the interval
£
•¥ A2⁄ of Con A onto
Con(Af). We deflne f above # as
(A.1.K) f
#
:
A
#
¡! Af
#(f ;f)
; [a]# 7! [af ]#(f ;f ) :
As a flrst consequence of the Homomorphism Theorem we have:
Isomorphism Theorem. Let C 6 A, # 2 Con A, then there is an isomorphism
´C;# :
C
#C
¡! C#
#C#
; [c](#C) 7! [c](#C #) :
In the Isomorphism Theorem, if we call F = C#, ’ = #F and ° = #C, then we
get C= ° »= F=’. But we also have [C¥ F] »= [°¥’]° , as we now show.
A.1.4. Lemma. Let C 6 F, ° 2 Con C, ’ 2 Con F such that C’ = F and ° = ’C,
then [C¥ F] »= [°¥’]°.
Proof. We consider the map ‡ : M 7! ’M from [C¥ F] to [°¥’]° . It is
a lattice homomorphism because ’M = ’^M2. From C’ = F we get M = C’M
therefore ‡ is injective. But if „ 2 [°¥’]° and M = Supp„, we claim that „ = ’M.
By deflnition we have „ 6 ’M. And if m1 ’ m2 with mi 2M, then let ci 2 C such
that ci „ mi. As „ 6 ’, we get, by the transitivity of ’, c1 ’ c2. Since ° = ’C,
we have c1 ° c2 and hence c1 „ c2. Therefore, by transitivity of „, m1 „ m2 as we
claimed. ⁄
A direct product of two algebras, L £R, is given together with two canonical
homomorphisms called projections:
‚ : L£R ¡! L; ‰ : L£R ¡! R(A.1.L)
(l; r) 7! l (l; r) 7! r:
These induce join-homomorphisms from Sub(L£R) on to Sub L and on to Sub R
which we call again ‚ and ‰. If H 6 L£R, then •H‚ _•H‰ is a congruence of H which
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corresponds by ‚ to the congruence
(A.1.M) H~‚ :=
‡
•H‚ _•H‰
·
(‚;‚)
of H‚. We have
A.1.5. Lemma. If •H‚, •
H
‰ permute then the following are equivalent:
(a) l1
¡
H~‚
¢
l2.
(b) There is r 2 R such that (l1; r) 2 H, (l2; r) 2 H.
(c) l1; l2 2 H‚ and for all r 2 R
¡
(l1; r) 2 H , (l2; r) 2 H
¢
.
Proof. If x1
¡
H~‚
¢
x2 then there are y1; y2 2 R such that
(x1; y1) •H‚•
H
‰ (x2; y2):
Hence (x2; y2) 2 H and there is (x; y) 2 H such that
(x1; y1) •‚ (x; y) •‰ (x2; y2):
Thus x1 = x, y = y2 and (x1; y2) 2 H. Therefore (b) holds. Now, if (x1; y) 2 H then
(x1; y) •H‚ (x1; y2) •
H
‰ (x2; y2)
therefore there is (x3; y3) 2 H such that
(x1; y) •‰ (x3; y3) •‚ (x2; y2):
This implies y = y3, x3 = x2 and (x2; y) 2 H. Similarly, one proves that (x2; y) 2 H
implies (x1; y) 2 H so that (c) holds. And of course (c) implies (a). ⁄
A.1.6. Assumption. For the reminder of this work we shall only con-
sider classes of algebras closed for the formation of subalgebras, homo-
morphic images and direct products and such that for each algebra A of
such classes
#; " 2 Con A =) # " = " #;(A.1.N)
and
# 2 Con A; A > C > B = B# =) C = C# :(A.1.O)
For example the varieties of groups, groups with operators, hence modules,
rings (hence boolean algebras) or algebras over flelds enjoy (A.1.N) and (A.1.O).
However, we will not make use of (A.1.O) before xA.3.
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A.1.7. Corollary. For each interval I of Sub(L£R), there are four (poset)
homomorphisms:
‚ : I ! Sub L; ~‚† : I ! SCon L;
‰ : I ! Sub R; ~‰† : I ! SCon R:
Proof. ‚, ‰ are just the restrictions of the canonical projections, thus they are
join-homomorphisms. Given H1;H2 2 I, apply (a))(c) of A.1.5 (once with H = H1,
once with H = H2), to see that
(A.1.P) (H1 ^ H2)~‚ =
¡
H1~‚
¢ ^ ¡H2~‚¢ ^ ¡(H1 ^ H2)‚¢2:
Therefore provided ° = (min I)~‚ and because of the comment following (A.1.H),
the map
(A.1.Q) ~‚† : I ! SCon L; H 7!
¡
H~‚
¢
°
is a poset homomorphism. Analogously, there are poset homomorphisms ~‰ and ~‰†
on the right. ⁄
A.1.8. Remark. ~‚†, ~‰† are meet-homomorphisms from I to
¡I~‚¢† and from I
to
¡I~‰¢† respectively.
Proof. Put ° = (min I)~‚; it is enough to show that
(A.1.R) (H1 ^ H2)~‚† =
‡¡
H1~‚
¢ ^ ¡H2~‚¢·
°
and hence, in view of (A.1.P), that C# 6 (H1 ^ H2)‚ where C = (min I)‚ and
# =
¡
H1~‚
¢ ^ ¡H2~‚¢. In fact, if ¡(h‚) # l¢ with h 2 H1 ^ H2, then by (c) of A.1.5
we have (l; h‰) 2 H1 ^ H2 which in turn implies l 2 (H1 ^ H2)‚. ⁄
A.2. The subalgebras of the direct product of two algebras
The subgroups of the direct product of two groups are well known and the
flrst detailed and satisfactory description, although hard to read nowadays, seems
to be the one given by Goursat in 1889 [Gou89, pp. 43{48]. Goursat description
was rediscovered by Remak [Rem30] and then again, in a more general setting,
by Fuchs [Fuc52] who showed that this description is meaningful even for classes
of algebras like groups with operators, rings, modules, algebras over flelds and
boolean algebras. The content of his work is essentially summarised by saying
that any subalgebra of a direct product of two algebras is a pull-back. Two years
later, Fleischer [Fle55] remarked that Fuchs theorems hold in any class of algebras
(closed for direct products, subalgebras and homomorphic images) such that for each
algebra its congruences are permutable. This is the widest possible generalisation
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of Goursat’s work. In fact, if there are two non permutable congruences #1, #2 of
a given algebra A, then there are subalgebras of (A= #1)£ (A= #2) which cannot be
described in terms of pull-backs. In this section we present Goursat’s description
at the light of Fleischer’s comments without avoiding to emphasize a more group
theoretical point of view at the end.
Among the subalgebras of a direct product L£R there are the cartesian subal-
gebras. They are the subalgebras of the form C£D for subalgebras C of L and D
of R. If
flflLflfl > 1 then an example of a non cartesian subalgebra is the diagonal ¢L
of L2. If fi : L! R is an isomorphism then we generalize this example by deflning
the diagonal subalgebra induced by fi as'
(l; r) 2 L£R flfl lfi = r “:
This is a subalgebra even if fi is a homomorphism deflned on a subalgebra C of L.
As the roles of L, R could be interchanged, we say that H 6 L £ R is a Goursat
subalgebra when there are C 6 L, D 6 R and homomorphisms ° : C! A, – : D! A
such that the following diagram commutes:
H
‰
//
‚

D
–

C
°
// A
For example, if ° 2 Con C, – 2 Con D and fi : C= ° ! D= – is an isomorphism, then
(A.2.A) Gfi := f(c; d) 2 C£D j [c]°fi = [d]–g
is a Goursat subalgebra. It is straightforward to check that all the Goursat subalge-
bras arise in this way, in fact, if the previous diagram commutes, then H = G°](–])¡1 .
A.2.1. Lemma. For an fi deflned as above, Gfi‚ = C and Gfi~‚ = °.
Proof. The flrst equality is obvious, for the second one observe that by (a))(b)
of A.1.5 we have c1
¡
Gfi~‚
¢
c2 if and only if there is d such that
[c1]°fi = [d]– = [c2]°fi;
which happens if and only if c1 ° c2. ⁄
Goursat subalgebras are actually all the subalgebras of L£R.
Fleischer Theorem. Let H be a subalgebra of L£R, put
C = H‚; ° = H~‚;
D = H‰; – = H~‰:
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Then ° 2 Con C, – 2 Con D and the projections ‚, ‰ restricted to H induce algebra
isomorphisms
° :
H
•H‚ •
H
‰
¡! C
°
; – :
H
•H‚ •
H
‰
¡! D
–
such that H = G°¡1– is the Goursat subalgebra induced by °¡1–.
Proof. We only need to prove that G°¡1– 6 H because it is readily seen that
H 6 G°¡1–. To this end, let us say (c; d) 2 G°¡1– and [c]°°¡1 = [(c; d1)]•H‚ •H‰ . Then
[d]– = [c]°°¡1– = [d1]–. By A.1.5 there is c1 such that (c1; d) 2 H and (c1; d1) 2 H.
Thus
(c; d1) •H‰ (c1; d1) •
H
‚ (c1; d):
By permutability there is (c2; d2) 2 H such that
(c; d1) •H‚ (c2; d2) •
H
‰ (c1; d):
Therefore c = c2, d2 = d, and so (c; d) 2 H. ⁄
For example the cartesian subalgebra C£D corresponds to the isomorphism of
trivial sections C=C2 ! D=D2. If we apply Fleischer theorem to Gfi then °¡1– = fi,
in particular we have
A.2.2. Corollary. The set of subalgebras of L£R is in bijection with the set
of isomorphisms between sections of L and R.
A.2.3. Corollary. Sub(L£R) = Sub(L)£Sub(R) if and only if the sections
of L isomorphic to sections of R are trivial.
Note that if there are non trivial isomorphic sections, then Sub(L£R) contains
the congruence lattices of these isomorphic sections as intervals.
A.2.4. Proposition. Let fi : C= ° ! D= – be an isomorphism, then the interval
[Gfi ¥ C£D] is canonically lattice isomorphic to Con(C= °).
Proof. We only need to show that ~‚† = ~‚ : [Gfi ¥ C£D] !
£
°¥C2⁄ has an
inverse. In fact, for # 2 Con C such that ° 6 # 6 C2, the Goursat algebra induced
by fi# has image # by ~‚†. Beside, if Gfi 6 G# 6 C£D, then # : C= "! D=’ for
suitable ", ’. Next lemma shows that ’ = "(fi;fi) and this implies # = fi" because
if (c; d) 2 Gfi 6 G#, then [c]"# = [d]’ = [d]"(fi;fi) = [c]"fi#. ⁄
A.2.5. Lemma. Let fi : C° ! D– and fl : E" ! F’ be isomorphisms. If Gfi 6 Gfl
then "C(fi;fi) = ’D and (C ")fl = D’.
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Proof. let d1; d2 2 D and c1; c2 2 C such that [ci]°fi = [di]–. This implies
[ci]"fl = [di]’ and since fl is an isomorphism we have
d1 ’ d2 () c1 " c2;
that is exactly ’D = "C(fifi). Now, assume e 2 C ", then there is c 2 C such that
(c " e). There is (c; d) 2 Gfi 6 Gfl. Therefore [e]"fl = [c]"fl = [d]’. This proves
that (C ")fl 6 D’ and similarly that (D’)fl¡1 6 C ", that is D’ 6 (C ")fl. ⁄
Example: the variety of Groups. In the variety of groups we agree to call
\1" the identity element. If G is a group and # 2 ConG, then [1]# is a normal sub-
group of G and this correspondence induces a lattice isomorphism between ConG
and the lattice of the normal subgroups of G, which we write NSubG. We will
always identify ConG with NSubG via this isomorphism. Similarly, we will al-
ways identify SConG with SecG = ' (A; A) flfl A E A 6 G “ via the bijection
# 7! ([1]#;Supp#): We observe that if (A; A) is (B; B)-invariant and B 6 A, then
A is B-invariant (by conjugation). Conversely, if A is B-invariant, then BA is a
group and (A; BA) is a (B; B)-invariant section for each B 6 B\A which is normal
in B. Therefore Lemma A.1.4 may be translated as follows.
A.2.6. Lemma. Let A 6 B, A E A, B E B such that AB = B and A = B \ A.
Then [A¥B] »= [A¥ B]A. where the second is the interval of the A-invariant (by
conjugation) subgroups between A and B.
By identifying L with L £ f1g and R with f1g £ R, we will often regard the
direct product L£R as the internal product LR. The flrst component of
~‚ : Sub(LR) ¡! SecL; H 7! ¡[1]H~‚; H‚¢;
regarded as a map from Sub(LR) to SubL, is a meet-homomorphism because
[1]H~‚ = L ^H. Therefore, rather than ~‚†, ~‰† which are only deflned on intervals,
we will use the global
~‚1 : Sub(LR) ¡! SubL; H 7! L ^H;(A.2.B)
~‰1 : Sub(LR) ¡! SubR; H 7! H ^R:(A.2.C)
If fi : A=A ! B=B is an isomorphism of sections of L and R, then›
A;Gfi
fi
= AGfi = AB and Gfi \ L = A:
The isomorphism A.2.4 for groups is well known, (see [Ros65] for example). In
more details, ~‚1 induces a lattice isomorphism of [Gfi ¥AB] on to [A¥A]A, the
interval of the A-invariant subgroups of A containing A; the inverse being induced
by C 7! CGfi (C E LR therefore CGfi 6 AB).
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Figure A.B. A Goursat subgroup of L£R, (some edges may collapse)
A.3. Intervals
The aim of this section is to exploit the four canonical homomorphisms of A.1.7
to describe the simple intervals of Sub(L£R). To this end we will flrst describe a
class of intervals whose homomorphisms behave in the best possible way.
Deflnition. An interval I of Sub(L£R) is said to be elementary if at least two
of the four canonical homomorphisms of I are injective.
Note that by A.3.11 below, if three canonical homomorphisms of I are isomor-
phisms, then I is trivial. Also, recall that ‚, ‰, being induced by algebra homo-
morphisms, send intervals to intervals. We shall show that ~‚†, ~‰†, send intervals
to bottom invariant intervals. As a consequence, an elementary interval I is always
canonically isomorphic to an interval of Sub L or Sub R, or to a bottom invariant
interval of SCon L or SCon R.
Examples of elementary intervals are given by describing six subclasses or types
which are closed under the composition of intervals whenever it makes sense.
Types 2L, 2R. Let A < C 6 L and B 6 R. The intervals of type 2L are the
I = [A£B¥ C£B]:
We notice that while I‰, I ~‰† are trivial intervals, ‚ and ~‚† are isomorphisms onto
[A¥ C], £A2 ¥ C2⁄† respectively (see A.1.4). The intervals of type 2R are deflned
in a similar way on the right.
Type 3A. These are the intervals of type
I =
h
G’ ¥G’
°
i
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Figure A.C. Groups: intervals of type 3A
where ’ : A=fi ! B=fl is an isomorphism, fi < ° 2 Con A and ’
°
is deflned as
in (A.1.K). In this case, while I‚, I‰ are trivial, ~‚† and ~‰† are injective. In fact,
by A.2.4, they are isomorphisms on to [fi¥ °] and [fl ¥ °(’;’)] respectively.
A.3.1. Lemma. Let ’ : Afi ! Bfl , ˆ : C° ! D– be isomorphisms. If
A = C and B = B–;
then G’ 6 Gˆ if and only if ˆ = ’°. Furthermore, If C, D are groups and
C = [1]°, then they are also equivalent to Gˆ = CG’.
Proof. Assume G’ 6 Gˆ , then by A.2.5 we have
B = B– = (A°)ˆ = Cˆ = D:
Then G’ 6 Gˆ 6 A £ B and by A.2.4, ˆ = ’° . If also A, B are groups and
C = [1]° , then CG’ µ Gˆ . But if [a]°ˆ = [b]–, then there is a1 2 A such that
[a1]fi’ = [b]fl , thus (a1; b) 2 G’ and (a; b) = (aa¡11 ; 1)(a1; b) 2 CG’: ⁄
Type 3B. These are the intervals of type
I =
h
G
ˆ
A ¥Gˆ
i
where ˆ : C=° ! D=– is an isomorphism, A° = A < C and ˆA is deflned as
in (A.1.J). It is easy to check that as A is °-closed, I~‚† and I ~‰† are trivial. If we
call H = G
ˆ
A and # = •
Gˆ
‚ •
Gˆ
‰ for short, we show that H is #-closed too. To this
end let (c; d) 2 Gˆ , such that (c; d) # (a; b) for some (a; b) 2 H. Then
(c; d) •‚ (c1; d1) •‰ (a; b)
for some (c1; d1) 2 Gˆ . But this forces c1 = c, d1 = b and thus (c; b) 2 Gˆ . In
particular [c]°ˆ = [b]– = [a]° and by A = A° we conclude c 2 A which proves that
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Figure A.D. Groups: intervals of type 3B
(c; d) 2 H. Now, by deflnition of Gˆ~‚ = °, ‚ induces an algebra isomorphisms
from Gˆ= # on to C=°, therefore from (A.1.O) and the closure of H, A, we see that
‚ : I ¡! [A¥ C] and ‰ : I ¡! [Aˆ ¥D]
are isomorphisms.
A.3.2. Lemma. Let ’ : Afi ! Bfl , ˆ : C° ! D– be isomorphisms. If
A = A° and B = B–;
then the following are equivalent:
(a) G’ 6 Gˆ.
(b) ’
(°A)
= ˆA.
(c) G’
(°A)
= Gˆ ^ (A£D).
Proof. We only prove that (a))(b), the other implications being trivial. If
G’ 6 Gˆ , then by A.2.5 °A(’’) = –B. Then b holds because if [a]fi’ = [b]fl, then
[a](°A)’(°A) = [b](°A)(’’) = [b](–B) = [b]– = [a]°ˆ = [a](°A)ˆ
A
:
⁄
Types 4L, 4R. Let A < C, fi = °A for some ° 2 Con C such that A° = C. The
intervals of type 4L are the
(4L) I =
h
G´A;°ˆ ¥Gˆ
i
where ˆ : C=° ! D=– is an isomorphism and ´A;° is given by the Isomorphism
Theorem. It is readily seen that I‰, I~‰ are trivial.
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Figure A.E. Groups: intervals of type 4L
A.3.3. Lemma. Let ’ : Afi ! Bfl , ˆ : C° ! D– be isomorphisms. If B = D then
the following are equivalent:
(a) G’ 6 Gˆ.
(b) ’
(°A)
= ´A;°ˆ.
(c) G’
(°A)
= Gˆ ^ (A£D).
Furthermore, if C, D are groups and C = [1]°, then they are also equivalent to
(d) Gˆ = CG’.
Proof. We only prove that (a))(b), the other implications being trivial
((a))(d) as in A.3.1). If G’ 6 Gˆ , then by A.2.5 °A(’;’) = – and since B = D,
A° = C. Then b holds because if [a]fi’ = [b]fl, then
[a](°A)’(°A) = [b](°A)(’’) = [b]– = [a]°ˆ = [a](°A)´A;°ˆ:
⁄
A.3.4. Corollary. Let ’ : Afi ! Bfl , ˆ : C° ! B– be isomorphisms such that
G’ 6 Gˆ. Then ~‚ : [G’ ¥Gˆ ]! [fi¥ °]fi is an isomorphism.
Proof. if G# 2 [G’ ¥Gˆ ] then there are M = G#‚, „ = G#~‚, ” = G#~‰
such that # : M= „ ! B= ”. By A.3.3 „ is fi-invariant and ’
(„A)
= ´A;„#. In
particular # = ´¡1A;„’(„A) so that
~‚ is injective. But ~‚ is also surjective because
if „ 2 [fi¥ °]fi and # = ´¡1A;„’(„A), then #(°M) = ´¡1A;°M’(°A) hence G# 6 Gˆ
because by A.3.3 again, applied to G’ 6 Gˆ , we have ’(°A) = ´A;°ˆ and therefore
#(°M) = ´M;°ˆ. ⁄
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A.3.5. Corollary. Let I be as in (4L). The following diagram commutes and
all the arrows are isomorphisms.
I ‚ //
~‚

[A¥ C]
‡yysss
ss
ss
ss
[fi¥ °]fi
Proof. By A.3.4 and A.1.4, ~‚ and ‡ are isomorphisms. It is enough to prove
that ‚ = ~‚‡¡1. In fact, if G# 2 I then there are M 2 [A¥ C], „ 2 Con M such
that # : M= „! D=–. Since „ is fi-invariant,
G#‚ = M = A„ = „ ‡¡1 = G#~‚‡¡1:
⁄
The intervals of type 4R are deflned in a similar way on the right.
–
From now on, let I = [G’ ¥Gˆ ] where ’ : Afi ! Bfl and ˆ : C° ! D– are isomor-
phisms. The left and right skeletons of I are
(A.3.A) (fi;A2; °A° ;C2) and (fl;B2; –B–;D2):
Their orders are l =
flflffi;A2; °A° ;C2gflfl and r = flflffl;B2; –B–;D2gflfl. The six given
types of elementary intervals are determined by the left skeleton and the order of
the right skeleton. In fact,
A.3.6. Proposition. I is of a given type if and only if l, r, and its left skeleton
are as in Table A.A.
Proof. The proposition is trivial for types 2L, 2R. Since the \only if" is trivial,
we just prove the \if".
Assume l = 4, r = 2. Since fi < A2 and ° < C2, we also have fl < B2
and –B– < D2. Since r = 2, it must be fl = –B–, B = D. By A.3.3 we have
’
(°A)
= ´A;°ˆ. By A.2.5 we have –B = (°A)(’;’), hence °A = fi because
–B = fl = fi(’;’). This proves that I is of type 4L. The case 4R is similar
therefore we now assume 1 < l = r 6 3.
If fi < °A° 6 A2 = C2, then C = A and by A.2.5, B– = (A°)ˆ = Cˆ = B.
By A.3.1 we have ’
°
= ˆ hence I is of type 3A.
If fi = °A° 6 A2 < C2, then A = A° < C and by A.2.5, fl = –B, B– < D. If also
B– 6= B, then fl < –B– < D2 hence l = r = 3, that is, fl = B2 and fi = °A° < A2.
Then fl = –B = (°A)(’;’) < B2, a contradiction. Therefore it must be B– = B
and by A.3.2, I is of type 3B. ⁄
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Table A.A. Elementary intervals
TYPE l r TYPE l r
2L 2 1 2R 1 2
4L 4 2 4R 2 4
3A 2; 3 l fi < °A° 6 A2 = C2 3B 2; 3 l fi = °A° 6 A2 < C2
A.3.7. Remark. There are non elementary intervals with 1 < l = r 6 3.
In fact, in the variety of groups, If A C C and ˆ is the identity of C=A, then
the following intervals are all non elementary:
interval l r
[Gˆ ¥Gˆ ] 2 2 A = CAC < A2 = C2
[A£A¥ C £ C] 2 2 A = A2 < CAC = C2
[¢A ¥ C £ C] 3 3 A < A2 < CAC = C2
[¢A ¥Gˆ ] 3 3 A = A2 = CAC < C2
We now show that the six given types of elementary intervals arise in a natural way.
A.3.8. Proposition. G’ 6 Gˆ if and only if the following diagram makes
sense and commutes:
(A.3.B) A°°A°
ˆ
(A°)
// B–
–B–
A
°A
´A;°
OO
’
(°A)
// B
–B
´B;–
OO
Proof. For short, put ’ = ’
(°A)
, ˆ = ˆ(A°), ¾ = ´A;° and ¿ = ´B;–. The
diagram makes sense when fi 6 ° (in particular A 6 C), fl 6 – (in particular
B 6 D), (A°)ˆ = B– and °A(’;’) = –B. By A.2.5 this conditions are all satisfled
when G’ 6 Gˆ , and it is routine to check that in fact the diagram commutes.
Conversely, if the diagram makes sense, then
G’ 6 G’ by A.3.1, interval trivial or 3A,
G’ 6 G¾¡1’ by A.3.3, interval trivial or xL,
G¾¡1’ 6 G¾¡1’¿ by A.3.3, interval trivial or xR,
if also the diagram commutes then ¾¡1’¿ = ˆ and
G¾¡1’¿ = Gˆ 6 Gˆ by A.3.2, interval trivial or 3B.
⁄
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This also proves our main theorem:
Theorem A. If I is an interval of Sub(L£R) then
I = I1o I2o I3o I4
where Ii are trivial or elementary of type 3A, xL, xR, 3B respectively.
This theorem is of little use for \large" intervals. For example, when L, R are
groups, it says that
[1¥ L£R] = [1¥ L£ 1]o [L£ 1¥ L£R];
which is nothing new. But Theorem A.3 can be of some help with \smaller" inter-
vals. For example we have straightaway:
A.3.9. Corollary. Simple intervals are elementary.
This is conclusive, because
A.3.10. Corollary. The elementary intervals are exactly the ones listed in
Table A.A.
Proof. Assume for example that ‚ and ~‚† of I are injective. Let
I = I1o I2o I3o I4
as in Theorem A.3. Since I1‚, I3‚, I4~‚† are trivial, so are I1, I2, I4, therefore
I = I2 is elementary of type xL. One proves the other cases in the same way. ⁄
The homomorphisms ‰ and ~‚† can never be both injective. This follows from a
more general fact.
A.3.11. Proposition. Let I be an interval and let „;” 2 f‰; ~‚†g with „ 6= ”.
Then I„ is trivial if and only if I ”»= I”.
Proof. Let I = I1o I2o I3o I4 as in Theorem A.3. If I
‰»= I‰, then I1, I2
are trivial hence I~‚† µ I3~‚†o I4~‚† is trivial. Similarly, if I
~‚†»= I~‚†, then I3, I4
are trivial and so is I‰. Assume now I~‚† trivial and assume H1‰ = H2‰ with
Hi 2 I. Since ‰ is a join-hom, we have (H1 _ H2)‰ = Hi‰, therefore ~‚†, ‰ are
trivial on the intervals [Hi ¥ H1 _ H2] which therefore need to be trivial. This forces
H1 = H1 _H2 = H2, thus I
‰»= I‰. Finally, if I‰ is trivial, then I = I1o I2 and the
result follows by A.3.4. ⁄
A.3.12. Corollary. I is elementary if and only if its four canonical homo-
morphisms are injective and trivial in pairs.
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The intervals of Sub(L £R) which are not already intervals of Sub L, Sub R,
or bottom invariant intervals of SCon L, SCon R, are called novelty. We are usually
interested in intervals which are novelty, hence in intervals I such that flflI„flfl > 1
for all „ 2 f‚; ~‚†;‰; ~‰†g. We end this section providing a necessary condition for a
shortcut interval to be a novelty.
A.3.13. Deflnition. We say that I has a shortcut xX{yY, when I = I1o I2
with I1 simple of type xX and I2 simple of type yY.
A.3.14. Proposition. If a shortcut interval I is a novelty, then I has one of
the following shortcuts:
2L{2R, 3B{3A, 3A{3B, 4L{4R.
Proof. Elementary types are closed by composition thus no xX{xX is novelty.
Also no interval with shortcuts xL{3Bor 3B{xL is a novelty because its ~‰† is trivial.
For a similar reason no interval with shortcuts 3A{xR, xR{3A, 3A{xL, xL{3A,
xR{3Bor 3B{xR is a novelty. There are no intervals at all with shortcuts 2X{4Y
or 4Y{2X because this would require a cartesian subalgebra which is not cartesian!
If I has a shortcut 2R{2L, then it also has a shortcut 2L{2R. Similarly, if I has
a shortcut 4R{4L, then it also has a shortcut 4L{4R. Of the 36 possible formal
combination (but a few of them could not be realised anyway), we remain with just
36¡ 6¡ 4¡ 12¡ 8¡ 2 = 4
shortcuts, which are the one listed. ⁄
A.4. Shortcut intervals in the subgroup lattice of direct products
We are going to apply the results of the previous section to the variety of groups.
For the reminder of this section L, R are groups. Say G’ and Gˆ two Goursat
subgroups of L£R, where
’ :
A
A ¡!
B
B and ˆ :
C
C ¡!
D
D
are isomorphisms of sections of L, R respectively. Applying A.3.9, A.3.10 we get
su–cient and necessary conditions for G’ being maximal in Gˆ .
A.4.1. Theorem. G’lGˆ if and only if one of the following conditions holds:
(a) C 6 Al C and ’ = ˆA,
(b) C 6 Al C and ’ = ´A;Cˆ,
(c) D 6 B lD and ’´B;D = ˆ,
(d) [A¥ C]A is simple and ˆ = ’C (hence A C C and C=A Cmin C=A).
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A.4.2. Corollary. A subgroup G is maximal in L £ R if and only if one of
the following conditions holds:
(a) G = A£R with Al L,
(b) G = L£B with B lR,
(c) G = G’ where ’ is a group isomorphism ’ : LA ¡! RB and L=A is simple,
that is, A is maximal among the normal subgroups of L.
A.4.3. Corollary. Let ’ : LA ¡! RB be an isomorphism where A is a maximal
normal subgroup of L. A subgroup G is maximal in G’ if and only if one of the
following conditions holds:
(a) G = Gˆ where ˆ : C=(C \ A) ¡! R=B is the canonical isomorphism
induced by ’, being C l L and A 6 C;
(b) G = Gˆ where ˆ : L=A ¡! D=(D \ B) is the canonical isomorphism
induced by ’, being D lR and B 6 D;
(c) G = G’A with Al L and A 6 A.
As we often refer to the bottom invariant interval of SConL, SConR, that is, to
interval of subgroups which are normalised by some other subgroup, we feel obliged
to state the following.
A.4.4. Proposition. G’ is Gˆ{invariant (by conjugation) if and only if the
following diagram makes sense and commutes.
C
C
t //
ˆ

Aut AA
t’

D
D
t // Aut BB
Explanation. The horizontal arrows are given by the conjugation. For exam-
ple
(Cc)t : Aa 7! A(c¡1ac):
While t’ is deflned by f 7! ’¡1f’. The diagram makes sense when the arrows are
well deflned, that is,
(A.4.A) AC = A; [A; C] 6 A and BD = D; [B;D] 6 B:
In particular G’ E L£R if and only if [A;L] 6 A and [B;R] 6 B.
Three shortcut intervals. We give examples of intervals with a shortcut 3B{
3A arising from three difierent settlements. In all the examples we consider the
interval I = [¢A ¥ (C £ 1)¢C ] where A < C are flnite groups and [A¥ C], [1¥ C]C
are simple. In particular C »= S1 £ ¢ ¢ ¢ £ Sn for convenient isomorphic flnite simple
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groups Si. We also set, for short, ˆ to be the identity of C=C and ’ to be the
identity of A, so that I = [G’ ¥Gˆ ].
A.4.5. Example. Case 1 = A \ C 6 AlAC = C.
We prove that I »=Mpr+1 for some prime p and r > 0 and that any suchMpr+1
can be represented in this way.
I has also shortcuts xL{xR, xR{xL, in fact, in I there are
(1£ C)¢A = (C £ 1)¢C \ (A£ C);(A.4.B)
(C £ 1)¢A = (C £ 1)¢C \ (C £A)(A.4.C)
which are both atoms and maximal elements of I because of A.3.3. Moreover, if
# 2 NAutC C, the subgroup of the automorphisms of C which flx C, then
(A.4.D) ´A;C#C = #
A
´A;C :
If also # 2 CAutC A, the subgroup of the automorphisms of C whose restriction to
A is ’, then ’ = #A and #C = ´
¡1
A;C’´A;C = ˆ, hence
¢A = G’ lG# lGˆ = (C £ 1)¢C :
Beside, if G’ < G# < Gˆ and G# is not contained in (A.4.B), (A.4.C), then it has
to be a subcartesian product of C2 and by A.3.1, #C = ˆ. In particular C# = C.
Since G# < Gˆ , C1 = G#~‚1 and C2 = G#~‰1 are less than C, hence C1 = 1 = C2
and # 2 AutC. Thus, by (A.4.D), # 2 NAutC C \ CAutC A which is canonically
isomorphic to AutA C, the group of the automorphisms of C which commute with
those induced by conjugation by A. It is known1 that the order of this group must
be pr ¡ 1 for some prime p, because C £ 1, 1£C are two distinct normal subgroups
of Gˆ . However, we now show this by distinguishing two cases:
(1) C is non abelian. By [Bad93, 3:2]2 and the maximality of A, for each
s 2 S1, there is a 2 A such that ts = ta where ts is the conjugation by
s in S1 and ta is the restriction of the conjugation by a in C to S1. This
implies CAutC A 6 CAutC S1 = 1 because C =
›
S1; A
fi
.
(2) C is elementary abelian of exponent p. Since C is a simple A-module, by
Schur Lemma, EndA C is a division ring (of exponent p), hence
flflEndA Cflfl is
a power of p. But
flflAutA Cflfl = flflEndA Cflfl¡ 1.
Finally, let F be a flnite fleld of order pr, C = F, A = F£ the multiplicative group
acting on C by multiplication on the right and C = C o A. Then AutA C = A has
1see for example [P¶al95].
2depend on \Schreier conjecture".
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Figure A.F. A shortcut interval
order pr ¡ 1. It is not di–cult to check that this is in disguise the example 3:1
of [P¶al95].
A.4.6. Example. Case 1 < A \ C 6 AlAC = C, see Figure A.F.
Here I = I1o I2 where max I1 = G’
(A\C)
=
¡
(A \ C) £ 1¢¢A. By A.3.1,
I1 »= [1¥A \ C]A. Assume now G# 2 I ¡ I1, # : M=M ! N=N. Intersect-
ing (A.4.B) with A£A, one sees that max I1 = Gˆ \ (A£A) therefore M and N
cannot be both equal to A. Then we distinguish three cases:
(1) M = A, N = C. We apply A.3.3 to G# 6 Gˆ to see that #(A\C) = ´A;Cˆ.
In particular (A\C)# = C. If M < A\C, then N < C hence N = 1 because
N E C. We apply A.3.2 to G’ 6 G# to see that ’M = #
A = #, which
contradicts N = C. Therefore M = A \ C and # = ´A;Cˆ, that is, G# is
equal to (A.4.B).
(2) M = C, N = A. In an entirely similar way one proves that G# is equal
to (A.4.C).
(3) M = C = N . In particular either M = 1 or M = C. We apply A.3.1
to G# 6 Gˆ to see that #C = ˆ. If M = C, then # = ˆ, otherwise
C = C# > M# = N, hence # 2 AutC. Applying A.3.2 to G’ 6 G#, one
has # 2 CAutC A. Beside, if # 2 CAutC A, then G’ lG# lGˆ .
Thus I ¡ I1 ¡I2 is in bijection with CAutC A, I2 »=M2 and I is as in Figure A.F.
A.4.7. Example. Case 1 < C 6 Al C, see Figure A.G.
Here I = I1o I2 where
I1 = [¢A ¥ (C £ 1)¢A] »= [1¥ C]A and I2 = [(C £ 1)¢A ¥ (C £ 1)¢C ]:
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Figure A.G. Another shortcut interval
Arguing as in the previous example, one sees that G# 2 I ¡ I1 ¡ I2 if and only if
# 2 AutC, ’ = #A and ˆ = #C . By [Rob82, x4], the set of these # is in bijection
with a subgroup of Der (C=C;Z(C)) which has prime power order because either C
is non abelian and Z(C) = 1, or C is elementary abelian and so is Der (C=C;Z(C)).
–
A.4.8. Remark. In example A:4:6, CAutC A may be non trivial and in exam-
ple A:4:7, [1¥ C]A may be a chain of any arbitrary length.
In fact, if C is the alternating group on n symbols, then the centralizer in AutC
of a transposition is a maximal subgroup A of C so that CAutC A has order 2.
And for each m > 3, let p be a prime larger than m. Let Vm be the subspace
of the homogeneous component of degree m¡ 1 of Fp[X;Y ], the commutative poly-
nomial ring in two variables X, Y , on the prime fleld Fp. Let Q = SL(2; p) and
P = Q\T(2; p) where T(2; p) are the upper triangular 2£2 matrixes. Then Q acts
irreducibly on the left of Vm and if we put C = Vm oQ, A = Vm o P and C = Vm,
then we are in the assumptions of example A.4.7 and [1¥ C]A is a chain of length
m [Alp86, pp. 15{16].
We are now ready to state our second main result:
Theorem B. If a shortcut interval I of Sub(L £ R) is a novelty, then either
I »=M1 or I is isomorphic to one of the examples A:4:5{A:4:7.
Proof. Assume that I = [G’ ¥Gˆ ].
If I has a shortcut 3B{3A, then there must be an isomorphism # : C=A ! D=B.
Thus we may assume, up to algebra isomorphisms, that A = 1 = B, C = D and #
is the identity of C. Therefore I must be as in one of the examples.
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If I has a shortcut 3A{3B and I 6=M1, let G# 2 I ¡ fG’;Gˆ ;G(ˆA)g with
# : M=M! N=N. Since
G
(ˆ
A
)
= (C £ 1)G’ = (1£ C)G’ = (A£D) \Gˆ = (D £A) \Gˆ ;
it must be M = C = N and M = A = N. Therefore I has a shortcut 3B{3A too
and we conclude as before.
If I has a shortcut xL{xR and I 6=M2, then there has to be G# 2 I such that
# : C=M! D=N and M < C, N < D. As [A¥ C]A is simple, it must be A = M C C
and similarly B = N C D. Therefore again, I has a shortcut 3B{3A.
By A.3.14 the proof is complete ⁄
An elementary interval of type 3A is a modular lattice. Consequently, if it also
has a shortcut, it must be isomorphic to Mr for some r. It is not di–cult to prove
the same result for each interval which has a shortcut 3A{xL or 3A{xR. However,
in each case the maximum of the interval has two distinct normal subgroups and
as a consequence r ¡ 1 must be a power of prime (see [P¶al95]). This completes
the reduction of the search of the shortcut intervals of Sub(L£R) to the shortcut
intervals of SubL, SubR.
Finally, we end this section with the following corollary of Theorem A.4.
A.4.9. Corollary. If a shortcut interval of Sub(L£R) has more than 4 points,
then it is already an interval of Sub(L2) or Sub(R2).
Proof. If such an interval, say I, is a novelty then this follows by the theorem.
Otherwise I is an interval of SubL, or SubR, or a bottom invariant interval of
SConL or SConR. But the bottom invariant intervals of SConL, for example, are
intervals of Sub(L2) for A.3.4. ⁄
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